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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
 
 
VARIATION OF NATIVE AMERICAN CERAMICS IN THE BIG 
BEND REGION OF THE LOWER OCMULGEE RIVER VALLEY, 
GEORGIA, AD 1540 TO AD 1715 
 
Studies of European colonialism in the Western Hemisphere have shifted focus from 
areas of direct European/Native American contact, to investigate Native American groups 
outside of direct European contact. During Spanish colonization of the Southeastern United 
States (AD 1520 to AD 1715), the Big Bend region of the Ocmulgee River Valley, in 
Georgia, located about 160 kilometers from Spanish occupied coast, was inhabited by a 
Native American polity from the Late Prehistoric into the Mission period. This location is 
ideal for studying indirect contact.  
Changes in ceramic production can be used to identify changes in Native American 
interaction through time. Attributes from ceramics at five sites were recorded, totaling 3,231 
sherds. Analysis demonstrates that richness of paste recipes and presence of ceremonial 
vessels declined, suggesting that regional gatherings declined. Design analysis suggests that 
interaction with a large variety of Native American groups from outside of the region 
declined, while interaction with coastal Native American groups in the purview of Spanish 
colonization increased. This demonstrates that changes to Native American society after 
European contact were not just the result of interaction with European traditions and 
technologies, but also the result of changing interaction with Native American groups.  
 
KEYWORDS: Ceramic analysis, culture contact, Spanish colonization, 
Lamar archaeology, communities of practice 
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1 
 
Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Native American groups in indirect contact with Europeans changed the way  
they interacted in the wake of European disease and economic impacts. Culture change 
occurred as groups adopted traditions from other non-European groups (Beck and Trabert 
2014; Bushnell 1994; Boyd et al. 2002; Nassaney and Johnson 2000; Saunders 1998, 2000, 
2001, 2004; Smith 2002; Trabert 2015; Worth 2002, 2007). By understanding how Native 
American traditions changed in conjunction with changing interaction, archaeologists can 
better understand how and why groups altered their practices after European contact. In doing 
this, post-contact change is understood as dynamic rather than unidirectional. Change can be 
seen by identifying how the step-by-step ceramic production process varied through time, 
and this in turn reflects changes in cultural knowledge and social networks through which 
knowledge is transmitted (Gosselain 2000; Lemonnier 1986; Mills et al. 2015; Sillar and Tite 
2000). Identifying culture change, in conjuction with identifying changing interaction 
through technological analysis, can demonstrate how groups worked to activvely maintain 
and change their identities during European colonization. 
Understanding changing interaction in areas of indirect contact requires researchers to 
focus analysis on an area with established prehistoric and historic ties to areas occupied by 
Europeans during the contact period, but very little direct contact with Europeans. Located 
approximately 160 kilometers from Spanish colonization on the Georgia Coast, the Big Bend 
region of the Ocmulgee River Valley fits this requirement (Figure 1.1). Spanish contact and 
later colonization (circa A.D. 1540-1715) in coastal Georgia and interaction between the Big 
Bend and the coast are well documented, both historically and archaeologically, making this 
region and time period excellent for assessing changes in Native American interactions.  
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Figure 1.1 The Ocmulgee Big Bend Region 
 
 
The Ocmulgee River runs from just north of Macon, Georgia in the Piedmont to 
Lumber City, Georgia in the central coastal plain (Figure 1.2). At Lumber city, it merges 
with the Oconee River, becoming the Altamaha.  The Altamaha River continues south to 
the Atlantic coast at Darien, Georgia. Just before the Ocmulgee meets with the Oconee, 
the river takes a long meandering bow, flowing west to east for just over 100 kilometers.  
This area of the river is known as the Big Bend.  In this region, the river is a meandering 
coastal plain river that is marked by oxbow lakes and meander scars.  Currently, the area 
is largely planted in commercial pines, but prehistorically, it would have been part of the 
Georgia 
Spanish Mission System 
Big Bend Region 
Atlantic 
Ocean 
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large longleaf pine and wiregrass forest that stretched from Virginia to eastern Texas.  
This pine forest was spotted with areas of hardwood trees in lower lying areas.  The flood 
plain of the river is marked by sandy soils, with occasional outcrops of clay that were 
likely deposited by the river from the Piedmont region farther north. Additionally, the 
area was settled by Mississippian chiefdoms, supported by cleared agricultural fields and 
connected by a series of trails, some of which are still present on the land today in the 
form of modern roads that follow the original paths of Native American trails. 
The Spanish maintained missions on the barrier islands and the mainland coast of 
Georgia for nearly 120 years, circa 1560-1680, as part of a larger system in La Florida 
(Worth 2007). Research on the Georgia Coast suggests that disease, violence and movement 
of groups increased after contact. The introduction of infectious diseases by Europeans and 
decreased nutritional health caused increased death rates among indigenous groups 
(Hutchinson and Larsen 2001; Hutchinson et al. 2000; Hutchinson et al. 2004). The 
repartimiento labor system, in which native men were sent to work in St. Augustine, and the 
resettlement of native groups around missions led to increased movement of people and 
likely contributed to many native deaths due to overwork and increased susceptibility to 
disease (Ashley et al. 2013; Griffin et al. 2001; Larsen 1990; Larsen et al. 1996; 
Stowjanowski 2005). In addition, some groups may have left the coast due to violent attacks 
by British-backed Native groups from the Carolinas (Worth 2007). Further, access to 
European goods and markets for trading furs and hides pulled groups into the Spanish realm 
(Smith 1987). Because of these factors, the nature of Native American interaction in the 
interior likely changed after contact, causing groups to come into contact with previously 
little known cultural practices, both indigenous and European. Such circumstances likely 
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affected the interior regions of Georgia, but there has been very little research in these areas 
to document these factors (but see Smith 1987, 2002 for studies in Northern Georgia). 
Native American people of the Big Bend region were in contact with coastal Native 
American groups for centuries. During the Late Woodland and Early Mississippian periods 
(circa A.D. 1000), a group from the Ocmulgee Big Bend moved to the St. Marys region on 
the southernmost portion of the Georgia Coast, an area where a mission would later be 
constructed (Ashley 2002). In addition, Ashley (2002; Ashley et al. 2015) argues that around 
A.D. 1000, groups living in the Ocmulgee Big Bend acted as mediators between coastal 
groups in the St. Marys River area and a large Mississippian polity farther north at the 
Ocmulgee Mounds site. Tucker (2007) proposes that people were likely also moving between 
the coast and the more northerly Mississippian polity, passing through the Big Bend region 
on this route. These prehistoric ties to the coast set precedents for interaction with groups that 
lived near the coastal Spanish missions in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  
In addition to prehistoric ties, evidence of connections during Spanish colonization 
exists as well. First, Blanton (Blanton and Snow 2010; Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 
2013) argues that an early Spanish explorer, most likely Hernando de Soto, visited the Glass 
site, located in the Big Bend region. This claim is based on the presence of large amounts of 
early sixteenth century artifacts recovered during excavations. Second, a visitas mission 
(Hann 1990), which was infrequently visited by Spanish missionaries, was constructed near 
the confluence of the Ocmulgee and Oconee Rivers, though it has never been identified 
archaeologically. Finally, excavations have shown that at least one Native American group 
moved from the coast to the Big Bend in the seventeenth century (Blanton and Snow 2010; 
Snow 1977). These excavations are discussed further in Chapters Four and Five. Because this 
region was in continual contact with the coastal mission region, but not part of the Spanish 
mission project, we can assume that many changes that occurred in the Big Bend during the 
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Spanish Mission period were due not to direct influence of the Spanish missionaries, but 
instead to interaction with other Native American groups 
Groups living near the Ocmulgee River at the time of Spanish occupation of the coast 
are characterized archaeologically by Lamar style pottery (Snow 1977, 1990). Snow (1977, 
1990) has established two variants of Lamar in this region, the early Lamar Filfot Stamped 
and the late Lamar Square Ground Stamped. Early Lamar is characterized by curvilinear 
stamped Filfot motifs (Snow 1977:46), while Late Lamar Square Ground is a rectilinear 
Filfot motif (Snow 1977:47). The Filfot Cross is considered a representation of the 
Southeastern Native American construction of the universe (Fundaburke and Fundaburke 
1957; Saunders 2000).  This late variant also includes thickened rims that are altered either 
by pinching or with a tool. Snow’s (1977) chronological definitions have been foundational 
in ceramic studies of this area; however, my attribute analysis for this project shows that the 
stamping motifs are more complicated and varied than Snow (1977) presents (Hensler 2015). 
Motifs identified during the attribute analysis show that groups changed the way they 
decorated pots throughout the Spanish colonization period. Stamped motifs and rim 
treatments at later dating sites in the study area closely resemble those of coastal Native 
American Mission period groups. Though stamping and rim formation increased in similarity 
to coastal groups, incised motifs changed but did not converge with coastal motifs.  
The present research project will use attribute analysis of ceramics from five sites in 
Big Bend that were occupied from the late Prehistoric (circa A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1521) into 
the Contact (A.D 1521 to A.D. 1600) and the Mission (A.D. 160 to A.D. 1715) periods. Four 
sites are characterized by the indigenous Lamar ceramic tradition, while the fifth is 
characterized by the Altamaha ceramic tradition, common on the coast of Georgia during the 
Mission period.  By analyzing paste recipes, vessel construction, and surface treatment 
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design, five research goals will be addressed: 1) Determine the chronological sequence of 
occupation in the Big Bend; 2) Determine the settlement hierarchy of the five sites in 
the region; 3) Determine how ceramic technology changed from the Prehistoric to 
the Contact and into the Mission periods in the Big Bend; 4) Theorize what social 
factors drove these changes; and 5) Determine how these changes were connected to 
changes taking place on the coast, such as the creation of the Altamaha ceramic 
tradition. 
First, using the depth of folded rims and the width of incised lines, analysis has 
determined that two sites were occupied from the Late Prehistoric into the Contact period and 
two sites were occupied in the Mission period.  The specific occupation period of the fifth 
site could not be determined. Second, based on the architecture, wide variety of types, paste 
recipes, vessel forms, and decorative motifs, one of the earliest sites in the study area was 
likely a chiefly center and regional gathering place. One of the later sites contained a 
relatively large number of ceremonial vessels and may have been a chiefly center in the later 
Mission period, though no formal excavations have taken place to support this with 
architectural evidence. The remaining three sites were likely smaller farming villages that 
supported the chiefly centers. 
Third, based on diversity of paste recipes and changing nature of decorative motifs, 
it is likely that regional interaction patterns changed. At the early Contact period chiefly 
center, there is a wide variety of paste recipes and decorative motifs, that were likely brought 
to the site when gatherings, such as the busk or Green Corn Ceremony defined in Chapter 
Five, were held. At the later chiefly center, this variety decreases, suggesting that ceremonial 
events were no longer attended by a wide variety of people from the region, indicating that 
the nature of ceremonial events changed from the Contact to the Mission period.  
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Additionally, the ceramics found at later sites converge in style with the coastal Altamaha 
ceramic tradition, based on increasing frequencies of rectilinear stamping motifs and changes 
in folded rim styles. 
Fourth, it is likely that these changes were driven by increased interaction with the 
coast and decreased interaction with other interior groups.  This is likely the result of 
changing demographics as European disease, economic ventures, such as the deer skin trade, 
and threats of British back slave raids altered the social landscape of the region.   Fifth, 
analysis of folded rim construction and stamping motifs indicates that coastal Altamaha 
potters adopted many attributes of interior pottery, suggesting that the Altamaha tradition, 
which did not exist in prehistory was created through interaction, whether direct or indirect, 
between potters on the coast and potters in the interior, changing how both groups 
constructed and decorated their ceramics.   However, as the changes took place, the Big Bend 
potting tradition was not replaced by Altamaha ceramics in the same way the Altamaha 
ceramics replaced the prehistoric Irene ceramic tradition on the coast.  This demonstrates that 
though the Big Bend region was no stranger to the Spanish explorers and missionaries, the 
region maintained a cohesive potting tradition, unlike prehistoric coastal mission groups.   
Studying indirect contact through attribute analysis moves beyond the assumption 
that European-Native American interaction is the most important driver of change during 
colonization. This research will shed light on a potentially more important factor: changing 
interaction between Native American groups. How these groups chose to interact is possibly 
more important to the long-term viability of changing cultural practices during the colonial 
period. Changes during periods of contact likely affected the ways that groups interacted with 
each other and Europeans for centuries to come.  
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Organization of This Work 
 
 This work first outlines the major theoretical conversations that surround culture 
contact and colonialism in Chapter Two.  This is followed by a discussion of the theories 
surrounding technological style, on which the research for this project is based, in 
Chapter Three.  The next two chapters provide archaeological and historical background 
on the project area.  Chapter Four outlines the major trends in Late Prehistoric and 
Mission period archaeology and history in Georgia.  Chapter Five describes the surveys 
and excavations that generated the ceramic assemblage analyzed and the methods used to 
characterize the pottery. The following three chapters present the data collected. Chapter 
Six concerns clays and paste recipes. Chapter Seven discusses vessel construction and 
use.  Chapter Eight concerns the designs used when incising and stamping pottery.  
Chapter Nine outlines the refined ceramic chronology based on the analysis, proposes 
occupation dates for each site, and discusses the changes that take place through time.  
Finally, Chapter Ten, the conclusion, situates this research in the regional archaeology 
and proposes future research that will compliment this work. 
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Figure 1.2 Atlantic Draining Rivers of the Georgia Coastal Plain 
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Chapter 2 COLONIAL AND CULTURE CONTACT THEORY 
 
Colonialism and culture contact have been extensively studied throughout the 
history of the discipline, growing and changing with anthropological theory.  Early 
studies of Spanish colonialism in the Americas were heavily biased in favor of Spanish 
Missionaries, arguing that European civilization and religion were a boon to Native 
American societies (Bolton 1935; Johnson 1931, 1932; Ross 1926).  Following this, 
acculturation theory, which holds that through time Native American became more like 
Europeans, became the primary way of understanding culture contact (Arkush 1993; 
Brain 1979; Lean 2011; Quimby and Spoehr 1951).  In the 1990's, the quincentenary of 
the European “discovery” of the Americas fueled new studies on colonialism (Gosden 
2004; Thomas 1989, 1991, 1992a, 1992b).  Following these researchers, a wave of post-
colonial theories, heavily influenced by practice theory, altered the way that we think 
about colonialism and culture contact (Cobb 2005; Gosden 2004; Lightfoot and Martinez 
1995; Silliman 2001; Thomas 1981; Trouillot 2003; Van Buren 2009).  These researchers 
re-interpreted the way archaeologist think of the material culture of colonial encounters, 
showing that an increasing number of European artifacts does not equate with a loss of 
Native American culture or an increase in "European-ness." While these theories were 
explored, the concept of ethnogenesis gained ground.  Proponents of this argue that 
groups that sustained long-term colonialism may have gone through a process of 
ethnogenesis, in which groups restructured their own societies (Galloway 2002; Hill 
1998; Ogburn 2008; Stowjanowski 2005; Voss 2008).  In addition to the ethnogenesis 
approach, in the 2000's researchers began to see the importance of not just studying 
groups in direct contact with Europeans, but also groups living in the "hinterlands" or the 
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interior of colonized continents.  In doing this, archaeologists gain a more nuanced and 
thorough understanding of the colonial experience (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; 
Silliman 2001). Following is an overview of the major theoretical paradigms that have 
affected colonial and culture contact studies. 
Early studies of colonialism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
saw the Spanish missionaries as the glorious bringers of Christianity to the pagan groups 
in the Western Hemisphere, most famously written about by H.E. Bolton (1935) and his 
students (Johnson 1931, 1932; Ross 1926).  Bushnell (1994) argues that in addition to 
their biased approach to the missions, H. E. Bolton and his students created the concept 
of colonial institutions that are still used today.  She states that researchers began to think 
of the colonial project as its individual institutions, e.i. the mission, the presidio, the 
mine, etc. rather than taking a holistic view of the society (1994:23).  In addition to 
dividing mission society in this way, this approach often referred to as the borderlands 
paradigm taught, researchers to think in terms of a Native American realm and a separate 
Spanish realm, which archaeologists later argued creates a false dichotomy between two 
heavily intertwined groups.  The divisive view of society does not allow researchers to 
understand the colonial experience, either through the eyes of missionaries or Native 
Americans.   
This division in researchers’ understanding of colonial society led to the 
acculturation theorists who followed the borderlands school. Acculturation proponents 
argue that the subordinate group in a contact situation will take on the characteristics of 
the dominant group.  The dominant group will take on characteristics of the subordinate 
group, but not to the same extent (Gosden 2004, Schortman and Urban 1998, Worth 
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2006).  Archaeologically, researchers used Native American use of European material 
goods as evidence for acculturation.  Acculturation theorists maintained the dichotomy 
between European and Native American groups by not allowing for any cultural genesis 
on the parts of Europeans or Native Americans.   Leal (2011) argues that acculturation 
theory comes directly from early anthropology’s diffusionism. As diffusionism declined 
in popularity and synchronic analysis of cultures took hold, the theory was reconfigured.  
Culture contact between Native Americans and Europeans can be seen synchronically by 
the presence of European artifacts, bringing diffusionism more in-line with the current 
anthropological theory (Leal 2011).  Leal (2011:316) states, “moving from diffusion to 
acculturation also meant an accrued attention to context, or to put it otherwise, from the 
externalities of the cultural circulation of isolated traits to the internal processes of 
reaction to foreign cultural influences.” After these significant changes to diffusionism, 
acculturation theory is then re-interpreted within Wallerstein’s world systems theory. 
Gosden (2004) lays out Wallerstein's ideas and how they relate to Marx's theories 
on Europe and capitalism.  According to Marx, capitalism was not possible without 
Europe's colonization of other continents.  When capitalist systems are in economic 
crises, market expansion, often through colonial endeavors, is the only way to maintain 
viability.  The newly colonized Western Hemisphere provided the ultimate expansion of 
markets for Europe, while also providing new raw materials.  Wallerstein uses Marx's 
theories, but expands on them: "In Wallerstein's view, Europe and the rest of the world 
formed a single set of relations which could not be analysed piecemeal, but had to be 
seen as a global whole, with Europe at the center of the world economy and the rest of 
the world its periphery" (Gosden 2004:12). This core-periphery perspective when viewed 
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through the lens of acculturation theory argues that Native American societies in the 
Americas, Asia, and Africa became entangled in the capitalist regime, making it seem 
like these societies were becoming more like European societies.  Therefore, when 
looking through the lens of acculturation, increases in frequencies of European goods 
indicated increased participation in capitalism, therefore increased "European-ness." 
However, this view is quite biased toward the European center.  It is unlikely that Native 
American people felt that this description reflected their lived realities, which would not 
have seen Europe as the center of their economic world. Post-colonial studies of 
colonization attempt, through various means, to acknowledge that the world systems 
theory does not reflect the lived realities of colonial systems. 
However, Wallerstein's systems theory is an improvement over earlier theories, 
because it acknowledges that the events taking place in a colonial situation must be 
understood through a macroregional lens (Schortman and Urban 1998)  By demonstrating 
that colonial settings are the outposts of capitalist enterprises, world systems theory 
shows that colonial encounters are part of a cause and effect loop that echoes throughout 
the world, both in Native American societies and in the capitalist cores of Europe.  
Additionally, world system theory allows for resistance by the periphery. Colonial 
settings should be seen in a larger perspective, but this perspective must include the large 
Native American world in addition to the world of the colonizers.  
Some of the earliest attempts to do this in Southeastern Spanish colonialism 
comes from the early 1990's. Though research concerning the missions of Spanish 
Florida has been more or less continuous since the 1960's, there was a spike in interest 
during the years leading up to and just after the 500th anniversary of Columbus's arrival in 
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the Western Hemisphere in 1992.  The most ambitious undertaking of this era was the 
three volume work, Columbian Consequences, edited by David Hurst Thomas (1989, 
1991, 1992a).  This was a multidisciplinary work dedicated to the Spanish borderlands 
throughout North America.  Thomas stated that this work was to be a "cubist" look at the 
Spanish colonization, revolutionizing the study by suggesting that there was no one way 
of understanding the interactions between the two clashing societies (Thomas 
1992b:614).  However, Mary Van Buren argues that rather than presenting new 
epistemologies of the post-Columbian era, the authors of Columbian Consequences 
merely present a study that encompasses both coasts of North America (Van Buren 
2010).   
Ethnogenesis, within the colonial context, as a theoretical concept attempts to 
address the same issues as the acculturation concept, while acknowledging its faults, just 
as the Colombian centenary researchers did. The theory of ethnogenesis argues that in the 
face of imperial regulations, groups under imperial rule can alter and form new ethnic 
identities. Ethnicity has been defined multiple times throughout the history of 
anthropology. Barth (1969) defines ethnicity as creating people who are inside the 
ethnicity and people who are outside, based on shared traditions and history.  He notes 
that ethnicities do not evolve in isolation, but in areas where groups meet and often are 
created along lines of social hierarchies. Given this, colonial settings are ripe for the 
creation of new ethnicity where new cultures are clashing and hierarchies are being 
created. 
Ogburn (2008) argues that the process of ethnogenesis is at once local and supra-
local as groups actively navigate new colonial regimes, which attempt to place one set of 
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rules and regulations on multiple groups.  Ogburn identifies two types of ethnogenesis: 1) 
transformative ethnogenesis which is the altering, but not complete obliteration of 
previous identities, and 2) distinctive ethnogenesis, which is the creation of a completely 
new cohesive identity from previously differing groups.   
Patricia Galloway (2002) brings ethnogenesis to the Southeast in her study of the 
origin of the Creek Indians.  She outlines four requirements for ethnogenesis to take 
place: 1) population diminution, 2) locational shift, 3) changes in sociopolitical 
organization, and 4) alterations in inter-polity relations. These changes to a society allow 
for what Nancy Hickerson (1996) indicates as the first step in ethnogenesis: the severance 
of old ties and loyalties which would then allow for the creation of new ties. Then 
reintegration into a new identity is possible.   
Stojanowski (2005) has used bioarchaeological indicators to assess the process of 
ethnogenesis among Southeastern Native American groups throughout Spanish 
colonization.  He argues, on the basis of analysis of skeletal remains and ethnohistoric 
documents, that the natives of the Southeastern Atlantic Coast never underwent the 
reintegration stage because of increased warfare between the English and the Spanish 
which caused the retreat of the coastal Indians to St. Augustine.  Stojanowski also argues 
that the populations living on the Georgia Coast, the Guale and Mocama (who were 
likely in contact with groups living in the Big Bend project area), were too small and that 
too many men were taken in labor taxes by the Spanish to support a population capable of 
maintaining an identity.  However, this implies that there is a specific number of people 
required to have an identity. 
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Researchers using ethnogenesis as a theoretical construct are able to move away 
from the acculturation concept by showing that groups actively re-organized and were 
able to express power against a colonial regime.  In this way, groups are no longer seen 
as passively accepting the cultural traits of the "dominant" colonial power. Rather these 
researchers allow for agency on the part of Native Americans. In addition, ethnogenesis 
is not seen as groups taking on the identity of the colonizer, but as multiple Native 
American groups re-inventing Native American identities as a way to exercise their 
power in the face of colonialism.  In areas of La Florida and urban centers in New Spain, 
Ogbur’s (2005) second type of ethnogenesis leads to new categories, such as mestizo.  
These new categories bridge the gap between Native American and European. In early 
colonial San Francisco, dress was used as a way to move into new ethnic categories 
(Voss 2008). As Hill (1998:166) states, "in general contexts of radical change 
Ethnogenesis is a creative adaptation to a general history of violent encounters-including 
demographic collapse, forced relocations, enslavement, epidemics, and ethnic soldiering-
imposed during the expansion of colonial and national states in the Americas." This 
theoretical construct, along with others, is a reaction to the passivity assigned to Native 
American groups in both the Borderlands Paradigm and the acculturation concept.   
However, ethnogenesis runs the risks of eliminating a pre-colonial Native 
American history.  Trouillot (2009) argues that Western anthropology's first encounters 
and descriptions of non-western societies have colored anthropological interpretations up 
to today.  He shows that all societies likely lie on a continuum of experience that cannot 
be neatly divided into multiple spheres.  As the West encountered the rest, these cultures 
were assigned traits and neatly bounded into unchanging, non-interacting social groups.  
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Western anthropologists have created a “savage slot” to which all non-Western cultures 
are assigned and, as discussed by Wolf (1982), these cultures are given no history and no 
ability to change.  However, as Trouillot argues, this does not reflect the past nor the 
modern world.  He goes on to argue that the division between the West and the rest is a 
historical creation.  He states "I have insisted so far that the West is a historical 
projection, a projection in history. But also a projection of history, the imposition of a 
particular interface between what happened and that which is said to have happened" 
(Trouillot 2003:12).  Present people have projected on to the past a division between the 
Western world and another world, and then this assumption of true history is projected 
into the present and informs our understanding of the world around us.   
Dirks (1992:2) echoes this concept: "culture, in the anthropological sense, is the 
congeries of values, beliefs, practices, and discourses that have come to carry the force of 
nature. Nature itself, as well as the various forms of nature's opposition to culture, appear 
to anthropology as the residues of cultural construction." He argues that culture itself is 
the creation of the colonial experience of categorizing the other.  When seen in this light, 
the concept of ethnogenesis as a result of the colonial encounter could be seen as ignoring 
the histories of peoples prior to European contact.  Ethnogenesis must therefore not take 
for granted that cultures were likely in flux prior to contact as well as after contact.  In 
order to move beyond this pitfall, researchers must see pre-colonial and colonial time 
periods as a continuum, and leave behind the sharp distinction between prehistoric and 
historic archaeology (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995), as well as removing the distinctions 
between colonial and Native American categories.  
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Stephen Silliman (2010) and Kent Lightfoot (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; 
Lightfoot 1995, 2005; Lightfoot et al. 2010) have attempted to address this 
archaeologically in colonial situations in California. Silliman argues that in traditional 
(acculturation) studies in colonial archaeology there is "a prioritization of the origins of 
artifacts and spaces over their multiple uses and meanings in practice (2010:30)." The 
categories of Native American vs. European erase the experience of colonialism.  He 
goes on to state, "In fact, colonialism produces its own 'cultures' with hybridized 
identities and practices and sometimes many more vectors of social interaction than 
simply those of 'colonizer' and 'colonized'(2010:31)." Therefore, simplistic categories 
must be set aside. Rather, archaeologists must understand artifacts within the broader 
sphere of colonialism, taking into account indigenous relations with colonizers and with 
groups farther away from colonizers.    
Lightfoot and his colleagues make a similar argument. Lightfoot and Martinez 
(1995) argue that colonial research in the past has relied too much on world systems 
theory, which delineates central European powers from colonial spaces, which are in turn 
delineated from "hinterland" native spaces. As with Silliman's (2010) argument against 
simplistic artifact categories, these delineations eliminate a large portion of the 
experience of Native American groups, which may or may not have acknowledged these 
divides.  Lightfoot et al. (2010) suggest, similarly to Silliman, that in order to achieve 
this, it must be acknowledged that groups living within the colonial sphere have contact 
with groups living outside of the colonial sphere, or on its edges.  In addition, it must be 
acknowledged that groups may not see the Colonial center as the central point of their 
social landscape.  Therefore, studies of Native Americans at the time of European 
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colonization must eliminate the traditional historic-prehistoric divide, and understand 
Native American groups through a lens that sees no divide between groups living in the 
colonial center or groups living on it edges.  Because these groups interacted continually, 
they must be understood in one theoretical construct.   
Researchers have taken up this call. Over the past several decades, calls to include 
Native American societies outside of the colonial sphere in colonial studies have been 
answered. Studies of European colonialism have shifted focus from examining areas of 
direct European/Native American contact, such as mission complexes and colonies, to 
address colonialism more holistically by investigating its effects on Native groups that 
lived outside the areas of direct European contact (Beck and Trabert 2014; Cusick 2000; 
Ethridge and Shuck-Hall 2009; Lightfoot 1995, 2005; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; 
Lightfoot et al 2010; Silliman 2001, 2009, 2010; Saunders 1998).  The settlements in 
which the majority of the population lived need to be understood in addition to colonial 
missions, forts, etc.  This will allow researchers to better understand social and economic 
relationships. The current study addresses both of these issues by looking at multiple 
types of sites including large polity centers and smaller hamlets and farmsteads that were 
occupied at the time of Spanish colonization, but located outside of the main mission 
territory in Spanish occupied Georgia.   
In order to fully accomplish this goal, researchers must re-think the meaning of 
material culture in colonial situations.  Previously, artifacts have been assigned to the 
Native American world or the European world.  However, this is a simplistic view of the 
meaning of objects.  Nicholas Thomas (1991) attempts to do this in his book Entangled 
Objects. Thomas (1991) argues that the debunking of Western biases in interpretations of 
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culture should no longer be the primary goal of anthropologists. He states, "dilemmas 
about relativism and the imposition of Eurocentric values can be set aside if it is 
recognized that the play of assertion and negation is a condition of anthropological talk.  
Moreover, it is also a feature of indigenous people's own coding of practices and ethnic 
differences" (Thomas 1991:13).  Thomas's discussion of this statement argues that recent 
ethnographies exaggerate or create differences between Westerners and others.  However, 
acknowledging that non-Western individuals are "co-subjects in a wider system" leads to 
a more "realistic" understanding of societies (Thomas 1991:14). Therefore, objects 
cannot be seen as European or Native American, rather they take on different meanings 
in different situations. Thomas bases his argument largely on ethnographies.   
Stahl (2002) counters Thomas's approach to meaning through texts that describe 
objects, focusing rather on logocentric meaning. Privileging logocentric meaning 
(documents) in colonial settings requires using documents that post-date colonial 
encounters to describe pre-colonial 'autonomous culture' that stands above and outside of 
context: 'Objects become vehicles for culture, vehicles for meaning, the signified with no 
necessary link to their signifiers' (Saussure 1999), implicitly privileging ideas over 
objects, 'culture' over 'materiality'" (Stahl 2002:831).  Stahl goes on to argue that meaning 
found through documents cannot address the sensorial and embodied aspects of colonial 
entanglements.    
Given the history of colonial studies presented here, there should be two main 
components to archaeological studies of colonization.  First, archaeologists should 
eliminate the division between pre-historic and historic studies. If archaeologists only 
study post-contact situations, they run the risk of attributing all cultural changes to 
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encounters with Europeans.  In doing this, archaeologist might purposefully or 
accidentally fall into the trap of ignoring the history of Native Americans, and equating 
them with nature, viewing groups as natural history specimens rather than people.  
Second, archaeologists must consider colonialism in broader terms, including studies not 
only of Native American groups that lived in constant contact with Europeans, but groups 
that lived on the edges of colonialism. Archaeologists must acknowledge that groups in 
colonial settings were in contact with groups outside of colonial influence.  
Additionally, Worth (2006:203) argues that to move past the pitfalls of 
acculturation theory in studies of colonialism, archaeologists must look beyond changes 
in household production to changes in regional politics and interaction among Native 
American groups and that archaeologists should acknowledge that culture change occurs 
not only as a result of European contact, but also as result of indigenous drivers of 
change. Studies following these guidelines can show that the colonial influences were not 
the only drivers of change, but that Native American groups lived within a mosaic of 
influences, which could be drivers of change or forces of stability.  
The current study accomplishes these goals in three ways. First, it focuses on the 
Big Bend in the interior of Georgia, where colonial contact was more fleeting than 
constant, serving to bring the interior regions of the Southeast into studies of coastal 
Spanish colonization. Second, using ceramic change as a proxy for social change 
(discussed further in Chapter Three), the current study will identify and compare change 
at sites occupied during the Late Prehistoric and Early Contact periods to sites occupied 
during the Mission period. Third, it situates these changes in a regional context by 
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demonstrating interaction between groups in direct contact with Europeans on the 
Georgia coast.  
This is a valuable addition to colonial studies in the Southeast because it 
demonstrates that changes taking place in areas of colonization are not solely driven by 
interaction with Europeans, bridging the gap between the interior regions of Georgia and 
the Spanish colonial sphere on the coast. Additionally, it moves beyond acculturation 
theory by looking at changing Native American-produced material culture rather than the 
adoption of European artifacts, though European artifacts are used to establish occupation 
periods. The changes in ceramic production used to identify changes in social interaction 
are situated within technological style and situated learning theories, discussed further in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3  TECHNOLOCIAL STYLE AND IDENTITY 
 
Technological style and identity are heavily discussed in archaeological theory 
and are approached from multiple theoretical perspectives. Many of these theories are 
built on Leroi-Gourhan's (1993) operational sequence, which focuses on the step-by-step 
production of tools. This theoretical perspective is formed from Mauss's 1934 (1973) 
lecture “Techniques of the Body”, which was foundational in Bourdieu's conception of 
the habitus (Bourdieu 1977, 1990). Drawing from these foundational works, 
archaeologists have attempted to discern discrete prehistoric groups based on how tools, 
such as ceramics, are produced and to discuss the identity of prehistoric peoples (Cordell 
and Habicht-Mauche 2012; Goodby 1998; Gosselain 2000; Lechtman 1977; Lemmonier 
1977; Minar 2001; Pluckhahn et al. 2017; Sanger 2017; Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001; 
Stark 1998; Stark et al. 2000).   
First in this chapter is a discussion of the three foundational works listed above, 
and how these works are related.  This is followed by a review of technological style in 
archaeology.  From there, I discuss how these works have informed the research design 
of this project and how the step-by-step production of pots can answer the research 
questions discussed in the introduction.  
Mauss, Bourdieu, and Leroi-Gourhan 
 
Mauss' (1934) lecture Les Technique du Corps (The Techniques of the Body) is 
particularly relevant to the study of artifact production, because it deals with how people 
move, which gives archaeologists an avenue to theorize about the non-discursive body 
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movements of tool makers. In this lecture, Mauss argues that movements of humans, 
which seem natural and therefore unquestionable, are in fact the product of culture and 
therefore of history.  Mauss states concerning a Muslim man who will only use his right 
hand for certain activities: 
"To know why he does not make a certain gesture and does make a certain 
other gesture neither the physiology nor the psychology of motor asymmetry 
in man is enough, it is also necessary to know the traditions which impose it. 
Robert Hertz has posed this problem correctly. But reflections of this and 
other kinds can be applied whenever there is a social choice of the principles 
of movements" (1934:59). 
 
In a particularly instructive example, Mauss considers European style dance, "Lastly we 
should realize that dancing in a partner's arms is a product of modern European 
civilization. Which shows you that things we find natural are historical. Moreover, they 
horrify everyone in the world but ourselves" (1934:63). 
Through these examples, Mauss demonstrates that there is seemingly an infinite 
number of choices of ways to use our body, but through culture and history we narrow 
those choices and often seemingly eliminate them.  He believes that the movements of 
the body are based in psychology, sociology, and biology, and that these three things 
interact with each other.  The physical movements that are based in a person's culture 
affect that person's biology.  This can and has been applied to the production of tools in 
the archaeological record.   
Mauss's concept of the techniques of the body is used by Leroi-Gourhan 
(1993[1964]), who demonstrates that the way in which groups make tools (from 
Paleolithic chopper to the modern industrial food processor) are culturally defined as the 
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way in which humans walk, swim, or dance.  Leroi-Gourhan (1993[1965]) defines this as 
"le geste," which is translated to English as gesture; however, the original translator of 
the work gives a more nuanced translation, stating: "It [gesture] should probably be 
glossed as material action, as it refers explicitly to the manual creation of a material 
culture that is extracorporal of the body if realized archaeologically" (White 1993:xvii-
xviii). However, defining the gesture archaeologically requires an additional theoretical 
step, the chaîne opératoire, or operational sequence. The operational sequence is the 
step-by-step process by which tools are made, but additionally, it is the sequence by 
which the creation of one tool precedes the creation of another from the original tool 
(teeth and hands) to modern technology (Leroi-Gourhan 1993[1965]).  Because these 
operational sequences are techniques of the body, that are learned and defined culturally, 
they can be used to see cultural boundaries archaeologically.  For Leroi-Gourhan 
(1993[1964]:233), the differences in the operational sequence between groups is not only 
a way to identify different ethnicities, rather, it is the very creation of ethnicities:  
"Certain gestures that I perform are felt to be peculiar to my group only by 
contrast with those of strangers. Ethnic practices are thus a source of 
differentiation, though, by the same token, also of comfort and intimacy 
among members of the same group, and they make individuals isolated in a 
strange environment feel even more uprooted. Completely interchangeable 
individuals would no doubt benefit society, in its role of consumer of 
individuals in the name of social progress, but to what extent would society 
still encompass members if they ceased to be ethnically diverse? Whatever the 
answer to that question may be (we shall revert to it later), mechanical 
operational sequences form the fund of individual behavior common to 
members of the same ethnic group. They are performed at a deep level of 
collective memory and involve language only to a limited extent." 
 
This is an idea that would later be echoed and added to by Barth (1969) and Hodder 
(1977) during the ongoing debate and re-thinking of stylistic analysis.  
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Leroi-Gourhan goes on to acknowledge variation within operational sequences as 
well, "Individuals introduce their personal variations into the traditional framework and, 
safe in the knowledge of belonging to the group, draw some of their sense of existing as 
individuals from the margin of freedom allowed them" (1993[1964]:253). For Leroi-
Gourhan, the operational sequence was part and parcel of the culture; people create and 
re-create each other in a reflexive manner. 
Leroi-Gourhan, who was a structuralist anthropologist and archaeologist, was 
influential in later post-structural analysis, in the same way that Levi-Strauss was.  It is 
important to remember that Bourdieu, along with other post-structuralists, did not 
consider themselves anti-structuralist, but rather they were changing the direction of the 
theoretical debate, incorporating structural theories into their new understandings of 
social construction.  For this reason, Bourdieu's habitus connects well with Leroi-
Gourhan's operational sequences, which are part of the way in which humans create and 
re-create the actions and thoughts that are possible, and gloss over those that are not. The 
operational sequence therefore creates and maintains the habitus. 
Bourdieu’s (1977, 1990) concept of habitus draws directly from Mauss. Bourdieu 
(1990:55) states that "as an acquired system of generative schemes, the habitus makes 
possible the free production of all thoughts, perceptions, and actions inherent in the 
particular conditions of its production – and only those."  In the same way that scientific 
paradigms dictate truth and possible knowledge, Bourdieu's habitus defines what can and 
cannot be conceived of by individuals.  The habitus is "the source of cognition without 
consciousness, intentionality without intention" (Bourdieu 1990:12).  Therefore, the 
habitus does not intentionally dominate people, but constitutes the mediums through 
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which people act, and in doing so creates, changes, and maintains the structures that 
allow for action and the constraint of action.   
Understanding the lack of intentionality in the habitus requires understanding how 
the habitus is created and maintained.  Bourdieu states, "the habitus – embodied history, 
internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history – is the active presence of the 
whole past of which it is the product" (Bourdieu 1990:56).  Through the internalizations 
of the past ‒ not an objective "real" past, but how the past is conceived of in the present ‒ 
structures that are constituted by agents are created and maintained through action.  
Therefore, Bourdieu's habitus is created through the actions of individuals. 
However, this does not mean that individuals have the ability to act in any way 
they wish because the habitus, though created by agents, restricts free play.  The habitus 
is not easily changed and it defends "against changes through the selection it makes 
within new information by rejecting information capable of calling into question its 
accumulated information, if exposed to accidentally or by force, and especially by 
avoiding exposure to such information" (Bourdieu 1990:60).  The habitus limits the 
available thoughts of individuals within it by creating what is possible and what is not 
possible. The learning environment of potters sits within the habitus of the potters and 
also creates it.  The step-by-step processes that potters learn is dictated by the same rules 
of the habitus.  
Leroi-Gourhan's operational sequences and Bourdieu’s habitus are of particular 
importance to archaeology because it is possible for archaeologists to reconstruct the 
operational sequences of tool production, which is constrained by the habitus, with the 
material left behind in the archaeological record. This has been traditionally used for 
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lithic analysis (e.g. Bar-Yosef and Philip Van Peer 2009), likely partially because that 
was Leroi-Gourhan's original use as well (Leroi-Gourhan 1993[1964]:134-139).  
However, it is being increasingly applied to ceramic studies, especially in 
ethnoarchaeological and communities of practice studies (Cordell and Habicht-Mauche 
2012; Budden and Soafer 2007; Gosselain 2000; Longacre 1998).  By identifying the 
step-by-step production process of vessel manufacture, and then comparing sequences 
across or even within groups, boundaries can be identified. In this way, archaeologists 
can access the habitus of pre-historic (and historic) groups by understanding how their 
technology was produced. Leroi-Gourhan's ideas, along with Mauss’ and Bourdieu’s, are 
eventually incorporated into United States archaeology through Lemonnier (Lechtman 
[1977] though not in the French tradition parallel’s Lemonnier’s discussion of 
technological style), who was translated into English before Leroi-Gourhan's Gesture and 
Speech, and therefore incorporated into archaeological theory of United States prior to 
Leroi-Gourhan's work (excluding his work on prehistoric art).  
Style in Tool Manufacturing 
 
Before discussing how Lemonnier incorporated Leroi-Gourhan, I will review the 
archaeological style debate, which parallels the French theoretical tradition. I begin 
somewhat arbitrarily (as the debate can be traced back to the Ford-Spaulding typological 
debates [Ford 1954; Ford and Steward 1954; Spaulding 1954]) with Wobst, who in 1977 
introduced the theory of information exchange.  Wobst (1977), Weissner (1983), and 
Hodder (1979, 1982) are the most often cited information exchange theorists, though 
Hodder may have moved away from this idea in his later career (Hodder 1990).  Wobst 
(1977) argues that style (in this case also a decorative style) is a form of communication 
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that is adaptationally valuable. He defines style as "that part of the formal variability in 
material culture that can be related to the participation of artifacts in the processes of 
information exchange." Therefore, because all human behavior has the potential to be 
used for exchange of information, all human behavior has a style.  In addition, once a 
specific type of artifact is understood to have communicative signaling purpose, all types 
of that specific material culture become signaling objects whether the maker intends them 
to be or not. He states, "for, at this point, all similar artifacts lose their original signaling 
neutrality: they either do or do not carry messages, but they have lost their signaling 
innocence" (Wobst 1977:326).  Wobst is criticized for his assumption that the higher the 
cost of signaling, the more important the signal is (Deitler and Herbicht 1998). 
Weissner’s (1983) interpretation of Wobst (1977) resulted in Sackett’s 1985 
article, which, along with Dunnell (1978), launched the style debates concerning the 
nature and purpose of communication in non-verbal or written material culture.  Weissner 
(1983), following Wobst (1977) argues that there are different types of communication 
taking place through different types of style. Emblemic style is "formal variation in 
material culture that has a distinct referent and transmits a clear message to a defined 
target population (Wobst 1977) about conscious affiliation or identity, such as an emblem 
or a flag" (Wiessner 1983:258).  Assertive style differentiates individuals rather than 
groups, "formal variation in material culture which is personally based and which carries 
information supporting individual identity, by separating persons from similar others as 
well as by giving personal translations of membership in various groups" (Wiessner 
1983:327).  Both of these styles could be considered an active form of communication, 
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meaning that individuals are aware of what they are communicating to others and 
participating in this communication knowingly.   
Sackett argues that there is another form of style that is not always active.  He 
defines two types of style, isochrestic and iconological.  Iconological style is closely 
related to style as defined by Wobst and Wiessner.  Isochrestic variation, which Sackett 
(1985:157) defines as "equivalent in use," suggests that in production there is almost 
always an alternative that is equally viable for the intended use of the object.  He states, 
"there are in material culture highly specific patterns of isochrestic variation that are 
socially bounded and that therefore may be regarded as idiomatic or diagnostic of 
ethnicity. And it is these that we perceive as style. This is of course style in the passive 
voice" (Sackett 1985:157, 1990).  By this he means that isochrestic variation is “latent” in 
the production of artifacts because production is learned within a cultural setting 
(1986:268). However, he goes on to capitulate that to a certain extent, style is always 
symbolic and therefore signaling, stating, "isochrestic behavior (if one may be permitted 
the reification) is not of course without its own symbolic element. Consistency of actions 
provides the means by which members of a group express their mutual identity, 
coordinate their actions, and bind themselves together. And it also implies security."  
This is similar to Weissner's (1983) conclusions about projectile point styles in Kalahari 
!Kung groups.   
Sackett's statement that style is based in specific patterns of production and 
ethnicity parallels theorists discussing technological style such as Lechtman (1977) in the 
American tradition and Lemonnier (1986) in the French tradition.  According to 
Lechtman (1977:4), style is the "formal extrinsic manifestation of intrinsic pattern."  This 
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presages Sackett's definition of style as based in patterns of production.  However, she 
takes this a step further and defines technological style as "a phenomenon as well as the 
manner in which the individual styles of technology relate to other aspects of the cultures 
in which they occur" (1977:3).  Based on this statement, she adheres to New 
Archeology's assumption that all systems within a culture are interrelated because the 
way in which one produces is connected to all other social phenomena.  In addition, she 
points out that style is hierarchical and can be seen at different levels of interaction and 
production.  A style can only be seen when it is looked at in broad enough perspective to 
see variation.  However, though Sackett uses technological style, Lechtman agrees with 
Wobst, that style is communicative even if style must be seen as technological.  She 
states, "I do not think it is farfetched to suggest that part of the communicative aspect of 
technologies lies in the somatic nature of their performance which involves not only the 
articulation of body and tool or body and material but the exemplification of skill" 
(Lechtman 1977:13). Here she expands style to the techniques of the body, not just the 
final product. 
Lemonnier takes up technological style from a French practice perspective, which 
draws heavily from Mauss and Leroi-Gourhan, previously discussed.  He argues that not 
only is the sequence of production important when understanding style, but systems of 
cultural technology in which artifacts are produced must be understood, similar to 
Lechtman (1977).  He states, "these pots, arrows or tools must be replaced within the 
technical systems from which they have been extracted, and these technical systems must 
be studied conjointly with the other domains into which ethnology has traditionally-and 
arbitrarily-sliced social reality" (Lemonnier 1986:180).  Therefore, technological style 
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cannot be studied as an end in itself, but should be understood within an entire cultural 
system. From this point onwards style theorists begin to argue that style is present in all 
attributes of material culture and that ways of producing should be considered stylistic as 
well, which is what Sackett argued for as well, though separate from the French tradition 
(1985, 1990). Hegmon (1992:517-518) distills archaeological discussions of style into 
two definitions: “First, style is a way of doing something and second, style involves a 
choice among various alternatives.” 
Dietler and Herbicht (1989, 1998) make the connections between Mauss, Leroi-
Gourhan, Bourdieu, and the ongoing style debates clear.  They use ethnographic 
observations to demonstrate that style in the minds of the producers and the consumers is 
not as clear cut as previous theorists have made it seem.  They argue that previous 
researchers have seen style as something that is added onto an object.  Their argument 
incorporates both Lemonnier and Lechtman in that style resides in all portions of 
production of the vessel, and therefore is not something exterior to the technology and 
function of the vessel.  Furthermore, style resides in operational sequences, which is the 
creation, but also creates the habitus.  Because of this, style cannot be read as a text as 
previous researchers have attempted. Rather, it must be understood in the context of 
social production.  In addition, the stylistic attributes that are identifiable by 
archaeologists are not necessarily markers of boundaries, as some have argued (Hodder 
1979, Stark 1998). Production of materials has to be understood as a system-wide 
process, rather than a simple indicator of social boundaries. This leads to the question, 
what can archaeologists know about the past producers of material culture?  Because we 
can see the production of materials, at all levels of production, consumption, and 
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disposal, we can grasp portions of the operational sequence, which gives us an idea of the 
allowable production possibilities within a society, and the changes across time and space 
in the allowable choices that potters can make.  As a result, we can see innovation and we 
can see stability.  We can begin to access the habitus of past peoples by identifying their 
operational sequences, which are partly defined by their techniques of the body, all of 
which create and are created by the habitus. 
Gosselain (1992, 2000) adds to the discussion of operational sequences, by giving 
archaeologists guidelines for which steps in the sequence may or may not be helpful in 
answering specific archaeological questions.  He maps specific formation techniques to 
language groups in sub-Saharan Africa, demonstrating that decorative techniques are 
easily transmissible across cultural borders and conform more to geographical boundaries 
than cultural boundaries.  On the other hand, other formation techniques, which 
Gosselain argues are more reliant on psycho-motor skills (techniques of the body in 
Mauss's phrasing) are more likely to reflect the social boundaries that archaeologists are 
generally interested in identifying.  He states, "my main argument regarding the 
production of material culture is that the contexts in which technical behaviors are 
constructed and reproduced correspond to the same networks of social interaction upon 
which identities are themselves constructed and reproduced" (2000:209).  However, it is 
important to remember that social interaction happens across cultural boundaries.  
Therefore, archaeologists may be able to identify a group of potters that interacted more 
with each other than another group, but that does not mean that this was a culturally 
homogenous group.   
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Gosselain (2000) based his theory of differential resistance to change on those 
techniques that are highly visible in the finished product, and those techniques that cannot 
be seen in the finished product.  By this he meant that the final shape of the vessel is 
highly visible, but the way in which that shape was achieved is not highly visible in the 
final pot.  A bowl looks the same to the casual observer whether it was coil built or slab 
built, with or without a mold.  This also pertains to decoration on pots.  The motifs of 
designs are highly visible, but the tool used or whether or not the potter was left or right 
handed is not highly visible.  Those characteristics that are highly visible are more 
subject to change because they are easily learned only by observation of a finished 
product and incorporated into the potter's own formation technique.  Other formation 
techniques, such as how the pot was built and shaped (coil, slab, paddle and anvil, mold) 
cannot be easily seen in the finished product.  To learn these techniques, a potter would 
have to personally learn from another potter. Decorative techniques such specific motifs 
could be observed and imitated by seeing a pot that was brought to a new region rather 
than having to learn from a potter.  Therefore, highly visible aspects of production are 
more easily transmitted across cultural boundaries. 
The changes that Gosselain (2000) identified are not a passive adoption of new 
techniques, but are often purposeful appropriations.  Though researchers who critiqued 
Wobst (1977) argue that designs or surface treatment of pottery has very little signaling 
significance, and is an example of Sackett's "passive style," others have demonstrated that 
designs on pottery have specific and identifiable meaning to the potters and to people 
viewing the pottery in ethnoarchaeological settings.  Bowser (2000), when discussing 
political and ethnic identity in Amazonian Peru, argues that decorative attributes of pots 
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are used to indicate political affiliation, specifically to members of the same political 
faction.  This contradicts Wobst's theory that in-group signaling is unnecessary.  
However, this does not contradict Gosselain (2000) and Dietler and Herbicht (1998).  In 
fact, the decorative attributes of the pots are highly changeable.  An interesting follow up 
to Bowser's research would be identifying how other construction techniques relate to 
political and ethnic identities.  Given this, it is possible that potters in the Big Bend 
region used decoration of pots as a way to signal affiliation, as differing groups began to 
more closely interact. This could be the result of intentional action, or the understanding 
that people recognized that certain decorations are connected to certain groups, though 
this was not necessarily the intent of the design. 
This is further theorized in situated learning and communities of practice 
literature. These are taken from sociology and cultural anthropology first advocated by 
Etienne Wegner and Jean Lave (Lave and Wegner 1991; Wegner 1998).  This theory, 
based on understandings of how individuals learn, allows for the combination of social 
interaction, information-exchange, and technologic choice.  On a basic level, production 
techniques are taught through situated learning within a community of practice. In this 
setting, the learners become a real part of the production sequence rather that practicing 
through make-work tasks. Different communities of practice may have slightly different 
production techniques because practitioners learned their trade within a localized group.  
Joyce (2012:150) defines communities of practice in an archaeological setting as 
"a network of relations among people and objects mediated by actions they conduct, 
taking place in relation to other communities of practice and continuing over time.” Joyce 
(2012) argues that through situated learning within a community of practice, the style or 
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design inherent in production becomes embodied by the students and is therefore 
incorporated as a part of an individual’s identity.  Therefore, if people embody 
production techniques through situated learning in a specific group, then there will be 
small differences in production between groups that can be seen by identifying variation 
in the step-by-step production process. For this reason, archaeologists can use variation at 
all levels of production to establish certain aspects of producer’s identities and identify 
different learning groups. This type of analysis has been done in archaeological settings. 
In the Archaic Southeast, Sassaman (2001) identified communities of practice by 
identifying handedness and Sanger (2017) did some by distinguishing between groups 
making slab pots and groups making coil pots.  In the Woodland Southeast, Minar (2001) 
has identified potting communities by identifying the direction of cord twists in 
cordmarked pottery. Additionally, Blair (2015) identified communities of practice in a 
mission setting on the Georgia coast using multiple strings of evidence from glass bead 
consumption to pottery production. 
Ceramic Analysis Methods 
 
Given this discussion of techniques of the body, habitus, and operational 
sequences, archaeologists should be able to identify multiple operational sequences, 
which correspond to types and/or levels of interaction.  Because the habitus is scalar and 
people operate within multiple levels of habitus throughout their day to day experiences, 
the operational sequences of pottery production may be different at different stages of 
production.  As a way to access interaction and the daily experiences of potters in the 
past, I have identified variation of operational sequences within and across sites and time 
periods. Changing levels of interaction may be indicated by changing variation of 
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specific steps of the operational sequences. This step-by-step production process amounts 
to the technological style that potters use. 
This analysis is focused on identifying the operational sequences of potters at 
different archaeological sites and time periods.  I begin by identifying paste recipes and 
characteristics of raw clay.  Clay recipes, according to Gosselain (2000) can be a highly 
visible characteristic of the finished pot, and therefore changeable upon interaction with 
new groups.  However, clay recipes in the study area are constrained by availability of 
clay and temper near the sites studied.  
From there, I will discuss the formation techniques that are common among the 
sherds analyzed.  The majority of pots in the study area are assumed to be coil built, 
based on ethnohistorical data; however, it is difficult to identify general formation 
techniques in this data set due to a lack of attributes that indicate vessel construction 
techniques.  In spite of this, several coil breaks have been identified, suggesting that at 
least some of the pots are in fact made in this manner.  Though there is a paucity of data 
concerning basic formation technique, there are some interesting aspects of formation 
that can be addressed, specifically, the way in which the common folded and "pinched" 
rim is made. Additionally, this discussion will include the types of vessels made and used 
at each site. 
After this, the decorative aspects of ceramic style will be discussed, with a focus 
on paddle stamping and incised techniques.  How potters formed this decoration will be 
discussed, along with common motifs.  The formation of the designs likely is more 
resistant to change as it is part of non-discursive psychomotor habit, or technique of the 
body.  The actual finished motifs of the designs are likely less resistant to changes as they 
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are part of the highly visible finished product of the pot, as least on the incised pots. This 
is made more complicated when looking at the motifs of carved wooden paddles because 
the motifs are not clear on the finished product and paddles in previous traditions were 
gifted across cultural boundaries (Wallis 2011). Incised and stamped motifs will be 
addressed by looking at how designs are made and what designs are more or less 
common across sites and time periods. 
My research design and the organization of this dissertation is based on 
identifying the operational sequences used by potters through time as the interaction of 
Native Americans changes after contact with Europeans.  In doing this, I can identify 
those portions of pottery production that are variable, which have in turn helped me to 
identify how interaction changes and at what levels the interaction is taking place, based 
on the types of changes taking place in the operational sequence. These changes 
demonstrate how ceramic production changed through time during the Colonial and 
Mission periods in the Big Bend.  These changes occur in tandem with changes to 
ceramics on the coast.  By identifying how changes in the interior “hinterland” and the 
coastal colonial region change together, the present study can demonstrate how 
interaction between interior groups and coastal groups was a driver of change. 
Throughout the discussion of the operational sequence, the ethnoarchaeological studies 
will be used as a guide, but it is important to remember that these studies were based on 
specific groups at specific times, and therefore cannot be used as laws that are true across 
space and time.    
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Chapter 4  ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
The prehistory and history of the Big Bend region make it ideal for assessing 
indirect contact with Europeans and the changing Native American social structure and 
interaction during the Contact and Mission periods for three reasons.  First, the continual 
interaction with the coastal region, which would eventually become the focus of the 
Spanish mission system, both in the historic and prehistoric periods, indicates that the 
region would have been highly effected by the Spanish occupation of the coast. Second, 
the archival and archaeological evidence of the region suggests early Contact period 
interaction with Spanish explorers, allowing researchers to study the period of initial 
contact with European. Third, the region’s relatively light interaction with the Spanish 
after the first military explorations allows for detailed study of the consequences of 
indirect contact with the Spanish mission system. This chapter outlines the prehistory and 
history of the region, beginning with a review of Late Mississippian chiefdoms in 
Georgia, followed by a characterization of the Big Bend during the Late Mississippian 
period.  A review of the Spanish Contact and Mission periods in coastal Georgia follows. 
Prehistoric Research 
 
The Ocmulgee Big Bend Region 
 
The Big Bend Region of the Ocmulgee River Valley has been occupied for at 
least 10,000 years (Snow 1977; Kirkland 1994).  Relatively little is known about the 
region during the Paleoindian and Archaic periods, though collectors and small 
archaeological surveys confirm the presence of Native Americans at these times.  Intense 
archaeological research in the region begins with the Woodland period, specifically 
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concerning the Swift Creek and Ocmulgee Cordmarked groups. Swift Creek researchers 
have focused on the carved wooden paddles that were used to press motifs onto ceramic 
pots (Ashley et al. 2007; Broyles 1968; Smith and Knight 2012, 2017; Snow 1975, 1977, 
1998; Wallis 2011). These researchers found that specific carved paddles could be 
identified based on idiosyncrasies in design and characteristics of the wood. Wallis 
(2011) applied instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) to these pots to identify 
how pots and paddles moved across the landscape. Researchers have shown that groups 
producing this style of pottery participated in vessel exchange over a large portion of the 
Southeast (Wallis et al. 2010).  Compositional analysis along with paddle design 
matching has demonstrated that Woodland groups living the Big Bend participated in a 
large exchange network.  However, the majority of the ceramics for the studies comes 
from surface collected material, and very little excavation of sites occupied during this 
time period has been conducted.  As a result, little is known about the lives of the highly 
accomplished potters.    
Others researchers have focused on the Cordmarked pottery, identifying 
movements of groups based on similarities of cord styles and INAA results. Around 1000 
AD, groups on the coast of Georgia and farther north near Macon transitioned to the 
Mississippian "culture," relying more heavily on farming and living in more permanent 
villages with a defined ranked society.  However, at this time groups living in the Big 
Bend region maintained ways of life generally associated with the Woodland Period, as 
opposed to Mississippian groups living to the north near Macon, Georgia and to the south 
on the coast.  These Woodland people were less reliant on agriculture and lived a more 
egalitarian lifestyle (Ashely 2002, Ashley et al 2007). These groups are generally 
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associated with Ocmulgee Cordmarked pottery found in the area.  Though these groups 
lived differently than their neighbors on the coast and the Macon Plateau, they interacted 
with these Mississippian groups.  
During the Late Woodland and Early Mississippian periods (circa AD 1000), a 
group from the Ocmulgee Big Bend moved to the St. Marys region on the southernmost 
portion of the Georgia Coast, an area where a mission would later be constructed (Ashley 
2002; Ashley at al 2007). Ashley (2002) has determined this based on the presence of 
Ocmulgee Cordmarked sherds in the coastal region, along with compositional analysis of 
clays.  Ashley found that some Ocmulgee Cordmarked pottery was likely made using 
clays local the St. Mary's region, which contain sponge spicules that are not present in the 
central coastal plain of the Ocmulgee River Valley.  In addition, Ashley (2002; Ashley et 
al 2007) argues that during the Late Woodland and Early Mississippian periods, groups 
living in the Ocmulgee Big Bend acted as mediators between coastal groups and a large 
Mississippian polity farther north on Ocmulgee River, near present day Macon, Georgia. 
Tucker (2007) argues that people were likely also moving between the coast and the more 
northerly Mississippian polity, passing through the Big Bend region on this route. As 
with the Swift Creek groups who lived in this region, very little excavation has been 
conducted at sites yielding Ocmulgee Cordmarked pottery.  Because of this, little is 
known about the lives of the people. 
Prior to European contact, Mississippian groups moved into the Big Bend Region, 
likely from the Piedmont region of the Oconee River Valley (Williams 2009).  Williams 
(2009) argues that the population movement occurred around AD 1580.  Artifacts of 
Spanish origin found in the region suggest that the Big Bend region was occupied at least 
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by AD 1540, during the Hernando de Soto entrada (Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 
2013), and research presented in this dissertation suggests an occupation during the very 
Late Mississippian period. The polities of the Big Bend are little known, and most 
assumptions about their social organization are based on archaeologically well know 
societies in other parts of Georgia, including the Piedmont polities on the Oconee River, 
the Savannah River polities, and the Coosa polity in Northwest Georgia.  Below, the 
Georgia Mississippian polities, and how they have been perceived by archaeologists 
through time are discussed, followed by a discussion of the relevance of these studies to 
the Big Bend Region and to Spanish colonization. 
 
Late Prehistoric Chiefdoms in Southern Georgia 
 
Mississippian research in Georgia over the past 25 years has contributed to the 
understanding of variation the Mississippian chiefdoms over both time and space.  Over 
the past two decades, archaeologists have shown that chiefdoms collapsed and then were 
reconstituted (Anderson 1990, 1996, 200; Blitz 1999; Cobb 2005; Hally 1996; Williams 
and Shapiro 1990).  However, the reconstitutions of chiefdoms after a collapse are not 
exact copies of the chiefdoms that came before.  Rather, there is a Mississippian history 
that is highly varied, showing that power structures were actively manipulated by groups 
or individuals to suit their wants and needs. In the Early and Middle Mississippian 
periods, this history of power structures is seen in the construction of platform mounds.  
Anderson (1990, 1996, 2002), along with Williams and Shapiro (1990), and Hally 
(1996) show that, in Georgia, platform mound construction and the villages attached to 
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mounds (mound centers) were not in continual construction and occupation throughout 
the Mississippian period, but went through short periods of construction and periods of 
abandonment.  Hally (1996) shows that in the Piedmont of Georgia, mound sites are 
generally 18 kilometers apart and these mound sites are clustered into simple or complex 
chiefdoms that are generally about 40 km apart.  Using ceramic chronologies, he then 
shows that the mound surface is capped around every 15-25 years and that mounds are 
abandoned generally every 100 years.  He then proposes that this 100 year interval 
equates to the life of a chiefdom because the mound is central to the power of the chief.  
Hally (1996) argues that the end of mound construction likely represents a chiefdom 
losing its sociopolitical complexity or its collapse and disappearance.   
Anderson (1990, 1996, 2002) further develops Hally's (1996) modeling of 
chiefdom collapse.  Largely using data from the Savannah River Valley, he argues that 
chiefdoms cycled through levels of complexity.  Following Hally (1993, 1996), Anderson 
argues that there are identifiable levels of complexity in the Savannah River Valley in 
eastern Georgia, identified by changing levels of organization.  He defines chiefdoms 
with multiple mound centers as complex chiefdoms and chiefdoms with only one mound 
center as simple chiefdoms.  Based on ethnohistorical accounts, occasionally paramount 
chiefdoms form which combine complex chiefdoms under one chief.  However, Hally 
(1996) maintains that these would be impossible to identify in the archaeological record.  
Based on the abandonment and re-occupation of the Savannah River Valley, Anderson 
(1990, 1996) proposes that chiefdoms cycle through periods of increased and decreased 
complexity, which has been identified ethnographically.  Anderson argues that chiefdoms 
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decrease in complexity because of problems in chiefly succession and possibly warfare 
between neighboring chiefdoms. 
Milanich (1998) proposes that the simple/complex dichotomy used by Anderson 
(1990, 1996) does not reflect what is seen in the archaeological record.  Using case 
studies of chiefdoms in Florida (Fort Walton, Appalachee, Timucua, and Calusa), and 
documentary records, Milanich argues that only complex chiefdoms would leave an 
archaeological signature, including mound construction and settlement hierarchy.  He 
shows this by using records from the de Soto expedition of AD 1539 to AD 1542.  De 
Soto's chroniclers recorded that the Timucua were a simple chiefdom, however there is 
no archaeological evidence of a chiefdom prior to contact with Europeans.  This suggests 
that not all types of chiefdoms could be seen archaeologically.  In addition, Milanich 
(1998) maintains that less complex polities have the ability to act complexly when they 
encounter more complex groups, which may be beneficial if the more complex group is 
aggressive.  This suggests that all of the chiefdoms identified by Anderson (1990, 1996) 
should be considered complex chiefdoms rather than simple chiefdoms because they 
leave an archaeological signature.  However, it seems that Anderson and Milanich are 
using two different definitions of simple and complex chiefdoms, one based on 
documentary records, the other based on a mix of archaeological data and ethnographic 
data.  Therefore, these two studies should not be seen as in opposition to each other.  
Together, these two researchers show that there are many different types of complexity in 
the Mississippian world, an idea which Blitz (1999) attempts to address.     
Blitz (1999) builds on Anderson's model, using the concepts of simple and 
complex cycling, and Hally's settlement patterning model.  He argues that the cycling that 
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Anderson (1990, 1996) identifies in the Savannah River Valley does not account for all 
of the variation seen in Mississippian polities.  Rather Blitz (1999) argues that chiefdoms 
fuse and fission over time in response to the changing demands of autonomy versus 
security.  Clustered settlement patterns fulfill the need for security, while dispersed 
patterns fulfill the need for autonomy.   However, this does not negate Anderson's model, 
but adds a new dimension to it.  While Anderson argues that chiefdoms loose complexity 
or gain complexity through chiefly succession and warfare, Blitz argues that the more 
complex chiefdoms are composites of smaller chiefdoms that tend toward instability.  He 
states,  
“The main point here is that multiple-mound sites were composite 
compositions of architectural units, some of which were the corporate 
constructions of constituent groups. I think it is reasonable to conclude, 
through the extension of a direct historical analogy, that each constituent, 
mound-affiliated group was the potential nucleus for a minimal or basic 
political unit. The chiefdom fission-fusion process brought together or 
pulled apart mound-affiliated political units to create large or small 
chiefdom (Blitz 1999:586).” 
 
He then goes on to argue that because these chiefdoms are composites, they do 
not necessarily require an overarching political structure to organize them.  The 
settlement patterns seen in the archaeological record do not have to be evidence of more 
or less complexity and centralization, but are the result of groups coming together while 
maintaining a certain amount of autonomy.   Of course, this assumes that when Anderson 
and others reference complexity, they are referencing centralization of power.  However, 
it could be argued that there are many different types of complexity, one type being 
composite chiefdoms, another being chiefdoms with centralized power.   
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In order to address the question of centralization of power, Blitz and Livingood 
(2004) has attempted to show how mound volume equates to chiefly power.  They 
demonstrate that in Mississippian studies, archaeologists have previously argued for two 
positions concerning mound volume and construction.  The first position proposes that 
mound volume reflects the duration of mound use.  These archaeologists assume that 
structures on mounds, chiefly residences, would have to be continually rebuilt, and this 
would lead to increased mound volume and therefore, mound volume is greater if the 
mound was occupied longer.   
Others have argued that mound construction reflects the chief's ability to amass 
labor.  If the chief has more direct power over the laborers of her or his polity, then that 
chief has the ability to build larger mounds.  Blitz and Livingood (2004) find that the 
correlation between duration and volume varies depending on the size of the site.  At 
smaller centers, which Blitz and Livingood (2004) define as sites with fewer than nine 
mounds, duration of use accounts for between ten and 40 percent of variation in mound 
size.  Large mound centers, which they define as sites with nine or more mounds, do not 
fit into this percentage.  In the end, their results are inconclusive when it comes to the 
nature of chiefly power.  At certain sites, mound volume is the result of duration, while at 
others it is not.  However, they do offer an important insight: "the timing of mound-
construction episodes at the largest sites may have been dictated more by unpredictable 
or volatile sociopolitical events directed by powerful chiefs and less by regular or 
predictable social rules such as periodic renewal ceremonies" (Blitz and Livingood 
2004:299).  They conclude that the nature of power structures in Mississippian polities is 
highly variable. 
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Blitz and Livingood’s 2004 article addresses an issue brought up by Cobb (2003), 
who argues that there are multiple types of complexity and multiple types of power in 
societies.  He argues, similarly to Earle (1987) that labor organization must be taken into 
account in order to understand political structure and therefore the nature of the power of 
elites.  Cobb (2003:72) states that domination is the "institutionalized form of control 
over labor," while dominance "suggests a weak control over labor reliant more on 
manipulation rather than coercion."  Because there seems to be little evidence of fulltime 
specialization, dominance may be the predominant form of power in Mississippian 
societies.  However, it is currently unknown whether chiefs had the power to move labor 
or not, though this question was tackled by Blitz and Livingood (2004).  Similarly, it is 
unknown whether chiefs or groups of elites had economic or ideological power, both of 
which could result in domination or dominance.  Either way, Cobb (2003:65) encourages 
archaeologists to understand that power "has an experiential quality; it is something that 
is acted out, reproduced, contested, and transformed in the daily interactions of actors."  
This suggests that power is highly contextual and historical, meaning that in every polity, 
power may be created, maintained, and challenged in different ways.   
Cobb and King (2005) and Cobb (2005) use Etowah to show that Mississippian 
social structures change over time.  This argument gives a more nuanced understanding 
of cycling or fissioning chiefdoms studies, which did not directly address that as new 
chiefdoms formed, the nature of power and social structure may have changed as well.  
Cobb and King (2005) show that Etowah in northwest Georgia was abandoned and 
reoccupied at least three times before contact with Europeans.  Each time it was 
reoccupied, the iconography used to display chiefly power was changed.  Each of these 
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iconological changes either evoked genealogical history, in which ancestors are evoked to 
create or legitimize power, or mythical history, in which the distant past is evoked to 
create or legitimize power. In addition, the nature of power changed in each consecutive 
occupation of Etowah.  During the first occupation (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1200), there was 
open access to early mounds and the iconography evoked the commonalities between 
individuals.  During the second phase (A.D. 1250 to A.D. 1375), the communal aspects 
of mounds were eliminated and mounds became exclusive.  Iconography evoked 
genealogical power that bolstered an individual's claim to power.  In the third occupation 
(A.D. 1475 to A.D. 1550), a universalizing iconography was evoked, but individuals 
continued to claim exclusive power.  With each new occupation, leaders altered historical 
symbols in order to legitimize the power structure of the time. 
Using these changes in iconography as evidence, the authors state, "these 
dynamics simultaneously served to physically erase portions of the past and to draw a 
cloak of ambiguity around the dispositions governing structure. As a consequence, each 
successive occupation at Etowah embodied a distancing from the past, a distancing 
manifested by different arrangements of genealogical and mythic time" (Cobb and King 
2005:168).  However, the power constructions seen at Etowah were connected to larger 
regional polities. The authors show that there is a specific iconography, human-animal 
iconography, which is only accessible to elites across polities and not to commoners in 
any polity.  This suggests that "practices of exclusion emanating from Etowah set a 
metaphorical ceiling beyond which local agents were denied access to the complete 
complex of raw materials (particularly copper) and symbols that indexed the imagined 
community of charter myth heroes" (Cobb and King 2005:186).  Therefore, only certain 
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groups within a polity had the ability to access power.  The authors suggest that those 
living on the periphery of Etowah had the least access to this type of power.  This bolsters 
Earle's (1987) suggestion that connection with foreign groups was more important than 
redistribution of goods in Mississippian society.  Only those in power could access the 
foreign goods, like copper, and the iconography associated with powerful foreign polities. 
This study shows that the power base of Mississippian polities must be understood 
through the specific history of each site.  Cobb (2005) and Cobb and King (2005) show 
that the histories of Mississippian polities in Georgia are highly varied, connected to 
political, environmental, and social contexts.   
Pluckhahn and McKivergan (2002) bring these arguments to coastal Georgia, 
which has been traditionally viewed as an edge of the Mississippian world and 
occasionally as qualitatively different than other Mississippian polities based on 
differences in subsistence and platform mound construction.  The authors argue that on 
the Atlantic Coast of Georgia, Mississippian settlement patterns differ from those seen in 
the Piedmont of Georgia, where the majority of settlement pattern studies have been 
conducted.  Using the Georgia Archaeological Site Files, the authors show that there is 
less clustering of sites and less separation between the clusters that are identified. Here, 
Hally's (1990) 40-kilometer definition of a polity does not hold true as it does in north 
Georgia where groups must cluster along narrow river valleys. The authors, using Hally's 
and Anderson's conclusions about complexity and hierarchy of settlements, conclude that 
coastal Mississippian groups are less centralized and the boundaries between polities are 
less well defined. This then suggests that positions of power were less developed and less 
permanent than in Piedmont Georgia.   
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The authors suggest that this lack of centralization of power resulted from the 
ecology of the region.  Interior Mississippian groups subsisted on farming linear flood 
plains, however coastal groups relied more on estuarine resources which were potentially 
accessible to everyone at all times, unlike access to corn and other crops which may have 
been proscribed. In addition, the swamps, which limited movement and farming, lessened 
the ability of the elites to control surplus and monopolize long-distance exchange, two of 
the mechanisms that Earle (1987) suggested may be important in creating and maintain 
political power (Pluckhahn and McKivergan 2002).  The authors also suggest that groups 
living in remote areas may have been more able to resist giving power to elites because of 
their inaccessibility.  However, Thompson (2009) suggests that the non-centralized 
settlement patterns that Pluckhahn and McKivergan (2002) identify may not be the result 
of decentralized power. 
Thompson (2009:446) states, "alterations in the use of architecture can relate 
more to differences in the ways leaders conceive of space and their performance of power 
instead of corresponding to changes in political organization."  Thompson (2009) 
rethinks the changes observed in the construction of the Irene Mound in coastal Georgia, 
which was used by Anderson (1996) and Pluckhahn and McKivergan (2002) to argue for 
decentralization at the time of European contact.  He shows that when mound 
construction ends on the coast, the construction of council houses with plazas begins.  
Rituals taking place in council houses may have been more inclusive than the isolated 
rituals that take place on top of platform mounds, which may have been screened.  
However, the inclusiveness of these rituals does not indicate decentralization of power, 
but a rethinking of how power is created.  Because the rituals in council houses were 
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highly structured, they served to reify the power of the elites, possibly through inclusive 
feasting.  He states, "I argue that, within the social context of the Irene site, increased 
inclusive feasting/consumption (i.e. black drink ceremonies) represents, like the platform 
mound, a way for leaders to control spatial practices and further legitimize their power" 
(Thompson 2009:261).  He then goes on to argue that with the collapse of the Savannah 
River chiefdoms in the interior (Anderson 1996), coastal polities could no longer rely on 
connections to other chiefs as a form of power, one of Earle's (1987) suggested ways to 
create power in chiefdoms.  In the end, he believes that leaders co-opted older forms of 
authority in order to establish their own authority, an idea suggested by Cobb (2005) and 
Cobb and King (2005) in the interior of Georgia.   
 
The Mississippian Polity of the Big Bend 
 
The nature of power in Mississippian societies in Georgia is important in 
understanding European colonization of the Mississippian world.  According to some 
researchers (Pertulla 2002; Worth 2002, 2006), the power structure of these chiefdoms, 
and the strategies of the Spanish colonizers allowed for the maintenance of chiefly power 
with the Spanish mission system.  Unlike the British, the Spanish used the hierarchical 
structure of the chiefdoms by grafting the Spanish hierarchy on top of it.  In this system, 
polity chiefs were singled out by the Spanish authorities to apply Spanish policies and 
taxes throughout the polity.  Occasionally, this allowed for the creation of new power as 
Spanish authority was placed on persons not in the chiefly genealogy. Through this, 
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traditional power structures were maintained, but new individuals gained power during 
the colonization period (Pertulla 2002; Worth 2002, 2006).  
In contrast, Mississippian polities in the Big Bend Region of the Ocmulgee may 
not have created power through traditional power structures in which chiefly power was 
maintained through mound construction and mound symbolism connected to chiefly 
lines.  The Mississippian groups living in the Big Bend region were relatively new to the 
area.  The area was likely only occupied by Mississippian groups a few decades before 
the Spanish arrived or even during Spanish exploration in the very early sixteenth 
century. The region was likely colonized by Mississippian groups from the Piedmont 
region of the Oconee River valley (Williams 2009).  The arrival of these groups 
corresponded in time with the switch from power based on mound construction to power 
based on council houses, as discussed by Thompson (2009) and Pluckhahn and 
McKivergan (2002). No platform mounds have been discovered in the Big Bend, but a 
well-documented council house has been excavated at the Glass site near Jacksonville, 
Georgia. This suggests that power at least had the guise of communality over exclusion, 
and that power may have been less centralized, as with groups living in coastal Georgia, 
constructing council houses rather than mounds.  This corresponds with Pluckhahn and 
McKivergan (2002) who argue that the more dispersed resources of the coast would not 
have allowed for the same authoritarian power seen in the piedmont and mountain 
polities, where arable land was centered around river valleys and therefore possibly easier 
to control. It is possible that the entire coastal plain of Georgia, not just the coastal 
regions, would have followed the same pattern that Pluckhahn and McKivergan (2002) 
describe. This makes sense given that arable land is much less localized in the coastal 
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plain than it is around the rivers of the piedmont and mountainous areas. Hally 
(1994:161) suggests that settlement patterns below the fall line would have been more 
dispersed than in the Piedmont.  
When Spanish first traveled through Georgia they likely encountered many 
different types of polities that maintained power through many different strategies.  The 
group living in the Big Bend region at the time of European contact lived in circular 
villages with large council houses built of wattle and daub (Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton 
et al. 2013).  At the center of the villages were large empty plazas that may have served 
as a ball court or a location for inclusive public ceremonies.   
Excavations at the Glass site suggest that exclusionary ceremonies such as 
tobacco smoking and feasting took place within the council house, which indicates that 
power was maintained through both inclusive and exclusive rituals.  Evidence of feasting 
and smoking ceremonies was identified in a ditch near the entrance of the council house.  
This dump contained large amounts of food refuse including around 10 box turtle shells.  
The stratigraphy of the excavation shows that the food refuse was disposed of in one 
dumping episode, indicating feasting activities.  In addition, an unusually large amount of 
effigy smoking pipes were found in the ditch surrounding the council house. Glass itself 
was likely the seat of the Ichisi province identified by the de Soto expedition of A.D. 
1539 to A.D. 1541 (Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 2013). Excavation at smaller sites 
in the region show that Glass was surrounded by smaller farming hamlets.  A larger 
regional study is required to better understand the nature of the Mississippian polity of 
the Big Bend.   
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Lamar Culture 
 
In spite of this, studies of Lamar cultures in surrounding regions may inform the 
present study.  Hally (1994:149) argues that the Lamar culture (as seen through the 
pottery produced by the group) derived in situ from the earlier Savannah phase (AD 
1200-AD 1350) groups and was influenced by Mississippian cultures from the 
Mississippi River valley when incising became common.  However, this Mississippian 
influence is not the first of its type, as groups in Georgia were already adopting platform 
mounds, maize agriculture, and palisaded towns.  Lamar-like ceramics occur throughout 
Georgia, and into neighboring areas of Alabama, Florida, South and North Carolina, and 
Tennessee.  It persists from around AD 1350 into the Spanish colonization period. The 
processes that began with colonization by Europeans led to the creation of post-Contact 
Native American groups that exist today, such as the Creek, Cherokee, and Catawba. 
Lamar people generally subsisted on white tailed deer, supplemented by a variety 
of other terrestrial animals, such as black bear, rabbit, and opossum, along with turtles 
and riverine fish (Hally 1994:151-152).  Coastal groups followed this general pattern as 
well, with the addition of marine fish and shell fish. Agriculture was dominated by corn, 
along with beans and squash, similar to many Mississippian cultures. Nuts, including 
hickory, walnut, and acorn, along with fruits, such as persimmon and maypop, are 
commonly found on Lamar sites as well (Hally 1994:153). 
House construction varies depending on season, location, and purpose. Known 
Lamar structures range from circular houses with depressed floors to rectangular 
structures.  Generally, houses have thatch roofs, sometimes with daub applied to the 
exterior wall and the roof hole above the central hearth. Burial mounds and platform 
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mounds are common on sites during the early and middle Lamar periods, but are 
unknown during the late period, when the Big Bend was occupied.  Additionally, cleared 
plazas are common and known for at least one site in the Big Bend (Glass, discussed 
further in Chapter 5) (Hally 1994:157). 
 
Historic Research 
 
Spanish Exploration and Colonization in Georgia 
 
Spanish exploration and colonization of the Southeastern United States began as 
early 1513 when Juan Ponce de Leon explored southern Florida.  More extensive 
exploration closer to Georgia took place from the 1520's to the 1560's, after which 
permanent settlements were established (Worth 1994). After the establishment of 
permanent settlements, including missions, presidios, and towns, exploration into the 
interior of Georgia continued.  Spanish colonization consisted of three phases, the 
entrada, doctrina (pre-parochial), and parroquia (Bushnell 1994:22-24). The entrada 
consisted of exploration, while the doctrina was a period of attempted missionization and 
conversion. These two phases are followed by the parroquia at which point the colonized 
region becomes a functioning parish of the Catholic Church.  The second phase, pre-
parochial, or the period of missionization was the longest lasting phase in the Southeast.  
The parroquia was never reached on the coast of Georgia because the Spanish retreated, 
along with missionized Native Americans in the face of violence and slave raids 
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conducted by the British and British-backed Native American groups.  Below I describe 
the entrada and the pre-parochial phase or mission period in Georgia. 
 
Entrada (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1565) 
 
Bushnell’s (1994:22-24) definition of the entrada includes only exploration by 
friars.  However, I choose to include the very early military expeditions mounted by the 
Spanish government as well. This stretches from A.D. 1526, the first Spanish expedition 
and attempted settlement of the southern Atlantic coast, to the founding of Santa Elena in 
South Carolina and St. Augustine in Florida, the first two permanent Spanish settlements 
in A.D. 1565 and 1566, respectively. However, the founding of these settlements did not 
end military exploration, this is just a useful division of time when discussing the trends 
of settlement on the Georgia coast.  
During the sixteenth century, there were five major Spanish expeditions or 
colonization attempts into the Southeast before the establishment of the first permanent 
settlements.  In 1526, Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon sailed somewhere near Sapelo Sound on 
the South Atlantic Coast of North America with six ships to explore and set up a 
permanent colony.  The adventure ended in disaster when resupply ships failed to 
rendezvous with the party and a large number of the people died of starvation, some 
throwing in their lots with Native American groups in the area in hopes of survival 
(Hoffman 1994a).  Two years later in 1528, Panfilo de Narvaez sailed with six ships to 
explore the interior of the Southeast, starting on the Gulf Coast of Florida and then 
traveling north. They were to judge the region’s suitability for farming and mineral 
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extraction. This too ended in disaster resulting from hunger and hostile Native American 
groups. The majority of the expedition died, but a few survivors traveled on foot from the 
panhandle of Florida to Texas where they were eventually discovered by Spanish settlers 
in the area and transported to New Spain (Hoffman 1994b).   
Chronicles of this exploration largely informed the expedition of Hernando de 
Soto, the longest and best equipped entrada, from A.D. 1539 to A.D. 1543 (Hudson 
1997).  De Soto traveled from what is now Tampa Bay north to an Apalachee settlement 
near modern day Tallahassee, Florida. Near Tampa Bay, they encountered a Spaniard, 
Juan Ortiz, who was likely part of the Narvaez expedition. Ortiz served as translator for 
de Soto.  Here, his army of around 650 men, along with hundreds of pigs and horses, 
camped for the winter in the Apalachee village.  From there, they headed north into 
Georgia and then struck a northwesterly course. In March of 1540, the group likely 
crossed over the Ocmulgee River. Hudson et al. (1984) have argued that the expedition 
crossed the Ocmulgee near Macon, Georgia (Hudson et al. 1984). However, this 
assumption was made prior to the discovery of large amounts of sixteenth century 
European artifacts farther south on the Ocmulgee River in the Big Bend region near 
modern day Jacksonville, Georgia (Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 2013) (Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1 Traditional de Soto Route Compared to Fernbank Museum (FMNH) Route 
(Blanton et al. 2011). The FMNH route is based on new artifact discoveries and historic 
Native American trails. 
 
From there they headed towards a province rumored to be rich in agriculture and 
minerals, likely Cofitachequi, in South Carolina. Cofitachequi was a large paramount 
chiefdom, governed by a woman where the de Soto expedition saw evidence of previous 
European contact in the form of glass beads possibly from Ayllon's colony (Hudson et al. 
1984).   
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From South Carolina, the group moved into the Piedmont and then changed 
course and moved westward across Tennessee and back down into northwest Georgia, 
where they encountered the paramount chiefdom of Coosa.  From there they moved 
westward across Alabama, where they fought a well-documented battle at Mabila 
(Jenkins 2009).  They then moved into Mississippi, and Arkansas.  Around the time that 
the group reached the Mississippi River, de Soto died.  The survivors of the expedition 
built boats and traveled by river south to Gulf of Mexico, where they were eventually 
made their way back to parts of New Spain (Hudson 1994).  Throughout the journey, de 
Soto and his army declared that the groups that they encountered were now citizens of the 
Kingdom of Spain and sometimes erected crosses in plazas.  The army based the route of 
the expedition on rumors of riches and looked for a land route between the Spanish 
territories of La Florida and New Spain, in modern day Mexico. 
After de Soto, Juan Pardo organized the last well-equipped exploration of the 
interior Southeast from 1566-1568.  Pardo retraced de Soto's steps through North 
Carolina and South Carolina, relocating the paramount chiefdom of Cofitachequi, which 
was greatly depopulated (Hudson 2005).  Pardo set up a fort at what is now known 
archaeologically as Joara, near modern day Morganton, North Carolina in the 
Appalachian Mountains. This fort served as a base of operations from which military 
expeditions explored the area now known as Tennessee.  Most significant about this 
expedition is the information that it gives on changes in Native American populations 
between the de Soto expedition and the Pardo expedition.  Many of the areas visited by 
de Soto were now depopulated.  There are debates in the literature discussing whether 
this is the result of European introduced disease, or a movement of Native American 
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groups that would have been normal as areas occupied for extended times ran out of 
resources and groups re-located (Smith 1987).   
Contact with Native American groups during these expeditions was sometimes 
fleeting and other times intensive.  Winter camps were made in Native American villages 
and often several nights in row were spent living in Native American villages throughout 
the expedition, such as de Soto’s encounter with Ichisi on the Ocmulgee River in the 
Georgia.  The expeditions frequently gave out gifts in return for allegiance and food, 
while other times the encounters were violent.  Overall, the main difference between 
these expeditions and the later forts and missions was their impermanence. 
 
"PreParochial" Mission Period 
 
Constant contact between the Southeastern Indians and the Spanish began with 
the founding of Santa Elena, South Carolina in 1565 and St. Augustine, Florida in 1566.  
Both were presidios, or military outpost that served mainly to protect Spanish maritime 
routes along the Atlantic Coast (Childers 2004).  These and all of the missions 
established between 1565 and 1572 were founded under the aegis of Pedro Menedez de 
Aviles, the first governor of La Florida (Hann 1990). The first missionary attempts by the 
Spanish were conducted by the Jesuits just after the founding of the presidios.  However, 
these missions soon failed and the Jesuits were replaced by the Franciscans in 1584.  In 
1595, there were at least five missions on the Georgia Coast. These missions were 
doctrinas, meaning that there was a resident friar, as opposed to visitas, missions that 
were visited by friars on a regular basis.  These missions included San Pedro de Mocama 
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on Cumberland Island and Santa Catalina de Guale on St. Catherines Island, and 
Tolomato, Asao, and Tupique, all mainland missions (Milanich 1994:297) (Figure 4.2).  
In 1597, five of the friars servicing the Georgia missions were killed and a sixth was 
taken captive during what has become known as the Juanillo Revolt.  In addition to the 
death of the friars, the missions were burned.  Eventually, a young Guale heir to the 
Mico, Don Juanillo, was held responsible for the uprising, and in 1601 after a fierce 
battle, Juanillo was killed and peace was declared.  This peace came only after Governor 
Gonzalo Mendez de Canzo ordered many of the Guale towns and food stores burned. In 
the following years, the Georgia missions were re-established and an era of relative peace 
ensued for the next three-quarters of a century, at least on the Georgia Coast (Francis and 
Kole 2011).  During this so-called era of peace, five more missions were founded by the 
year 1655 (Worth 2007) (Figure 4.3).  These include Santa Maria on Amelia Island, San 
Buenaventura de Guadalquini on Cumberland Island, San Joseph de Sapala on Sapelo 
Islands, San Phelipe de Alave on the mainland in an unknown location, and San Diego de 
Satuache, on the mainland west of Ossabaw Island (Worth 2007:11). In addition to the 
missions of the Atlantic Coast, a string of missions ran westward through northern 
Florida (Hann 1990).  This early and continual occupation of the coast make the interior 
of Georgia an ideal location to study how Native American social interaction was 
actively changed and/or maintained as a result of indirect contact with Europeans.     
In 1670, the Spanish and the English agreed to the Treaty of Madrid which stated 
that the English would be granted the rights to all of the land in North America that was 
already in their possession.  However, the extent of what belonged to the English was 
debated and this eventually affected the Natives that lived on the Georgia Coast.  In 1680, 
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the English backed Chichimeco attacked the Missions of the Georgia Coast.  Santa Elena 
had long been abandoned as the result of Indian violence, and by the 1680’s Santa 
Catalina de Guale was the northern most Spanish outpost in La Florida (Worth 2007).  
The missionaries and a handful of loyal Guales took refuge in the fortified mission and 
held off attacks by the Chichimeco, but the mission was  
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Figure 4.2 Missions Founded Prior to 1600 (Hann 1990; Milanich 1994) 
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Figure 4.3 Missions at 1655 (Worth 2007) 
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soon abandoned.  After this initial loss, the retreat of the Spanish to St. Augustine was 
quick (Thomas 1987).     
The Chichimeco, also called the Westo, were British backed slave raiders that 
helped to devastate Native American population on the Coast and in the interior of 
Georgia, and destabilize the region (Bossy 2013; Brown 2000, 2005; Meyers 2009; 
Worth 2007). It was around this time that the Yamassee, likely a new ethic groups 
created out of this destabilization, appeared on the coast around A.D. 1662 (Worth 
2007:18-19). The Yamasee established villages on the coast of Georgia and South 
Carolina.  They were never missionized, but did contribute to the repartemiento labor 
system, in which Native American mission towns sent laborers to St. Augustine annually 
(Worth 2007). This is extremely hard to define archaeologically because the Guale, 
Mocama, and Yamasee used the same pottery tradition, Altamaha pottery (Worth 2017). 
Spanish missionization on the coast of Georgia lasted from the 1560’s to the 
1680’s, and this likely had a large effect on Native American groups living in the interior 
of Georgia. Though the main focus of the Pre-Parochial period was the coastal mission, 
the Big Bend region was still occasionally visited by the Spanish. In addition to the 
missions on the coast, a vistas mission, which was infrequently visited by missionaries, 
was established somewhere near the confluence of the Ocmulgee and Oconee Rivers in 
the interior of Georgia near the Big Bend region (Hann 1990). This mission was 
established by at least A.D. 1616. Also, exploration into the interior continued after the 
initial entrada phase of exploration.  At least four military expeditions were undertaken 
that followed the Altamaha River north and into the Oconee River basin (Worth 1994).  
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Though these expeditions did not travel directly into the current project area, they 
traveled very close, and offer important insights into the nature of Native-American 
Spanish interaction in the Big Bend Region of the Ocmulgee River. 
Worth (1994) notes that hostilities between these expedition’s leaders and the 
missionaries that traveled with them and Native American groups in the region suggest 
that conversions to Christianity in the "deep interior" were tenuous (1994:106). He also 
notes that these groups brought with them many trade goods, which may account for 
some of the Spanish goods found in the interior.  These expeditions were undertaken in 
hopes of finding gold and other minerals and converting Native Americans to 
Christianity.  In both of these goals, the later expeditions into the interior of Georgia were 
largely failures. Both the visitas mission near the Big Bend and these military expeditions 
suggest that although the Big Bend was not an area of direct Spanish colonization, the 
groups living in this region likely felt the effects of contact. 
 
Consequences of Contact 
 
The Spanish mission wreaked havoc on the Mississippian societies of southern 
Georgia and northern Florida.  Native groups in Spanish-occupied coastal Georgia 
actively maintained and changed aspects of their worldview in response to demographic 
and social changes that were both actively and incidentally created by the presence of the 
Spanish. Demographic changes were caused by at least three interrelated factors: 1) 
increased disease; 2) increased movement of people; and 3) increased violence (Ethridge 
and Shuck-Hall 2009; Worth 2001, 2007). Most prominently discussed is the introduction 
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of infectious diseases by Europeans. However, how disease was felt in the region is 
debated.  It is generally assumed that disease was immediate and devastating in 
populations beginning with early contact. However, Kelton (2002) has argued that 
smallpox would not have taken its toll until the first large epidemic which lasted from 
1696-1700.  This epidemic spread from Virginia west and south to Mobile, Alabama.  He 
argues that the Spanish missions would not have spread disease far into the interior 
because they did not participate in a large amount of trade outside of La Florida.  In 
addition, Spanish military expeditions would likely have been made up of young healthy 
men that would have been less likely to carry diseases.  It is not until British families start 
moving into the areas that diseases such as smallpox would have reached epidemic levels.  
This is supported by a lack of mass graves that would have indicated devastating 
epidemics (Saunders 2002).  This debate is still unsettled in the current literature. 
However, if this is true, the instigators of changes in the interior need to be reassessed, 
the aim of this project. 
Assumptions that disease is the main reason for change in the protohistoric 
Southeast, assume that at the time of European contact, Native American groups became 
an entity without ongoing internal processes.  Researchers have worked to give Native 
American groups history during the so called "prehistoric" era, but then take that away as 
soon as the "historic" period begins.  It seems that in some ways, European contact has 
become the dividing line, after which only processes started by contact can cause social 
change.  Rather, the interaction between Native American groups and identifying 
processes of change that were occurring prior to European contact and attempting to see 
similar processes happening after contact should be the focus on discussion.  
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In addition to disease, decreased nutritional health due to increased maize 
consumption and more densely populated settlements led to increased death rates among 
indigenous groups (Hutchinson and Larsen 2001; Hutchinson et al 2000; Hutchinson et al 
2004). Decreased nutritional health is in part the consequence of increased reliance on 
maize. Spanish Florida largely lacked the farmers and tradesmen that characterized other 
Spanish provinces (Matter 1973:20). This reflects the fact that the Spanish presence in 
Georgia and Florida was mainly a missionary endeavor, not a colonial endeavor, with the 
possible exception of the city of St. Augustine (Matter 1973).  In addition, there were no 
natural resources that the Spanish coveted such as gold or silver.  Because of this, it has 
been argued that the Spanish habitations in La Florida were neglected by the larger 
empire (Matter 1973, Bushnell 1978).  As a result, the Spanish individuals living in the 
province heavily relied on Native American groups for food, which was given to the 
Spanish as a tax.  This food tax mostly took the form of maize.  Though the Spanish 
likely maintained a few cattle in certain areas, for the most part, the Spanish imported 
very little food, relying mainly on what Native American groups supplied (Reitz 1992).  
The forced food tax caused the Natives to increase the amount of maize that they 
produced and this likely increased the amount of maize that the natives consumed 
(Hutchinson et al 2004; Hutchinson et al 2000; Worth 2007).  Maize consumption 
increased and dietary practices converged throughout Spanish Georgia and Florida in 
spite of the fact that pre-Hispanic individuals across this territory practiced very different 
subsistence strategies.  Along with this increase in maize, came homogeneity in diet.  
This is the result of increased emphasis on maize production and decreased emphasis on 
foraging (Hutchinson et al 2000).   
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More densely populated living areas were more susceptible to population -
diseases such as dysentery and tuberculosis, The repartimiento labor system, in which 
native men were sent to work in St. Augustine, and resettlement of native groups around 
missions led to increased movement of people and likely contributed to many native 
deaths due to overwork and increased susceptibility to disease attributable to increased 
population density (Ashley et al 2013; Griffin et al 2001; Larsen 1990; Stowjanowski 
2005). In addition, violent attacks by British-backed Chichimecos, also called the 
Westos, from the Carolinas may have caused some groups to leave the coast (Worth 
2007). These groups, in part, also contributed to increased violence, though there were 
many other factors contributing to this as well (Ethridge and Shuck-Hall 2009; Worth 
2007).  
In addition to negative health impacts, demographic changes and Spanish 
presence created changes in native worldviews due to the missionization project. 
Research suggests that throughout the Spanish colonial world, native groups incorporated 
Christian themes into their traditional cosmology, but retained many native practices 
(Burkhart 1989; Hackel 2005; McEwan 2001; Milanich 1999). This is particularly 
evident in Native American burial practices in the Southeast in which native people 
continued to place grave goods with individuals who were otherwise buried in a Christian 
manner (Blair et al 2009; McEwan 2001; Thomas 1988).  
Continuous silent resistance such as this was occasionally punctuated by instances 
of armed rebellion, such as the Juanillo Revolt of 1597 in the Guale territory on the 
Georgia Coast and later rebellions among the Apalachee and Timucua (Francis et al 
2011; Shapiro and McEwan 1992; Weisman 1992). Changing practices and armed revolts 
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suggest that Native groups actively incorporated portions of these institutions while 
maintaining many of their own views as a way of dealing with their new situation (Axtell 
1997; Burkhart 1989; Hackel 2005; Lightfoot 1995; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; 
McEwan 2001). While this has been heavily documented in coastal settings, interaction 
and change are little understood in the interior coastal plain. 
Changing Ceramics and Mission Period 
 
Seemingly simultaneous with first Spanish settlements in the Southeast, the 
ceramic tradition on the Georgia coast altered in stylistic expression from the pre-
Columbian Irene tradition to the historic Altamaha tradition.  The emergence of the 
Altamaha tradition began sometime in the 1580’s as the Spanish were colonizing the 
coastal regions (DePratter 2009:40; Thomas 2009:80), suggesting that Altamaha pottery 
was developed and then adopted by a larger portion of coastal groups in the Spanish 
realm when the sites in this study were occupied. This is based on excavations of Santa 
Elena in South Carolina, which was one of the first Spanish military outposts in the 
Southeast (DePratter 2009). Researchers have demonstrated that ceramics from this site 
reflect the transition from the prehistoric Irene tradition to the post-Contact Altamaha 
tradition (DePratter 2009).    
On St. Catherines Island, Georgia, according to Saunders (2001:86), "to all 
appearances, Altamaha ware sprang fully formed into the system; there were no 
discernible transitional steps in the late pre-Columbian or early historic context studied."  
This suggests the coastal Georgia potters adopted the tradition from their more northerly 
neighbors. Ceramic styles homogenized on the Atlantic coast from southern South 
Carolina to Northern Florida.  Changes include curvilinear stamping motifs replaced by 
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lineblock stamping, the return of check stamping, frequency of use of red slips increased, 
bolder paddle designs with deeper lands and grooves, increase in cane punctated folded 
rims, appearance of bell shaped bowls and bowls with broad flattened rims (brim or 
marley), and colonoware style forms (Saunders 2000:45) (Figure 4.4). The question now 
becomes why the ceramics changed in the first place and why were they so quickly 
adopted over a large portion of Spanish territory in the Southeast. 
Saunders (2000, 2001) argues that the Spanish were responsible for several of the 
changes in the colonware forms that imitate Spanish styles.  Because the Spanish in the 
Southeast were underfunded compared to most of their colonies, they did not have the 
resources to create their own ceramic production workshops like those of Puebla, Mexico 
(Deagan 1987).  Therefore, the Spanish relied upon native craftspeople to supply them 
with ceramics.  This often took the form of vessels that imitated traditional Spanish 
majolica. 
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Figure 4.4 Altamaha Lineblock Pottery and Folded Rim (Jefferies and Moore 2009:123) 
  
However, the wares made for native use changed as well, mainly in the decorative motif 
applied when shaping the pot with a paddle.  The paddle motif becomes a rectilinear 
version of a Filfot Cross, which is a cosmogram that represented the Guale understanding 
of the universe.  A curvilinear Filfot Cross shape was common in the pre-Columbian 
Irene tradition.  Saunders (2001) believes that the continued use of this symbol signifies a 
continuation of native beliefs in the face of Spanish Christianization. However, she 
(2001:90) goes on to suggest that Altamaha ceramics eventually symbolized those native 
groups that were allied with the Spanish.  In addition, in St. Augustine the ceramics 
following this stamping tradition were made by native women married to Spanish men.  
In this way, the Altamaha ceramic tradition cannot be thought of as only part of the 
native sphere of the Native American-Spanish society.  Rather, like the colonwares of 
enslaved Africans, it must be understood as part of a larger Spanish-native cultural 
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tradition that was continually created and recreated through the close contact of native 
peoples with Spanish colonizers and missionaries.   
However, the adoption of a new negotiated ceramic tradition cannot be considered 
a foregone conclusion that resulted from contact.  Rather individual actors decided to 
participate in this tradition for specific reasons.  Often, this included both protection from 
other European groups such as French privateers or British slave raids carried out by the 
Westo (Worth 2007).  Using Altamaha ceramics may be a way of displaying affiliation 
with the Spanish.   
The Yamassee travelled to the Georgia coast in order to gain protection from the 
Spanish in the face of these raids.  Though they were not required to participate in the 
mission system, in exchange for being allowed to stay in Spanish territory and protection 
from the British, they were required to participate in the repartimiento labor system. 
Saunders (2001:88) argues that this group adopted the Altamaha ceramic tradition in 
order to show their allegiance or at least connection to the Spanish.  In addition, alliance 
with the Spanish could help to stabilize the precarious positions of many native elites.  A 
faction of the Apalachee elites travelled to St. Augustine to request the presence of a 
Spanish mission in order to gain power over other competing factions within the 
Apalachee.  Spanish goods acted as an influx of elite prestige goods which gave a 
competitive edge to certain peoples within society (Milanich 1994, Scarry 2001, Vernon 
and McEwan 1992).  Though this example does not come from an area that adopted the 
Altamaha ceramic tradition, it is likely that many groups that did, allied with Spanish for 
very similar reasons.   
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However, more recent research (Moore and Jefferies 2014; Straub 2017) argues 
that the adoption of Altamaha was not fully attributable to Spanish influence, but was 
part of continual pre-contact change in ceramics styles. Research conducted for this 
project suggests that the Altamaha ceramic tradition formed in conversation with 
changing ceramic styles in the interior.  This is discussed further in a later chapter. 
Groups living near the Ocmulgee River at the time of the Spanish arrival are 
characterized archaeologically by Lamar style pottery (Snow 1977, 1990) which is 
similar in motif to the pre-contact Irene ceramics found on the coast. Snow (1977, 1990) 
has established two variants of Lamar in this region, the early Lamar Filfot Stamp and the 
late Lamar Square Ground Stamped. Early Lamar is characterized by curvilinear 
stamping motifs "consist[ing] of concentric circles with one or two lines making a central 
traverse," and plain rim treatments (Figure 4.5) (Snow 1977:46). Late Lamar Square 
Ground is a rectilinear motif described as "a solid dot at the center, either alone or 
accompanied by one-to-three concentric circles. Radiating out from this central circular 
element are four lines or sets of lines, usually ninety degrees apart. The area between the 
four radiating lines is filled with chevrons" (Figure 4.6) (Snow 1977:47). This late variant 
also includes thickened rims that are altered either by pinching or with a tool. Snow's 
(1977) chronological definitions have been foundational in ceramic studies of this area; 
however, a more refined understanding of these changes is required to explore post-
contact interaction and social change. Changes in potting techniques beyond stamping 
and rim treatment have not been fully explored and will be important to establishing 
change of potting techniques over time. In addition, changes taking place after contact 
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have not been fully studied, and this will be important for establishing the effects of 
Spanish colonization on interior groups.  
Figure 4.5 Early Lamar Paddle Stamp (Wauchope 1954) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Big Bend's archaeological and historical records make it an ideal region to 
study changes interior Native American society from the time of European Contact 
through the Mission period. The prehistoric and historic research in the region leads to 
Figure 4.6 Square Ground Lamar (Snow 1977) 
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several research goals related to indirect contact with the Spanish mission system.  1) 
Determine the chronological sequence of occupation in the Big Bend; 2) Determine 
the settlement hierarchy of the five sites in the region; 3) Determine how ceramic 
technology changed from the Prehistoric to the Contact and into the Mission periods 
in the Big Bend; 4) Theorize what social factors drove these changes; and 5) 
Determine how these changes were connected to changes taking place on the coast, 
such as the creation of the Altamaha ceramic tradition. These research questions will 
be addressed by understanding the diachronic variation in the step-by-step production 
techniques of pottery, allowing researchers to see changes in social practices. In addition, 
by recording changes in patterns of surface decoration, archaeologists can see how 
interaction between groups may have changed in direction or frequency.
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Chapter 5  ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND METHODS 
 
Ceramic attributes for assemblages from five sites in the Big Bend of the 
Ocmulgee River Valley, spanning the Late Prehistoric to Mission periods (Table 5.1, 
Figure 5.1) have been recorded and analyzed with the aim of addressing the five research 
goals outlined in the previous chapter. In order to address these goals, a suite of ceramic 
attributes have been collected from each sherd, including characteristics of paste, vessel 
construction, and surface decoration. This chapter serves to describe the origins of the 
ceramic collections. 
Table 5.1 Time Periods Used in This Study 
Period Approximate Dates 
Late Prehistoric A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1521 
Contact Period A.D. 1521 to A.D. 1600 
Mission Period A.D. 1600 to A.D. 1715 
 
Excavations of four of the five sites in the Big Bend region are part of the Santa 
Isabel de Utinahica-Points of Contact (SIDU-POC) project, directed by Dennis Blanton 
since 2005, first with affiliation with Fernbank Museum of Natural History (FMNH) in 
Atlanta, Georgia, and now also with James Madison University in Harrisonburg, 
Virginia. Blanton has excavated in the Big Bend and other regions of Georgia with the 
purpose of identifying areas of direct contact between Native American groups and early 
Spanish explorers and missionaries in the region. The project was initiated in a search for 
mission Santa Isabel de Utinahica (early seventeenth century), but it more notably 
identified a Native American village in the Big Bend thought to have been visited by 
Hernando de Soto. Blanton excavated at several other broadly contemporaneous sites in 
the region. The author participated in SIDU-POC excavations for four field seasons, and 
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conducted basic analysis and curation of the artifacts at FMNH while working there as 
the Archaeology Collections Assistant. In addition, Frankie Snow, affiliated with South 
Georgia College (now South Georgia State College) identified and excavated additional 
contemporary sites in the region. This study is focused on five sites excavated either as 
part of SIDU-POC or by Frankie Snow (Table 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1 Project Area and Site Locations 
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Table 5.2 Sites Analyzed 
Site 
Name/Number 
Ceramic 
Tradition 
European Artifacts Calibrated C14 
Dates 
County Sherds 
Analyzed 
Glass 
(9TF145) 
Big Bend 
Lamar 
Numerous early 16th 
century artifacts 
including glass beads 
and iron tools. 
AD 1390-1440 
AD 1400-1440 
AD 1460-1660 
Telfair 1,499 
Coffee Bluff 
(9TF115) 
Big Bend 
Lamar 
One majolica ceramic 
sherd 
 Telfair 644 
9CF46 (No 
Common Name) 
Big Bend 
Lamar 
Small iron fragment  Coffee 84 
Lind Landing 
(9WL17) 
Big Bend 
Lamar 
Blue glass bead  Wheeler 569 
Sand Ridge 
(9CF17) 
Altamaha Numerous glass “seed” 
beads 
Coffee 408 
Total     3,231 
 
The sites used in this study were selected based on participation in SIDU-POC, 
discussions with Dennis Blanton and Frankie Snow, and on the size of the ceramic 
collection. Only sites with a total assemblage of more than 300 sherds have been 
analyzed, though not all 300 sherds were always examined, depending on the types of 
sherds present. All of the sites, except Lind Landing (9WL7) were excavated as part of 
SIDU-POC from 2006 to 2015. Lind Landing was excavated by Snow in the 1990's. 
For each provenience discussed below, I recorded attributes from all rims and 
bases, and any stamped or incised sherds that displayed features that could be used to 
identify a motif or take measurements on stamped and incised attributes. Surface 
treatment, rim treatment, and decorative motif attributes were recorded. Particular 
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emphasis has been placed on the style of pinched rims, the width of lands and grooves in 
stamped and incised motifs, and the changing stamped and incised motifs. These 
attributes have proved to be time sensitive in neighboring areas of Georgia (Rudolph and 
Blanton 1980; Saunders 2000; Snow 1977; Williams and Shapiro 1990). These attributes, 
along with knowledge of the excavations, will be used to create a time line of ceramic 
change.  Once a time line has been established, additional attributes that change through 
time will be identified and possible reasons for these changes will be discussed.   
   
Archaeological Investigations 
 
Glass (9TF145) 
 
The Glass Site is by far the most intensively excavated site used in my analysis 
(Blanton 2006, 2007; Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 2013).  Hundreds of shovel tests 
along with 100 test units have been excavated across the site (Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3). The 
site was initially recorded by Frankie Snow in 2002, when it was logged and bedded for 
planted pines.  Located in Telfair County, the site lies on the southern bank of the 
Ocmulgee River, at Lampkin Branch, on a low terrace that sits just to the west of a 
wetland bottom.  This wetland is likely a meander scar of the Ocmulgee River, and may 
have been the main river channel at the time of occupation.  Currently, the site is planted 
in pines, which the land owner generously removed from the heart of the site to 
accommodate excavation.   
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Figure 5.2 Glass Shovel Tests with Elevation. Gray dots are shovel tests, white line is the 
limits of the metal detector survey (Blanton et al. 2013:4) 
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Figure 5.3 Location of Glass Block Excavation (Blanton et al. 2013:2) 
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revealed a relatively thick midden with high concentrations of pottery, smoking pipes, 
and food refuse including many species of birds, mammals, fish, and reptiles. Several 
reconstructible box turtle shells were excavated from one midden area.  Excavations from 
2006 to 2010 concentrated on this location (Figure 5.4). Eventually, it was revealed that 
the midden was a ditch surrounding a large structure that likely had a ritual function.  The 
structure was large wattle and daub building with a large central hearth. Daub was 
applied to a portion of the roof, but not the walls. The structure burned down and a fired 
daub cap was created, which helped to better preserve some evidence at the center of the 
structure. 
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Figure 5.4 Glass Site Excavation of Large Structure (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
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The midden deposit in the ditch was likely the result of single episode of waste removal, 
possibly from activities related to the busk or other feasting ceremonies. The busk, or 
Green Corn Ceremony was held in the late spring or summer when the first corn was 
harvested.  At this time, all the towns in the chiefdom gathered together for a renewal 
ceremony during which the sacred fire was extinguished and re-lit, pottery vessels were 
cleaned, along with other rituals of purification (Hudson 1976:365-375). Additionally, a 
large feast was held and the black drink, and an infusion of ilex vomitoria (yaupon holly), 
and tobacco were consumed. In this work, the ceremony is referred to as the busk rather 
than the Green Corn Ceremony because this is the traditional Creek term for the 
ceremony and the residents of the Lower Ocmulgee River Valley were likely ancestral to 
the Creek (Hudson 1976:367). 
Numerous mid-sixteenth century artifacts were unearthed in the large structure as well as 
the in the ditch.  These artifacts include varieties of beads such as faceted chevron beads 
and Nueva Cadiz beads, both characteristic of early Spanish contact (Deagan 1987).  In 
addition, iron chisels, an iron awl, and a silver pendant (which was likely originally a 
coin that had been perforated and reshaped) were uncovered on the floor of the structure 
and the ditch (Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9) (Blanton et al. 
2011).  Later shovel tests and a metal detector survey revealed that the entire site, 
including the large structure and the surrounding village, contained Spanish artifacts 
(Table 5.3).  Blanton (Blanton et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 2013) believes that these 
artifacts are evidence of direct contact with Hernando de Soto's army.  The structure 
burned after Spanish contact and was abandoned.  
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Figure 5.5 Example of Iron Chisel found at Glass (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
 
Figure 5.6 Example of Iron Chisel from Glass (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
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Figure 5.7 Example of Clarksdale Bell from Glass (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
 
Figure 5.8 Silver Pendant found at Glass (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
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Figure 5.9 Glass Site Sixteenth Century Glass Beads (Image courtesy of Dennis Blanton) 
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Table 5.3 Sixteenth Century Artifacts Found at Glass (Blanton et al. 2011:47; Blanton et 
al. 2013:12) 
Artifact Material Number 
Weapon Tip Iron 1 
Finial Copper Alloy 1 
Handle, Ewer? Copper Alloy 1 
Molten Waste Iron 1 
Shaped Rod Iron 1 
Bead, Rolled Copper Alloy 1 
Bell Copper Alloy 1 
Pendant? Silver 1 
Ring Fragment Copper Alloy 3 
Sheet Metal, Perforated Copper Alloy 1 
Sheet Metal, Plaquette Copper Alloy 1 
Awl/Punch Iron 1 
Rectangular Celt Iron 8 
Chain Link Iron 2 
Chisel Iron 2 
Chain Link with Hook Iron 2 
Tanged Knife Blade Iron 1 
Wedge, Flat, Sword? Iron 1 
Wedge, Heavy Iron 1 
Seven Layer Faceted Chevron Bead Glass 8 
Faceted Nueva Cadiz Bead Glass 1 
Twisted Nueva Cadiz Bead Glass 1 
Striped Olive Shaped Bead Glass 1 
Spherical White Bead Glass 1 
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After establishing the nature of the structure and the surrounding ditch, 
excavations were focused on determining the nature of the site as a whole.  Further 
shovel tests revealed that the building and ditch were on the south side of a circular 
village, which had a plaza in the center (Figure 5.10).  In addition, an anomalous midden-
like deposit was discovered on the western edge of the site, which was originally thought 
to be a perimeter ditch around the entire village. However, the most recent excavation 
revealed that this midden was a large, but discrete, pit that may have been used to mine 
clay for potting activities and daub used for construction of buildings.  The pit was then 
slowly filled-in by a series of dumping periods and periods of inactivity when sediment 
washed into the pit.  The iron axe blade was initially discovered in the pit.  Radio-carbon 
dates suggest that Native American excavation of the pit began around 1540, the time 
that the large structure was occupied (Blanton 2015 personal communication).     
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of Lamar Complicated Stamped Sherds Demonstrating Circular 
Village Pattern. Gray dots are shovel tests. (Blanton et al. 2013:8) 
 
 
In addition to the large pit, the shovel tests revealed a concentration of Lamar 
pottery on the north side of the site.  Further test unit excavation revealed another large 
building and glass beads that are generally indicative of a later occupation, possibly 
associated with Native American contact with French groups who explored and briefly 
settled on the Georgia and northern Florida coasts in the late sixteenth century.  It was 
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originally assumed that the entire site was abandoned when the large structure to the 
south burned in the mid-sixteenth century.  However, these later discoveries suggest that 
the site was continually occupied or reoccupied in the later sixteenth century.  A cross 
section of the large structure was excavated in 2015 revealing that it was approximately 
the same size as the southern structure and almost directly across the plaza from the mid-
sixteenth century building. Along with the stratified pit and the mid-sixteenth century 
building, the structure on the north side of the site adds a time dimension, demonstrating 
ceramic change through time at a relatively fine scale.     
My sample from Glass includes selections from the mid-sixteenth century 
structure, the late sixteenth century structure, and all levels of the large pit, allowing for a 
view of ceramics throughout the occupation of the site. Attributes have been recorded 
from a total of 875 sherds from the floor of a large ceremonial structure and surrounding 
ditch. Attributes were recorded from a sample of 156 sherds collected from the later 
sixteenth century structure. Attributes from a total of 386 sherds have been recorded from 
the pit. An additional 60 sherds were analyzed from other proveniences on the edges of 
the village. When combined, attributes from a total of 1,477 have been recorded (Table 
5.4). 
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Table 5.4 Glass Proveniences and Sample Sizes 
Provenience Number of Sherds Analyzed 
Early sixteenth Century Structure and Surrounding 
Ditch 875 
Refuse Pit 386 
Late Sixteenth Century Structure 156 
Other Proveniences 60 
Total 1477 
 
Coffee Bluff (9TF115) 
 
Coffee Bluff is a Late Lamar site located on the edge of a high bluff adjacent to 
the south side of the Ocmulgee River in Telfair County.  A more definite date based on 
the analysis of this project is discussed in Chapter Nine. The bluff was created by a sharp 
meander of the Ocmulgee, and continues to erode portions of the site. According to 
Blanton (2006), the site extends from the bluff around 100 meters east and parallels the 
bluff for about 120 meters.  The area is currently a pine tree plantation, which was first 
logged and re-planted in 1984. The site was first identified by Frankie Snow when the 
area was logged.  When Snow first visited the site, he identified five distinct middens, 
distinguished by enriched soil and high artifact densities.  In one of the middens, he 
identified a Columbia Plain majolica sherd, indicative of Spanish interaction, whether 
direct or indirect (Figure 5.11).  At this time, Snow identified a slight rise in elevation 
north of an alluvial ridge, which he believed may be a low house mound. Snow (1977) 
identified five middens on the site (Figure 5.12) and reports that faunal remains from the 
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site include both terrestrial and aquatic resources, including mostly deer and freshwater 
mussels; however, there has not been a formal faunal analysis completed.  While 
recording the site, Snow collected a large number of Lamar sherds located in the 
middens.  He labeled the majority of the sherds with the number of the midden from 
which the specimen was collected.   
Figure 5.11 Possible Columbia Plain Sherd from Coffee Bluff (Blanton 2006:29) 
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Figure 5.12 Middens Found by Snow at Sand Ridge. No scale was provided in the 
publication (Blanton 2006:11) 
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Excavations at the site were first undertaken in 2006 by Dennis Blanton and 
Fernbank Museum of Natural History (Blanton 2006).  Investigations began with a 
geophysical survey.  However, due to the large ridges and furrows created when 
preparing the ground for planting pine, the results of the survey were poor.  Forty-two 
shovel tests were excavated in 2006 at a 10 meter interval, screened through ¼" hardware 
cloth.  Based on the shovel test results, two 2m x 2m test units were excavated near 
shovel tests with high artifact density.  In addition, two units were excavated near Snow's 
possible mound feature (Figure 5.13).  All units excavated revealed a relatively high 
artifact density and a general midden layer associated with daily activities of the Lamar 
group living there.  Blanton concluded that the features identified in the units were not 
structural deposits, but associated with dumping/disposal activities.  In addition to the 
Native American artifacts, one sherd that shows characteristics of European olive jars 
was recovered from Unit 2 (Figure 5.14).  Both the Columbia plan sherd and the olive jar 
sherd are indicative of Spanish interaction.  Unfortunately, neither of these sherds allows 
researchers to assign a narrow date range, as olive jars and Columbia plain majolica were 
in use for the entire Spanish occupation of the Southeast (Deagan 1987).  However, the 
presence of these ceramics suggests that the site was occupied during the Mission period 
rather than the Contact period because ceramics are indicative of permanent settlements 
rather than military exploration (Deagan 1987). 
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Figure 5.13 Coffee Bluff Excavation Map. Gray squares are test excavations, blue dots 
are shovel tests (Blanton 2006:19) 
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Figure 5.14 Possible Olive Jar Sherds found at Coffee Bluff (Blanton 2006:29) 
 
Blanton (2006) concludes that the site was likely a small Lamar village.  
However, conclusions are tentative because it is possible that a portion of the site has 
eroded into the Ocmulgee River over the 500 years since its occupation.  Based on the 
Spanish artifacts recovered from the site, it is likely that the site was occupied during the 
Spanish colonial period on the coast, though it is probable that portions of the site pre-
date Spanish occupation. This is discussed further in Chapter Nine.   
My analysis of ceramics from the site includes both Snow's collection along with 
excavated material from FMNH. Though the sherds were collected using different 
strategies, I believe that the two collections have valuable information to add to my study. 
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The percentage of sherd types in Snow's collection closely matches the percentage of 
sherd types from the FMNH excavation, suggesting that the surface collection is 
representative of the ceramics on the site, though it was not as rigorously collected. Both 
collections maintain their integrity and can safely be compared to other collections from 
the region. Attributes from a total of 644 sherds have been recorded (Table 5.5). 
Table 5.5 Coffee Bluff Provenience and Sample Sizes 
Provenience Sherds Analyzed 
FMNH Excavation 184 
Snow Midden One 67 
Snow midden Two 200 
Snow Midden Three 128 
Snow midden Four 34 
Snow Midden Five 31 
Total 644 
 
 
9CF46 
 
As with the other sites discussed, 9CF46 (which has no name) was discovered by 
Frankie Snow in the 1980's.  Site 9CF46 lies in the Flat Tub Wildlife Management area, 
owned by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources.  The site is approximately 1.1 
kilometers from the current location of the river, bounded by a bluff along an abandoned 
meander of the Ocmulgee.  Unlike the other sites, the area has not been planted in pines, 
rather, it remains covered in a native hardwood-pine forest. This site was first 
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investigated by FMNH in 2007, as part of the ongoing search for Mission Santa Isabella 
de Utinahica.  Sixty-eight shovel tests were excavated at the site. In addition, three 2m x 
2m test units were excavated based on the results of the shovel tests.  The units were 
excavated in the center of the site, which yielded the highest density of artifacts on the 
site.  Test Units Two and Three revealed the most interesting stratigraphy, which 
indicated occupation activities. 
In addition to these midden-like deposits, a posthole, labeled Feature 3, contained 
a small, flat iron fragment.  The iron fragment is too small to identify, but its presence 
suggests that this site, like Coffee Bluff was in contact, whether direct or indirect, with 
the Spanish colonizers on the coast of Georgia.  Blanton (2007:45) suggests that the 
fragment may be a piece of armor or part of tool, such as a knife or blade.   
Blanton (2007) concludes that Site 9CF46 was likely a small farming village or 
hamlet associated with the larger sites in the region, possibly Coffee Bluff and Glass.  He 
argues that the midden-like deposits and high artifact densities found in Units Two and 
Three may have been related to individual households on the site.  In conjunction with 
Glass and Coffee Bluff, the ceramics at this site add to our understanding of the use and 
change of ceramic technology within a polity setting on the Ocmulgee River at the time 
of Spanish colonization.  However, 9CF46 is the smallest collection analyzed for this 
research project, and as a result many of the conclusion drawn from this collection will 
not be considered statistically significant when compared to the larger collections from 
other sites. Attributes from a total of 84 sherds have been recorded. 
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Lind Landing 
 
Lind Landing is the least well understood site in this sample of late Lamar sites.  
Like the others, it was originally recorded by Frankie Snow when the area was logged 
and planted in pines.  Lind Landing is located farther down river than the other sites 
discussed, in Wheeler County.  This area is closer to the confluence of the Ocmulgee and 
Oconee Rivers, where there was a small seventeenth century visitas mission (Santa Isabel 
de Utinahica) that was infrequently visited by Spanish missionaries.  No site report has 
been written for the site and I have not revisited the area, therefore, there is little 
information on the geographical and geological setting of the site. Snow conducted 
excavations in the 1990’s; however, the excavations were not well recorded and the 
artifacts were not well cataloged.  As a result, many of the artifacts have no provenience.  
Snow identified and excavated several late Lamar middens on the site that contained high 
concentrations of ceramics and faunal remains. My ceramic sample was taken from the 
excavated middens and from a general surface collection conducted by Snow.  The 
variety of ceramics when compared the other sites analyzed for this project, and the 
number of middens identified on the site, suggests that it was a relatively large village 
more comparable to Glass, which was likely the center of a polity, rather than a small 
farming village or hamlet like 9CF46.   
Dennis Blanton (personal communication 2015) and Snow (personal 
communication 2015) currently believe that the Lind Landing village is a leading 
candidate for the location of Santa Isabel de Utinahica, though no excavations have been 
undertaken to establish this.  One late-style, monochrome blue glass bead was found by 
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Frankie Snow, which may indicate that there was Spanish contact at the site.  My own 
ceramic analysis suggests that Lind Landing dates to a later time period than the other 
sites analyzed for this project, based on width of folded rims and stamped motifs. This 
lends support to the idea that there was a seventeenth century mission on the site. These 
attributes will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. Attributes from a total of 569 
sheds have been recorded. 
 
Sand Ridge 
 
Located in the Big Bend Region of the Ocmulgee River, Sand Ridge was 
originally identified by Frankie Snow in 1977. Sand Ridge is characterized by Altamaha 
pottery that is an anomaly in the Big Bend Region, but common on the Georgia Coast 
during the Spanish Mission Period from around A.D. 1575-1715 (DePratter 2009).  
Blanton and Snow (2010) conclude that the group living at this site must have come from 
the coast of Georgia and are likely a Guale or Yamassee group.  The authors also 
conclude that the site was intensely occupied for a short period of time given the amount 
of pottery at the site and the lack of architectural features.  Snow (1977:50) describes the 
site as:  
"located in extreme northeastern Coffee County on a low sand deposit within 
the Ocmulgee floodplain. An elongated beaver pond fringes the eastern side of 
the site.  Opposite the beaver pond rises a high ridge which parallels the 
floodplain for several miles. The beaver pond was probably their water 
source, even though an intermittent branch makes a semi-circle around the 
site. While cultural debris was scattered over the entire site, the historic 
occupation seems to be restricted to a one acre area located in the forks of two 
paper company roads that cut across the site." 
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Snow (1977) undertook a preliminary ceramic analysis, focusing on surface 
treatment, in order to identify the major components of the site.  He reported ceramics 
ranging from Late Archaic to historic Altamaha, which he termed San Marcos.  San 
Marcos and Altamaha are two names for the same ceramic type (DePratter 2009, 
Saunders 2000).  I will use the term Altamaha, as that has become the accepted term for 
this ceramic type in Georgia; San Marcos is still used to describe this ceramic type when 
found in Florida. Snow excavated in the heart of the Altamaha component, but there is 
meager provenience information, as this was not a highly controlled stratigraphic 
excavation.  He reports that there was a highly productive midden area that contained 
faunal remains and a large amount of ceramics. I assume that the higher instances of 
Altamaha ceramics compared to earlier ceramic types is due to bias on the part of 
collectors and higher densities of Altamaha ceramics at the site. 
Southeastern Archaeological Research, Inc. (SAR) conducted a limited Phase II 
survey of Sand Ridge in 2006, in advance of the proposed Broxton Rocks Mitigation 
Bank (Austin 2006) (Figure 5.15).  A total of 192 50 centimeter diameter shovel tests was 
excavated at 20 m intervals.  Shovel tests were excavated at five-meter intervals in two 
areas of the site based on shovel test productivity.  Three 1 m x 2 m units were excavated.  
Location of these units was based on recommendation from Frankie Snow, not the results 
of the shovel tests, which were relatively unproductive. Units were excavated in 10 cm 
arbitrary levels and no cultural strata were identified (Austin 2006).  According to the site 
report, 11 sherds were identified as potentially Mission period, but the author’s re-
analysis of the ceramics from this excavation suggest that one of the sherds was 
misidentified, and only ten sherds can be safely assigned to the Mission period.  The 
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majority of the sherds excavated in this survey were Ocmulgee III Cordmarked, which 
dates to the Late Woodland Period.  The results of this excavation compared to the results 
of Snow's excavations and later excavations by Fernbank Museum of Natural History 
suggest that SAR, Inc. missed the majority of the mission period component in their 
excavations.    
Figure 5.15 SAR Excavations at Sand Ridge (Austin 2006:18) 
 
The site was later excavated by Dennis Blanton with Fernbank Museum of 
Natural History (FMNH) in 2010.  With Snow's guidance, FMNH excavated ten shovel 
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tests and seven 1m x 2m units in the heart of the site’s Mission period component in 
hopes of identifying features similar to the midden that Snow identified (Figure 5.16).  
Architectural features in this sandy, acidic, soil are rarely found. These excavations led to 
the conclusion that the majority of the Altamaha component was largely excavated by 
Snow in the 1970’s and there was no need to conduct further excavation.  Blanton and 
Snow (2010) concluded that the site was intensely occupied for a short period given the 
relatively large amount of pottery and the lack of architectural features. In spite of this, 
the FMNH excavations recovered many blue and white glass "seed beads," one piece of 
dark green bottle glass, and one copper alloy sheet metal fragment, which further 
indicates a Spanish connection. Based on the presences of these seed beads and Altamaha 
style pottery, Blanton and Snow (2010) date the site occupation to A.D. 1650 to A.D. 
1715. Though no features were located, the short occupation will allow me to see a 
relatively narrow slice of time at the site, which will give a better understanding of 
ceramic chronology in the area. Attributes from a total 408 sherds have been recorded. 
Similar to Coffee Bluff, my analysis includes sherds from both Snow's surface collection 
and FMNH's excavated collection.  Attributes from a total 408 sherds have been 
recorded.  
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Figure 5.16 FMNH Excavations at Sand Ridge (Blanton 2006:16) 
 
Summary 
 
The sites and proveniences selected for this study were chosen because they are 
the best dated contexts in the region. However, using ceramics assemblages from a large 
ceremonial structure and small outlying villages presents a question of comparability. 
The well excavated Glass site, which is a chiefly center will establish a timeline for 
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ceramic change, while the smaller outlying farmstead (9CF46) will assess interaction 
throughout the polity. The likely later dating Lind Landing and Sand Ridge will 
demonstrate the changes to the region into the seventeenth century. Lind Landing, which 
may be a chiefly center based on the ceramic vessels present, will also demonstrate 
changes to settlement hierarchies through time. A suite of attributes was collected from 
each sherd analyzed at these five sitesTable 5.6).  The attributes analyzed were chosen 
because they address all stages of the production and use of the vessel, from the clay 
selection and paste recipe to vessel construction and potential use, and decorative 
attributes.  This research design allows researchers to define the step-by-step process that 
was used to create the pot.  Minute variation in these steps can indicate change through 
time and across space, helping to both refine the ceramic chronology of the region and 
identify learning communities in the Big Bend region. These concepts were addressed 
more thoroughly in the Chapter Three. 
Following this chapter are three chapters that present and discuss the findings of 
the analysis.  Chapter Six concerns the clay and inclusions used to create the paste for the 
pots.  Chapter Seven concerns the construction and use of vessels. Chapter Eight presents 
a design analysis of the surface treatment of certain shreds.  Methods specific to these 
analyses are presented in each respective chapter.  Following this, Chapter Nine acts as a 
discussion of the three previous chapters, defining a ceramic chronology and providing 
explanation for the spatial and diachronic changes identified.
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Table 5.6 Attributes Recorded for Analysis 
Vessel Form Folded Rim 
Characteristics 
Paste Surface Treatment Characteristics Breakage 
Shoulder Angle "Pinch" Modification 
Tool 
Aplastic 
Type 
Surface Treatment Type Presence/Absence 
of Coil Break 
Sherd Type Average Folded Rim 
Depth 
Aplastic 
Percent 
Surface Treatment Location 
Orifice Diameter Average Vertical 
"Pinch" Width 
Aplastic 
Shape 
Incised Stamped Folded Rim 
breakage 
Throat Diameter Average Horizontal 
"Pinch" Width 
Aplastic 
Size 
Average Incised 
Groove Width 
Central Dot Shape 
Vessel Form Average Space 
Between "Pinches" 
Lip Orientation "Pinch" Shape Average Incised 
Land Width 
Central Dot 
Diameter 
Lip Shape 
Lip Modification Incised Infill 
Type 
Average Stamped 
Groove Width 
Average Wall 
Thickness 
Average Lip 
Thickness 
Incised Motif Average Stamped 
Land Width 
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Table 5.6 Attributes Recorded for Analysis Continued 
Vessel Form Folded Rim 
Characteristics 
Paste Surface Treatment Characteristics Use Wear 
Average Base 
Thickness 
Stamped Motif 
Carination 
Characteristics 
Number of Central 
Dot Rings 
Rim Modification 
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Chapter 6 CLAYS AND PASTE RECIPES 
Paste texture and constituents have long been used to describe prehistoric pottery.  
Temper has been used define ceramic types, which were critical in defining early 
prehistoric chronologies (e.g Spaulding 1953). More recently, temper and aplastic 
inclusions in paste bodies have been used in ceramic ecology, prehistoric economics, the 
archaeology of identity, and the communities of practice frameworks to answer questions 
about interaction in addition to, and as it relates to, chronological frameworks (Arnold 
1985; Gosselain 2000; Matson 1965; Olin et al. 2002; Pluckhahn 2017; Quinn and Burton 
2013; Shepard 1956; Stoner et al. 2008). The study of ceramic paste recipes was largely 
defined within the ceramic ecology theoretical framework (Arnold 1985; Matson 1965).  
What follows is a brief discussion of aplastic analysis in archaeology, followed by a 
review of clays in the coastal plain.  After this, a discussion of ethnohistorical data will 
give insight into the uses of clays by prehistoric and early historic people serving to 
situate the analysis presented.   
Ceramic ecology researchers, who work within the "New Archaeology" paradigm, 
attempt to determine cultural processes through the study of pottery and the natural 
environment. Ceramic ecology is not only understanding the geological environment, but 
also the needs of the people living in a particular region, which result from environmental 
conditions, such as the need for water containers in arid regions. Types and amounts of 
ceramic vessels are dependent on the needs of those using the vessel, and will vary from 
region to region, village to village, and household to household (Matson 1965:204). 
These needs are frequently determined by the environment of the region. Matson (1965) 
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demonstrates that certain aspects of pottery, which are not used in traditional typologies 
of the time, such as wear and degree of firing, can be used to determine the use of pots 
and therefore previously un-accessed portions of social life.  He goes on to discuss the 
raw materials of pottery production, focusing largely on clay selections, which can be 
culturally dictated, but constrained by the availability of clays. He states: 
"The state of transitory equilibrium existing between the three chief cements 
of a ceramic ecological study-the physical, biological, and cultural-is easily 
altered by a change in one of them. Since none of the three can be considered 
constant over extended time periods, it might be better to think of their 
continuing interaction and to use ceramic data from historically documented 
cultures as a guide in the study of the far earlier ones" (Matson 1965:213). 
Problems such as the one voiced here led to ground breaking ethnoarcheological studies. 
Arnold (1985) goes on to argue that the ecological environment of potting 
societies must be understood before social inferences based on pottery production can be 
made.  Additionally, one must understand the role of pottery and pottery production in 
society, from production to consumption to disposal.  Matson and Arnold, along with 
many others (see Kramer 1985; Stark 2003) accomplished this through observing modern 
"traditional" potters in action.  Ceramic ecology therefore is more than just the natural 
environment that created clays, tempering agents, glazes etc., but also the cultural 
environment that creates demand for pottery.  Matson (1965:216) states, "It is through a 
combination of many interests-historical, technological, artistic, and ecological, among 
others-that pottery can be made to serve our objective-the better understanding of man 
through a study of the material remains that have been left for us to excavate."  
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This focus on pottery production in the ethnoarchaeological record led to ground 
breaking studies in ceramic variation, which have profound conclusions for 
archaeological interpretation. Kramer (1985:78) reviews these conclusions: 
"Although some of the findings of this body of research now seem banal, they 
have shattered some stereotypes and assumptions long cherished by 
archaeologists. For example, it is now clear that a single potter can use 
different clays and nonplastic additives ("temper"), with variation resulting 
from such factors as changes in availability of raw materials, seasonal shifts in 
potters' residences, and potters' standards concerning clay bodies for different 
kinds of vessels. Clay bodies can also vary within individual settlements even 
where potters' raw materials are accessible to all" (Kramer 1985:78). 
These foundational ethnoarcheological studies have led to new research programs that 
bridge modern archaeological theory and interpretations of ceramic production.   
Later ceramic ecology studies have moved away from the New Archaeology 
paradigm and embraced many different theoretical approaches (Pool and Bey 2007).  
This has in some ways been driven by ethnoarchaeological studies that place ceramic 
production within cultural and environmental systems that are interrelated and through 
the introduction the systems theory into archaeology (Kolb 1989).  Kolb (1989) calls this 
the “holistic” ceramic ecology, in which the production of ceramics is a system that is 
interrelated with other systems including the biological environment, human biology, and 
culture. In the Southeastern United States, this has been taken up within chemical 
sourcing studies, which demonstrate ceramic systems are often regional rather local 
(Wallis et al. 2015). 
Others situate paste recipes in the framework of group learning or communities of 
practice, defined in Chapter Three. In these studies, researchers argue that the mixing of 
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pastes and the aplastics added to paste are embodied actions that are not easily changed 
and can therefore be used to identify groups of potters in the archaeological record. 
Because these actions are embodied, they are resistant to change through interaction with 
new people. Pluckhahn et al. (2017) argue that different types and frequencies of temper 
in pottery at mound centers on the Crystal River in Florida represent different 
communities of practice that gathered at the center throughout time.  However, Gosselain 
(2000) argues that temper additives and clay mixing may not be as embodied as others 
suggest.  
Gosselain's (2000) study suggests that when new techniques are encountered, 
highly visible aspects of pottery production may be more subject to change than other 
aspects of ceramic production. He states: "Thus, manufacturing steps that are both 
particularly visible and technically malleable are easily transmissible through post 
learning interactions and should display a tendency to fluctuate through time and to be 
transmitted widely across space to reflect more superficial, situational, and temporary 
facets of identity" (Gosselain 2000:191). Gosselain (2000) argues that processing the clay 
(adding temper) can be a highly visible aspect of the finished pot, and therefore more 
changeable than less visible aspects of production, such as vessel construction.  
Therefore, it is possible that paste recipes in the Big Bend region will be easily 
changed after contact with Europeans, when interaction with other Native American 
groups changed in character.  However, the tempers that are common in the study area 
may not be as highly visible as those in Gosselain's study area, and therefore the 
processing of raw materials may not be as easily changeable as Gosselain suggests. 
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Clays of Georgia 
The coastal plain of Georgia is composed of layers of sedimentary rocks and soils, 
placed there by the continual advance and retreat of seas. There are no igneous outcrops 
in the region.  The area was covered repeatedly by an inland sea in the Late Cretaceous 
period, and again in more recent times (Cooke 1943). Throughout this period, clays 
formed or were transported to the area.  These clays, especially high-quality kaolin, have 
been commercially valuable to the state during the modern period. Likely, some clays in 
southern Georgia are also the result of in situ weathering of native limestone, while 
others were transported from the Piedmont through fluvial actions. In prehistory, the 
clays were exploited for ceramic vessels, daub used in structures, and other uses.   
The early studies of clays in Georgia, conducted by Veatch (1908, 1909), remain 
some of the most important research in the area (Bates 1963). Veatch (1908, 1909) argues 
that the clays of Georgia are the result of a weathered feldspar parent rock in the Blue 
Ridge Mountain and Piedmont regions.  Sediments have eroded from these areas and 
moved through fluvial actions to their present location on the coastal plain. More recent 
studies indicate that sediments were eroded from feldspar and mica in north Georgia, and 
sediments were sorted during the process of erosion, depositing clayey sediments ranging 
from very well sorted pure clays to clayey sands.   
Historically there were two theories about the clay deposition. First, Veatch's 
(1908, 1909) theory that clay minerals were eroded from the Piedmont and Blue Ridge 
through alluvial action and deposited in coastal plain in varying degrees of pureness. 
Second, Bates (1963) discusses other possibilities.  It is possible that sands were eroded 
from the Piedmont and Blue Ridge through alluvial action in to the coastal plain and then 
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were weathered into clays through interaction with sea waters. Sea level would have been 
much higher at the time of deposition that today (Bates 1963).  This argument is as yet 
unresolved. 
Many studies have been conducted on the kaolins of the Georgia coastal plain due 
to its high commercial quality. Commercial kaolin is sedimentary, as are all geologic 
formation in the Georgia coastal plain. Kaolin originated from parent rocks in the 
Piedmont, where igneous and metamorphic formations are present (Schroeder and Shiflet 
2000:151).  Additionally, clays with marine origins were deposited in the region as the 
shoreline continually moved as sea level rose and fell. Weathering affects the structure of 
kaolin as well as mineral inclusions that affect the commercial viability of the resource 
(Schroeder and Shiflet 2000). 
Some conclusions about the clays of the Big Bend region can be drawn from these 
studies of commercial kaolin.  However, this research is confined to commercial grade 
clays, which may or may not be similar to the clays exploited by potters in prehistory and 
the early historic period. From these studies, geologists know that non-clay aplastics, 
such as quartz and mica, are common in clay deposits.  The purest kaolins contain 8-10 
percent of these non-clay minerals (Bates 1963:185), suggesting that non-commercial 
clays could have higher percentages of aplastics naturally occurring.  The most common 
clay types in the Georgia coastal plain are kaolin, followed by vermiculite, and then 
montmorillonite (Bates 1963).  However, some illites, which have been deposited from 
the Atlantic Ocean are common on the coast (Wallis et al. 2015). These four clay types 
are often found mixed together in varying degrees of purity (Bates 1963). 
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Because the coastal plain clays are largely from the same parent rock, it is 
expected that clays throughout southern Georgia and northern Florida would have similar 
chemical signatures. However, there are differences in inclusions and chemical signatures 
throughout the region due to the timing and process of deposition, and distance from the 
parent rock (Wallis et al. 2015).  In addition, there are differences in types and densities 
of aplastics in the clays, making it possible to distinguish clays from different sources 
(Bates 1963). 
 
Ethnohistorical Accounts of Clay Procurement and Processing 
  
I will now give an overview of ethnohistorical data on clay procurement and 
processing from Catawba potters, who live in North Carolina, recorded by Fewkes 
(1944).  Clay sources prior to and during the 1940's were openly accessed by Catawba 
potters, whether on private or public land.  There was no compensation of landowners for 
clay use.  Clay was dug primarily by men, though all other potting steps are carried out 
by women. Some clay mines were openly accessible on the surface or through cuts made 
by streams and rivers, while others were mined underground (Fewkes 1944:73).   
Two types of clay were recognized by Catawba potters, blue or pan clay and pipe 
clay.  Fewkes (1944:73) describes the different clays as follows: 
"Two qualitatively different types of clay are utilized: (a) the so-called pan 
clay, often also referred to as 'blue clay,' which is a relatively dry and 
compact, coarse- textured variety, containing a natural admixture of sand and 
usually mica; (b) the so-called pipe clay, fine in texture, somewhat stiff, 
relatively moist, and wellnigh free of sand, yet often containing minute 
particles of mica. The two kinds are found in different beds, and in separate 
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de- posits, and in the raw state are always stored separately, either 'dry' (in 
sacks, etc.) or wet (in buckets, etc., moistened with water). The pan or blue 
clay is most abundant in river bottoms and gullies, and appears to be 
sedimentary. The pipe clay, on the other hand, is most common in elevated 
locations, and appears to be residual.” 
These two types of clays were likely used for different types of ceramic production. 
According to Fewkes, pan and pipe clay are mixed to form the paste for vessels, while 
only pipe clay is used to make ceramic pipes. The data discussed below indicate that 
potters in the Big Bend regions may have mixed clays in a similar fashion.  
Once clay has been excavated, it is then processed in its dry state.  Clay is 
pulverized using a mortar and pestle, then screened through hardware cloth or some other 
type of sieve. During this process, impurities are removed.  The clay types are then 
mixed, if used for vessel production, and water is added.  No aplastic temper is added to 
the paste and sand is largely removed. Occasionally, blood of domestic animals is added 
to the clay. During the water adding process, the clay is kneaded and further mixed.  
There is no defined standard of the final paste, rather "the potter arrives at the desired 
state of satisfactory proportions more or less mechanically" (Fewkes 1944:77). This 
statement foreshadows later studies of the embodiment of the ceramic production 
process.  Once the appropriate texture has been reached, potters either divide the clay for 
immediate use, or store the clay wrapped in cloth for use later. 
When compared to clay paste from the Big Bend, there are similarities and 
differences in paste recipes.  There do seem to be multiple types of clay in the Big Bend, 
including clay used for certain vessel types, and clays used for pipes.  However, there is 
no difference in clay recipes between vessel types in the Catawba tradition, while there 
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are different clay recipes used for different vessels in the Big Bend. This will be 
discussed further in a later section. This may be because of the different uses of Catawba 
pottery, which is almost all produced for sale to tourists as souvenirs, and early historic 
Lamar pottery, which was produced for a variety of purposes including household and 
ceremonial uses.  Interestingly, there is no use of aplastic temper in the modern Catawba 
tradition. 
Methods 
Cordell (1993) outlines a method for paste characterization that allows 
archaeologists across the Southeast to create comparable data. I followed this technique.  
Aplastics were characterized by size, density, and angularity.  Aplastics size was assigned 
using the Wentworth Scale, ranging from granular (> 2.0 mm), very coarse sand (1.0-2.0 
mm), coarse sand (0.5-1.0 mm), medium sand (0.25-0.5 mm), fine sand (0.125-0.25 mm), 
and finally very fine sand (0.625-0.125 mm) (Table 6.1).  These sizes were then further 
reduced to sand and grit for ease of analysis and comparison to other data. Also following 
Cordell (1993), aplastics ranging in size from very fine sand to medium sand were 
designated "sand", while aplastics ranging in size from granular to coarse sand were 
designated grit. Density was determined based on a relative abundance scale and 
recorded as percentages of total paste body using Compton’s (1962: Appendix 3) relative 
abundance scale.  For ease of analysis, density was converted to a categorical scale ( 
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Table 6.2). Angularity was characterized as round, subround, subangular, and 
angular, using Compton’s (1962: Figure 12-2) roundness scale. A 10x hand lens and 
microscope were used to determine these characteristics.   
Table 6.1 Wentworth Particle Size Scale, After Cordell (1993) 
Classification Size Class Particle Size (mm) 
Granule Grit 2.0-4.0 
Very Coarse Grit 1.0-2.0 
Coarse Grit .50-1.0 
Medium Sand .25-.50 
Fine Sand .125-.25 
Very Fine Sand .0625-.125 
 
Table 6.2 Relative Abundance Scale 
Classification Relative Abundance 
Abundant 21-30 percent 
Common 11-20 percent 
Frequent 6-10 percent 
Occasional 1-5 percent 
Rare <1 percent 
 
 
Two basic statistical analyses are used in this study when appropriate, chi square and 
analysis of variance.  A p value of 0.05 or smaller will be considered statistically 
significant. Aplastic data was collected from all sherds analyzed, a total of 3,231 sherds.  
The sample size from each site varies greatly (Table 6.3). 
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Table 6.3 Sample Size 
Site Sample Size 
Sand Ridge 408 
9CF46 84 
Coffee Bluff 644 
Glass 1499 
Lind Landing 596 
Grand Total 3231 
The majority of the aplastics observed were varying sizes and angularities of 
quartz, from very fine sand to granule.  The second most common aplastic observed was 
mica.  In addition to these, small amounts of ironstone concretions were occasionally 
observed.  A very small number of sherds contained other aplastics including limestone, 
quartzite, clay inclusions, and hematite.  Quartz and mica are the only aplastic observed 
that display patterns in the data, and therefore are the only aplastics discussed.   
Based on the size and density of quartz and mica, sherds were divided into 
categories, classes, and subclasses ( 
Table 6.4).  Following Cordell (1993) two categories were defined that likely 
represent different clay sources.  It is unlikely that mica was an additive; rather, it likely 
reflects different clay sources.  Therefore, Category One consists of sherds with mica 
(n=336), and Category Two consists of sherds without mica (n=2,895).  The micaceous 
category is much smaller than the non-micaceous category. 
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Table 6.4 Paste Category, Class, and Subclass 
Paste Category Paste Class* Paste Sub-Class** 
Mica Present A Mica, no quartz 1A No Quartz 
B Mica, Sand 1B Absent Grit, Occasional Sand 
1C Absent Grit, Frequent Sand 
1D Absent Grit, Common Sand 
1E Absent Grit, Abundant Sand 
C Mica, Sand and Grit 1F Rare Grit, Occasional Sand 
1G Rare Grit, Frequent Sand 
1H Rare Grit, Common Sand 
1I Rare Grit, Abundant Sand 
1J 
Occasional Grit, Occasional 
Sand 
1K Occasional Grit, Frequent Sand 
1L Occasional Grit, Common Sand 
1M Occasional Grit, Abundant Sand 
1N Frequent Grit, Frequent Sand 
Mica Absent D No Quartz 2A No Quartz 
E Sand 2B Absent Grit, Rare Sand 
2C Absent Grit, Occasional Sand 
2D Absent Grit, Frequent Sand 
2E Absent Grit, Common Sand 
2F Absent Grit, Abundant Sand 
F Sand and Grit 2G Rare Grit, Occasional Sand 
2H Rare Grit, Frequent Sand 
2I Rare Grit, Common Sand 
2J Rare Grit, Abundant Sand 
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Table 6.4 Paste Category, Class, and Subclass Continued 
Paste Category Paste Class* Paste Sub-Class** 
Mica Absent F Sand and Grit 2K Occasional Grit, Absent Sand 
2L 
Occasional Grit, Occasional 
Sand 
2M Occasional Grit, Frequent Sand 
2N Occasional Grit, Common Sand 
2O Occasional Grit, Abundant Sand 
2P Frequent Grit, Absent Sand 
2Q Frequent Grit, Occasional Sand 
2R Frequent Grit, Frequent Sand 
2S Frequent Grit, Common Sand 
2T Frequent Grit, Abundant Sand 
*Based on size of quartz 
**Based on relative abundance of quartz 
 
These categories were then divided into six classes based on the size of the quartz 
particles present. These classes include mica with no quartz, mica with quartz sand, mica 
with quartz sand and grit, no mica with no quartz, no mica with quartz sand, no mica with 
quartz sand and grit. Subclasses were then created based on the relative abundance of 
mica and quartz in the paste.  Following this procedure, 20 subclasses were defined.  
Category and class data are the most useful levels of categorization, although subclass 
data are instructive occasionally.  
Paste Class and Subclass Analysis 
 
The micaceous category is most common at Sand Ridge, while least common at 
9CF46.  It is relatively similar at the other sites (Table 6.5).  Glass, Coffee Bluff, and 
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Lind Landing are all on the north side of the Ocmulgee River, while Sand Ridge and 
9CF46 are on the South side of the river.  Micaceous clays are generally equally common 
on sites north of the river, while sites south of the river have either a high percentage of 
mica (Sand Ridge, 20.8%) or very low (9CF46, 3.6%). Presence of mica therefore may 
be due to access to micaceous clays. Perhaps Sand Ridge potters had easier access to a 
micaceous clay source. Another reason Sand Ridge may be different from the other sites 
is because the potters at this site are Altamaha potters from the coast of Georgia and may 
have different expectations for suitable potting clays.  The micaceous clays in the region 
may have better fit their notions of potting clay. However, micaceous clays were used by 
potters at all sites, though in varying amounts. 
Table 6.5 Sherds with Mica Present 
Site Count Percent Total Sherds 
Sand Ridge 85 20.8 408 
9CF46 3 3.6 84 
Coffee Bluff 74 11.5 644 
Glass 123 8.2 1499 
Lind Landing 51 8.6 596 
Total 336 10.4 3231 
Paste Type and Site 
As previously outlined, six paste classes and 20 paste subclasses have been 
defined (Table 6.4). At the most basic level, three main statements can be made about the 
six paste classes.  First, grit-sized quartz is substantially less common in micaceous 
classes. Second, the most common micaceous sub-class is class 1D, absent quartz grit 
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with common quartz sand (40% of micaceous clays). Third, the most common non-
micaceous paste is class 2M, occasional quartz grit and frequent quartz sand, followed by 
class 2N, occasional quartz grit, common quartz sand. This indicates that micaceous 
pastes are generally finer with smaller aplastic inclusions than non-micaceous pastes.  
This is possibly a reflection of the original clays, and not a reflection of cultural clay 
processing (Table 6.6).   
Table 6.6 Site and Paste Class (Chi Square=16.680, p<0.001, df=12) 
A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
0 44 30 7 170 393 644 
0.0% 6.8% 4.7% 1.1% 26.4% 61.0% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge 
0 43 42 0 75 248 408 
0.0% 10.5% 10.3% 0.0% 18.4% 60.8% 100.0% 
Glass 2 96 25 7 389 980 1499 
0.1% 6.4% 1.7% 0.5% 26.0% 65.4% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
1 24 26 6 129 410 596 
0.2% 4.0% 4.4% 1.0% 21.6% 68.8% 100.0% 
9CF46 0 1 2 0 11 70 84 
0.0% 1.2% 2.4% 0.0% 13.1% 83.3% 100.0% 
Total 3 208 125 20 774 2101 3231 
0.1% 6.4% 3.9% 0.6% 24.0% 65.0% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Overall, sub-classes 2M and 2N are the most common subclasses at each site, 
consisting of micaceous and non-micaceous clays.  The most common micaceous 
subclass is 1D (absent quartz grit and common quartz sand).  A cross tabulation and chi 
square analysis of sites and paste classes indicates that Sand Ridge, the site likely 
associated with a group that moved from the coast, has a larger than expected amount of 
micaceous pastes, specifically classes B (mica with quartz sand) and C (mica with quartz 
sand and quartz grit) (Table 6.6).  There is a lower than expected amount of class E (non-
micaceous quartz sand) and class F (non-micaceous quartz sand and quartz grit) at Sand 
Ridge.  Within subclasses, there is a larger than expected amount of 1D, 1E, 1H, and 2M, 
while a smaller than expected 2D and 2M.  Overall, Sand Ridge has unexpectedly large 
amounts of mica, and larger than expected fine pastes when compared to the other sites in 
the study. 
Coffee Bluff has a higher than expected amount of class E (non-micaceous quartz 
sand) and class F non-micaceous quartz sand and quartz grit. There is lower than 
expected amount of class B (micaceous quartz sand) and class C (micaceous quartz sand 
and quartz grit).  At the subclass level, there is a larger than expected 1C, 1D, and 2D.  
The Glass site has a lower than expected class C (mica with quartz sand and 
quartz grit), but an expected amount of class B (mica with quartz sand).  There is higher 
than expected amount of class E (non-micaceous quartz sand).  This means that pastes at 
Glass with mica are more likely to have quartz sand and less likely to have quartz grit.  
This may be a result of the raw clays used, or groups may be processing the micaceous 
clays differently to produce a finer paste.  At the subclass level, there is a smaller than 
expected amount of 1L, 2I, 2N, and larger than expected amount of 2E, 2L, and 2R.  
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The mid-sixteenth century structure and the early seventeenth century structures 
have been compared to understand change through time and between potentially different 
potting groups.  At the category level, the chi square analysis is not statistically 
significant, though there is indication that mica might occur in slightly higher frequencies 
than expected at the seventeenth century structure, suggesting that the potters making or 
bringing pottery to the two different structures may have had slightly different clay 
preferences.  At the class level, differences in frequencies of pastes are not statistically 
significant.  However, at the subclass level, there are statistically significant differences.  
At the seventeenth century house, there is a smaller than expected amount of 2R and 
larger than expected amount of 2N.  Overall, the pastes at the two different structures are 
very similar, likely indicating that potters at both structures were part of the same potting 
tradition at Glass, using similar clay sources and/or paste recipes. 
At Lind Landing, fine pastes occur in lower amounts than expected, while some 
coarser pastes occur more frequently than expected.  Class B (micaceous quartz sand) and 
class E (non-micaceous quartz sand) occur in lower frequencies than expected, while 
class F (non-micaceous quartz sand and quartz grit) occurs in higher frequencies than 
expected.  At the subclass level, there is smaller than expected amount of 2D and larger 
than expected amount of 2I, 2N, and 2R (Table 6.6).   
Site 9CF46 follows a similar pattern as Lind Landing, finer pastes occur at lower 
than expected frequencies.  There is a lower than expected amount of class E (non-
micaceous quartz sand), and a higher than expected amount of class F (non-micaceous 
quartz sand and quartz grit).  At the subclass level, there is a smaller than expected 
amount of 2E (Table 6.6).  
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Overall, the sites show a similar amount of variation at the class level, all or most 
of the classes are present at all of the sites, though as discussed above, they occur in 
different frequencies.  At the subclass level, some sites have more variation in types 
present than others.  Glass displays the widest variety of subclass.  A total of 30 paste 
subclasses are represented at Glass.  This is followed by Coffee Bluff (n=26) and Sand 
Ridge (n=25), and then Lind Landing (n=22).  Site 9CF46 has the smallest number of 
subclasses represented (n=14) (Table 6.7).  This is likely due to the very small sample 
size from the site or the fact that the site represents a small farming village.  Of the sites 
with comparable sample sizes, Lind Landing has the smallest amount of paste variation.  
As discussed in a later section, Lind Landing also has the least variation in vessel 
decoration motifs. A richness study and the implications for this are discussed in Chapter 
Nine.   
Table 6.7 Paste Classes Present at Each Site 
Site 
Number of Paste Sub-
Classes Present 
Sand Ridge 25 
Coffee Bluff 26 
Glass 30 
Lind Landing 22 
9CF46 14 
Paste Type and Vessel Form 
For the vessel type analysis, only jars, brimmed bowls, carinated bowls, and 
standard bowls were considered, because they have the largest sample sizes. Vessel form 
is discussed further in a Chapter Seven. Overall, bowls have a larger than expected 
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amount of non-micaceous sand, and sand and grit paste.  Jars have a smaller than 
expected amount of class B (micaceous quartz sand) and a larger than expected amount 
of class E (non-micaceous quartz sand).  Carinated bowls have a larger than expected 
amount of class B (micaceous quartz sand), and a smaller than expected amount of class 
E (non-micaceous quartz sand).  This suggests that carinated bowls are more likely to be 
made with a micaceous clay, while jars are more likely to be made with a non-micaceous 
clay (Table 6.8).  Brimmed bowls have an equally expected amount of all paste classes. 
This suggests that potters may have used a different clay source for carinated bowls and 
jars, while multiple clay sources seem to be used for brimmed bowls, possibly a result of 
groups from other regions bring brimmed bowls to the area. Alternatively, brimmed 
bowls were primarily serving vessels, possibly used to hold sacred fire (Hally 1986), 
meaning that they would not be used to cook and therefore not subject to breakage due to 
heating, nor do these vessels need to have good heat transference efficiencies. Quartz 
temper sizes is important to both of these factors (Braun 1983:124-125).  Additionally, 
higher densities of quartz inclusions can serve to decrease the frequencies of catastrophic 
breaking.  When quartz heats within the clay body, small micro-fissures are created 
around the quartz inclusions.  These micro-fissures serve to dissipate the energy of larger 
cracking, thereby making the break less severe (Kilikoglou et al. 1998).  This may have 
decreased breakage rates when cooking over heat and when using the vessel in other 
manners. Therefore, the size of quartz temper may have been less important for this 
vessel type. Within vessel type, the subclass chi square is not statistically significant. 
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Table 6.8 Vessel Form and Paste Class (Chi Square=41.017, p<0.0001, df=12) 
Vessel 
Form 
A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Unid. 
1 100 62 11 425 1118 1717 
0.1% 5.8% 3.6% 0.6% 24.8% 65.1% 100.0% 
Bowl 
0 12 2 0 36 56 106 
0.0% 11.3% 1.9% 0.0% 34.0% 52.8% 100.0% 
Jar 
0 35 32 3 200 527 797 
0.0% 4.4% 4.0% 0.4% 25.1% 66.1% 100.0% 
Brimmed 
Bowl 
0 9 3 0 21 72 105 
0.0% 8.6% 2.9% 0.0% 20.0% 68.6% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowl 
2 50 26 6 90 328 502 
0.4% 10.0% 5.2% 1.2% 17.9% 65.3% 100.0% 
Total 
3 206 125 20 772 2101 3227 
0.1% 6.4% 3.9% 0.6% 24.0% 65.0% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 6.9 Paste Class and Vessel Type at Coffee Bluff (Chi Square=50.397, p<0.0001, 
df=12) 
Vessel 
Form B 
(mica, sand) 
C 
(mica, sand and grit) 
D 
(no quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Unid. 12 16 3 68 195 294 
4.1% 5.4% 1.0% 23.1% 66.3% 100.0% 
Bowl 6 0 0 12 10 28 
21.4% 0.0% 0.0% 42.9% 35.7% 100.0% 
Jar 6 3 0 61 88 158 
3.8% 1.9% 0.0% 38.6% 55.7% 100.0% 
Brimmed 
Bowl* 
1 1 0 2 7 11 
9.1% 9.1% 0.0% 18.2% 63.6% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowl 
19 10 4 26 93 152 
12.5% 6.6% 2.6% 17.1% 61.2% 100.0% 
Total 44 30 7 169 393 643 
6.8% 4.7% 1.1% 26.4% 61.0% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 6.10 Paste Class and Vessel Type at Sand Ridge (Chi Square=8.211, p=.513, 
df=9) 
Vessel 
Type 
B 
(mica, sand) 
C 
(mica, sand and grit) 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and grit) Total 
Unid. 22 17 40 139 218 
10.1% 7.8% 18.3% 63.8% 100.0% 
Bowl 1 1 6 14 22 
4.5% 4.5% 27.3% 63.6% 100.0% 
Jar 19 24 29 94 166 
11.4% 14.5% 17.5% 56.6% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowl 
0 0 0 1 1 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Total 42 42 75 248 407 
10.5% 10.3% 18.4% 60.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square
Within the sites, vessel forms at Coffee Bluff follow the pattern outlined above 
(Table 6.9). Sand Ridge is difficult to compare to other sites, because no brimmed bowls 
and only one carinated bowl were found (Table 6.10).  Brimmed bowls are common in 
the Altamaha tradition (Saunders 2000). They may be less common at Sand Ridge 
because serving and ceremonial vessels such as these were not a priority at Sand Ridge, a 
small community of people that had left their home in the coast of Georgia.  In addition, 
Sand Ridge has a much larger percentage of micaceous pastes as discussed above.  
However, at Sand Ridge, jars are more likely to have micaceous and non-micaceous 
pastes with quartz sand and grit in spite of the fact that micaceous pastes with quartz sand 
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occur more frequently at this site.  However, this variation is not statistically significant, 
suggesting that there were no defined paste recipes for different vessel types.  This is also 
true of Lind Landing. Both sites may date later than the all other sites in the study. 
Like Coffee Bluff, the Glass site follows the general pattern outlined above (Table 
6.11).  There is a possible trend in vessel types and paste types between the mid-sixteenth 
century structure and the later seventeenth century structure (Table 6.12).  Lind Landing 
follows the general pattern as well (Table 6.13).  Differences in vessel types and paste 
types are not statistically significant at 9CF46.  
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Table 6.11 Vessel Type and Paste Class at Glass (Chi Square=46.426, p< 0.0001, df=9) 
Vessel 
Type 
A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Unid. 0 49 10 4 219 493 775 
0.0% 6.3% 1.3% 0.5% 28.3% 63.6% 100.0% 
Bowl 0 5 0 0 16 23 44 
0.0% 11.4% 0.0% 0.0% 36.4% 52.3% 100.0% 
Jar 0 6 1 1 87 215 310 
0.0% 1.9% 0.3% 0.3% 28.1% 69.4% 100.0% 
Brimmed 
Bowl* 
0 7 2 0 15 58 82 
0.0% 8.5% 2.4% 0.0% 18.3% 70.7% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowl 
2 28 12 2 51 191 286 
0.7% 9.8% 4.2% 0.7% 17.8% 66.8% 100.0% 
Total 2 95 25 7 388 980 1497 
0.1% 6.4% 1.7% 0.5% 26.0% 65.4% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 6.12 Vessel Type and Paste Class at Middle and Late Sixteenth Century Glass Site 
Structures (Chi square=7.756, p=.051, df=3) 
Provenience A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
1540 
Structure 
2 60 9 3 243 558 875 
0.2% 6.9% 1.0% 0.3% 27.8% 63.8% 100.0% 
Late 1500’s 
Structure 
0 5 4 0 54 93 156 
0.0% 3.2% 2.6% 0.0% 34.6% 59.6% 100.0% 
Total 2 65 13 3 297 651 1031 
0.2% 6.3% 1.3% 0.3% 28.8% 63.1% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 6.13 Vessel Type and Paste Class at Lind Landing (Chi Square=12.925, p=.044, 
df=6) 
Vessel 
Type A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, 
sand and 
grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Unid. 1 16 18 4 89 239 367 
0.3% 4.4% 4.9% 1.1% 24.3% 65.1% 100.0% 
Bowl* 0 0 0 0 2 8 10 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 80.0% 100.0% 
Jar 0 4 4 2 21 122 153 
0.0% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 13.7% 79.7% 100.0% 
Brimmed 
Bowl* 
0 1 0 0 4 7 12 
0.0% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 58.3% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowl 
0 3 4 0 13 34 54 
0.0% 5.6% 7.4% 0.0% 24.1% 63.0% 100.0% 
Total 1 24 26 6 129 410 596 
0.2% 4.0% 4.4% 1.0% 21.6% 68.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
These patterns suggest that though there are differences in frequencies of paste 
types at each site, there is a general similarity in paste types used for certain types of 
vessels. Carinated bowls are more likely to be made with finer pastes and micaceous 
clays, while jars are more likely to be made with a coarser paste and non-micaceous 
clays.  However, brimmed bowls have no distinct paste pattern, suggesting that potters 
did not have distinct paste recipes for this vessel type.  As noted above, this may be due 
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to the fact the brimmed bowls were not used for cooking and therefore modifying heat 
transference efficiency and decreasing catastrophic breakage rates with temper may not 
have been necessary, or they may have been brought to the area from other regions. 
There is not a large enough sample of brimmed bowls at Lind Landing to determine in if 
the site follows the same pattern.  
Analysis by Surface Treatment 
Surface treatment and vessel form are related variables because surface treatment 
and vessel form are correlated, due to the fact certain vessels are more likely to have 
certain surface treatments.  Jars are more likely to be stamped, while carinated bowls and 
brimmed bowls are likely to be stamped and incised. Vessels that are both stamped and 
incised are treated as incised vessels and as not stamped vessels.  Some brimmed bowls 
and carinated bowls are plain in certain areas of the vessel and incised in other portions of 
the vessel (this will be discussed in a Chapter Eight).  For this study, only stamped 
sherds, incised sherds, and plain sherds are considered, because they have the largest 
sample sizes. 
Overall, stamped sherds have a lower than expected amount of micaceous pastes 
and a higher than expected class F (non-micaceous with quartz sand and quartz grit), 
demonstrating that stamped vessels, like jars, have a coarser paste and are more likely 
than other surface treatments to have a non-micaceous paste.  Plain sherds have a higher 
than expected amount of micaceous pastes and pastes with quartz sand but, no quartz grit.  
Pastes of plain sherds are generally finer than stamped pastes.  Incised sherds are 
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somewhat similar to plain sherds.  There are higher instances of micaceous pastes, though 
paste with quartz sand and grit are not unusual.  Generally, the pastes of incised sherds 
are more micaceous and finer.  The greater density of mica in plain and incised sherds 
suggests that potters are using a similar clay sources for the pots that will be incised or 
remain plain and a different clay sources for pots that will be stamped (Table 6.14).  
This analysis is inherently distorted by the fact that vessel may be both incised 
and stamped or incised and plain.  However, when analyzing sherds rather than whole 
vessels, it is impossible to distinguish this.  The fact that the data do show some trends 
likely reflects a preference for using certain paste types with certain vessel forms not 
surface treatments.  However, Lind Landing and Sand Ridge may not follow this pattern, 
discussed below.  
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Table 6.14 Frequencies of Paste Class and Surface Treatment Type (Chi Square=94.3 
p<0.0001, df=9) 
Surface 
Treatment A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, 
sand and 
grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Comp Stamp 0 30 28 5 216 783 1062 
0.0% 2.8% 2.6% 0.5% 20.3% 73.7% 100.0% 
Plain 0 18 9 3 29 55 114 
0.0% 15.8% 7.9% 2.6% 25.4% 48.2% 100.0% 
Unidentified 0 36 31 2 161 313 543 
0.0% 6.6% 5.7% 0.4% 29.7% 57.6% 100.0% 
Incised 3 118 53 10 349 912 1445 
0.2% 8.2% 3.7% 0.7% 24.2% 63.1% 100.0% 
Total 3 202 121 20 755 2063 3164 
0.1% 6.4% 3.9% 0.6% 24.0% 65.0% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
Each site follows this pattern, with some notable exceptions.  At Coffee Bluff, 
incised sherds are the most likely to be made with micaceous clays (Table 6.15).  Sand 
Ridge is quite different because there are very few incised sherds found at the site, which 
is expected because it is an Altamaha site, not a Lamar site (Table 6.16).  Stamped sherds 
at Sand Ridge follow the general pattern outlined above, while plain sherds have no 
distinct pattern. At Glass, the stamped sherds follow the general pattern, while incised 
sherds are slightly finer than at the other sites.  Both the mid-sixteenth century and 
seventeenth century structures follow the same pattern (Table 6.17).   
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Table 6.15 Frequencies of Paste Class and Surface Treatment at Coffee Bluff (Chi 
Square=42.283, p<0.0001, df=6) 
Surface 
Treatment B 
(mica, sand) 
C 
(mica, sand and 
grit) 
D 
(no quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and grit) Total 
Comp 
Stamp 
6 5 2 74 171 258 
2.3% 1.9% 0.8% 28.7% 66.3% 100.0% 
Plain* 6 0 0 8 7 21 
28.6% 0.0% 0.0% 38.1% 33.3% 100.0% 
Unid 3 2 0 30 28 63 
4.8% 3.2% 0.0% 47.6% 44.4% 100.0% 
Incised 28 23 5 58 186 300 
9.3% 7.7% 1.7% 19.3% 62.0% 100.0% 
Total 43 30 7 170 392 642 
6.8% 4.7% 1.1% 26.4% 61.0% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 6.16 Frequencies of Paste Class and Surface Treatment at Sand Ridge (Chi 
Square=21.766, p=0.001, df=6) 
 
Surface 
Treatment 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Comp 
Stamp 
5 6 14 78 103 
4.9% 5.8% 13.6% 75.7% 100.0% 
Plain 7 5 3 11 26 
26.9% 19.2% 11.5% 42.3% 100.0% 
Unid. 27 27 41 122 217 
12.4% 12.4% 18.9% 56.2% 100.0% 
Incised* 0 0 0 8 8 
0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 100.0% 
Total 43 42 75 246 406 
 10.5% 10.3% 18.4% 60.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size. 
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Table 6.17 Frequencies of Paste Class and Surface Treatment at Glass (Chi 
Square=49.158, p<0.0001, df=9) 
Surface 
Treatment 
A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Comp 
Stamp 
0 11 4 1 98 293 407 
0.0% 2.7% 1.0% 0.2% 24.1% 72.0% 100.0% 
Plain 0 4 2 2 16 30 54 
0.0% 7.4% 3.7% 3.7% 29.6% 55.6% 100.0% 
Unidentified 0 5 1 1 81 126 214 
0.0% 2.3% 0.5% 0.5% 37.9% 58.9% 100.0% 
Incised 2 75 18 3 193 526 817 
0.2% 9.2% 2.2% 0.4% 23.6% 64.4% 100.0% 
Total 2 95 25 7 388 975 1492 
0.1% 6.4% 1.7% 0.5% 26.0% 65.4% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
Stamped sherds at Lind Landing have a higher than expected amount of class F 
(non-micaceous quartz sand and grit), suggesting that the stamped sherds in this area are 
slightly coarser than at other sites. Plain sherds at Lind Landing are slightly more likely 
to have micaceous pastes.  Incised sherds have a lower than expected amount of class F 
(non-micaceous quartz sand and grit), suggesting that incised sherds are more likely to 
have a micaceous and finer paste (Table 6.18).  Similar to Sand Ridge, unlike variation 
between vessel form and paste class, the variation between surface treatment and paste 
class is statistically significant.  This suggests that surface treatment may have played a 
more important role in paste recipe selection than vessel forms at Sand Ridge (the 
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Altamaha site) and Lind Landing sites. Site 9CF46 stamped and plain sherds follow the 
general pattern, but incised sherds are slightly more likely to have non-micaceous pastes, 
which is unusual.  
Table 6.18 Frequencies of Paste Class and Surface Treatment at Lind Landing (Chi 
Square p<0.0001, df=7) 
Surface 
Treatment 
A 
(mica, no 
quartz)* 
B 
(mica, 
sand) 
C 
(mica, sand 
and grit) 
D 
(no 
quartz)* 
E 
(sand) 
F 
(sand and 
grit) Total 
Comp 
Stamp 
0 8 13 2 27 214 264 
0.0% 3.0% 4.9% 0.8% 10.2% 81.1% 100.0% 
Plain 0 18 9 3 29 55 114 
0.0% 15.8% 7.9% 2.6% 25.4% 48.2% 100.0% 
Unid. 0 36 31 2 161 313 543 
0.0% 6.6% 5.7% 0.4% 29.7% 57.6% 100.0% 
Incised 3 118 53 10 349 912 1445 
0.2% 8.2% 3.7% 0.7% 24.2% 63.1% 100.0% 
Altamaha 
Stamp* 
0 0 1 0 0 2 3 
0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 66.7% 100.0% 
Total 3 180 107 17 566 1496 2369 
0.1% 7.6% 4.5% 0.7% 23.9% 63.1% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Raw Clay Analysis 
For the purposes of comparison, three raw clay samples were analyzed.  These 
clay samples were collected opportunistically from two locations known to people 
familiar with the region, and one clay sample from an archaeological context. Overall, 
these samples demonstrate some of the variation in clay sources in the region. 
The first sample collected and analyzed is referred to as the Hog Wallow. This 
clay was collected by the author near the Ocmulgee River in the summer of 2014 in an 
area that is frequently inundated.  The clay deposit has been exposed due to the action of 
the water, likely both rain water and occasional river flooding.  The clay is in a shallow 
basin in a swampy area.  It is marbled mostly light gray (around 90%) with smaller 
amounts of brownish red (around 10%). Organics are present in the deposit, making up 
about 5 percent of the clay body.   
The second clay is referred to as Coffee Bluff because it was excavated from 
Coffee Bluff on the Ocmulgee River, located adjacent to the Coffee Bluff archaeological 
site. The clay is part of the stratigraphy of the bluff and is only accessible when the river 
is relatively low.  The Coffee Bluff clay is light gray in appearance and very fine with 
micaceous inclusions, but very little coarse sand.  Organic material was present in the 
clay collected, but at a much lower density than the Hog Wallow clay.  The clay was 
collected by the author in July of 2015. 
The third clay sample comes from the western edge of Glass in Excavation Unit 
75, which is located in a prehistoric ditch that surrounds the site. This area was a large pit 
that was likely used to mine clay for daub or pottery.  The ditch was later filled with 
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refuse, including several large portions of pots that have been excavated.  The clay is 
marbled in appearance.  Brownish red clay makes up about 80 percent of the clay body, 
while light gray makes up about 20 percent.  The raw clay appears to be quite sandy and 
does not hold a form as well as the two clays discussed above.  However, with some 
processing, it is likely that this clay could have been used for potting. 
Three clay discs, approximately five centimeters in diameter and 1.5 centimeters 
thick were formed from clay selected from each source.  These discs were then fired at a 
temperature of 450 degrees Fahrenheit for about one hour.  Though this does not reflect 
the firing process that clays would have undergone during the vessel manufacture, this 
hardened the clay enough that the discs can be broken and analyzed in the same way as a 
sherd.  Because this does not reflect the firing process of clays, the color and presence of 
organic inclusions are not included in this analysis because these are highly variable 
based on firing condition.  The presence and density of quartz and mica, on which this 
analysis is based, is likely not affected by firing conditions, at least at the low 
temperatures of open fires.  Once the discs were fired, they were subjected to the same 
aplastic analysis as all of the sherds in this study.  The percent density of the three discs 
from each source were then averaged and assigned to paste category, class, and subclass 
(Table 6.19). 
Table 6.19 Clay Sample Categorization 
Sample Category Class SubClass 
Hog Wallow No Mica Sand and Grit 2I 
Coffee Bluff Mica Sand 1D 
Glass No Mica Sand 2E 
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The Hog Wallow sample contains the most quartz inclusions, while Glass and 
Coffee Bluff clays are similar, containing smaller amounts of quartz inclusions than Hog 
Wallow. Interestingly, all clay samples contain smaller amounts of grit than a large 
portion of the sherds (Figure 6.1). This suggests that the grit found in sherds was added to 
the clay to achieve the paste texture preferred by potters in the region.  In addition, only 
one clay sample has mica, and it generally contains more mica and slightly larger 
amounts of quartz sand than the sample of sherds (Figure 6.2).  Given that sherds with 
mica generally have finer pastes and smaller amounts of mica than the Coffee Bluff 
sample, it is possible that potters were mixing clays.  If the Coffee Bluff clay sample was 
mixed with either of the other two samples, the percent of mica would decrease, reaching 
a percent more similar to the sherds found archaeologically. This is supported by the 
ethnohistorical documents discussed above, which demonstrate that mixing clay types 
was common in the Catawba potting tradition when clays were used for vessel 
production. Alternatively, mica may have been added to the clays to achieve the texture 
and look that potters preferred.  Mica outcrops are not found in the region, and it would 
have to be imported from the northern Georgia in the foothills of the Appalachian 
Mountains.  
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Figure 6.1 Clay Samples Quartz Percent, colored dots are clay samples, gray dots are 
sherds 
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Figure 6.2 Clay Sample Mica Percent, colored dots are clay samples, gray dots are 
sherds 
In addition, the Hog Wallow and Glass clay samples have larger amounts of 
quartz sand-sized inclusions than the majority of the sherds in the study.  This suggests 
that the clays were either mixed with a clay similar to the Coffee Bluff sample, which 
would reduce the percentage of quartz sand, or the clays were processed to remove sand.  
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clay was processed either by removing chunks of harder clays or by softening those 
chunks.   
The three clay samples discussed in the section are not representative of regional 
clay sources and therefore, these conclusions are preliminary.  A more thorough survey 
of clays in the region needs to be undertaken to assess other possibilities.  However, these 
three clays do represent at least some of the potting clay sources that could have been 
exploited by potters in the region. 
Discussion 
The clays and paste recipes used by potters in the Big Bend region show variation 
between sites, vessel types, and surface treatment.  However, the overall similarity of 
pastes suggests that regional potters were part of one potting tradition, which favored 
finer micaceous pastes for carinated bowls and incised vessels, and coarser non-
micaceous pastes for jars and stamped vessels.  It is likely that the micaceous and non-
micaceous clays were from different sources rather than one clay source that was 
differently processed.  
The differences in frequencies of paste classes and subclasses at different sites 
suggest that each site was using slightly different clay sources or paste recipes.  However, 
the similarities in paste classes and subclasses used for certain vessels and surface 
treatment suggest that all of the potters in the region had a similar expectation for paste 
recipes and clay types when making certain vessel types.  
Interestingly, the data discussed in this chapter suggest that potters may have been 
mixing clays to achieve certain preferred textures, based on the raw clay analysis.  This 
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analysis also indicates that grit-sized quartz was likely added to the clay, and not present 
in the raw clay exploited.  However, the three raw clay samples are not representative of 
all the clays in the region, though they do represent at least three potting clay 
possibilities.  
Potters in the Big Bend region were all part of the same potting community, based 
on the similar paste patterns found at the sites in the region, excluding Sand Ridge, which 
is an Altamaha site and therefore part of the coastal potting tradition.  The differences in 
the coastal and interior potting traditions are demonstrated in the difference frequencies 
of vessel forms, paste types, and decorative techniques.  The Lamar potters in the region 
display patterns of clay use, with some small differences that suggest different clay 
sources and perhaps slightly different paste recipes. This indicates the potting groups at 
each site were part of a larger regional tradition, there were also smaller ceramic learning 
communities at each site, in which potters learned different techniques for processing 
clays. Potential changes to paste recipes through time is discussed in a Chapter Nine. 
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Chapter 7 . VESSEL CONSTRUCTION AND USE 
 
This chapter discusses how vessels were constructed in the Big Bend region, 
including a discussion of general vessel construction, vessel form, and various identifiers 
of differing potting groups.  First, as with other chapters, Catawba and Cherokee vessel 
construction techniques are presented. Following this, pertinent archaeological literature 
is outlined.  From there, the construction and, when possible, use of vessels found in the 
Big Bend assemblage are discussed.  Broadly, the analysis defines several vessel types 
and variants of these types.  Findings demonstrate that different sites had different vessel 
needs and that different vessels were made using slightly different techniques.  In 
addition, different sites produced vessels using slightly different techniques, though 
overall groups in the Big Bend formed vessels in a relatively similar manner. 
 
Ethnohistoric Vessel Construction 
 
For the purposes of this chapter, I will present how Catawba and Cherokee potters 
constructed their vessels as observed in the early twentieth century.  As discussed in 
Chapter Six, Catawba and Cherokee Native Americans are descendants of contact period 
Lamar potters, though likely not from the specific Bid Bend region.  The majority of 
Catawba pottery is currently made using the coiling technique.  Fewkes (1944) discusses 
three types of coiling, two of which are used by the Catawba, and one which was 
historically used by the neighboring Cherokee.  All types of coiling begin with the potter 
hand molding a disk that will serve as the base of the pot, then fillets of clay are added. 
Catawba potters used the "ring" and the "circuit" variants of coiling construction.  
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According to Fewkes (1944:79), ring coiling consists of potters rolling coils and then 
shaping those coils into multiple rings.  These rings are then stacked on to the hand 
modeled base to form a cylinder.  Circuit variant coiling construction is similar to the ring 
construction.  Potters roll out fillets of clay that are of varying lengths.  These fillets are 
then wrapped around the base in one circuit of the circumference of the pot.  Then the 
fillet is cut, and this is repeated, making a cylinder.  The "true" coiling method as Fewkes 
calls it was practiced by Cherokee potters that lived near the Catawba in the Carolinas.  
In this method, a base is made just as in the other methods, then fillets of clay are rolled.  
These are then attached to the base continuously in a manner that resembles a coiled 
spring.  All forms are first made in a cylinder and then later shaped into the final form.  
This method of building cylinders is also seen in the Cherokee potters in Oklahoma (King 
1982).   
While potters are affixing new rings, they are smoothing coils.  When the cylinder 
is finished, the coils are still apparent.  They are eliminated during the shaping process 
(Fewkes 1944:80).  The potters then use a piece of gourd rind to scrape the interior of the 
pot with support from the hand on the exterior of the pot and shape the walls to the final 
vessel form.  Throughout this process, the potter uses a cane knife to remove excess clay.  
When the vessel is close to its final form, the potters take a mussel shell and scrapes the 
exterior to further thin the walls and smooth the exterior.  This process is repeated on the 
interior, and this serves to shape the vessel for the final time.  At this time, the rim of the 
pot is trimmed, also with the mussel shell, and then shaped into its final form.  The 
majority of rims are plain or slightly everted. After final shaping and scraping, the 
majority of pots are highly burnished and left plain with no decoration (Fewkes 1944:80-
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81).  Pots are burnished with smooth stones that are treasured possessions, often passed 
through generations in a family (Fewkes 1947). 
King (1982) observed a Cherokee potter in Oklahoma who potted in a similar 
manner, but with some differences.  She used the "true" coiling method described by 
Fewkes (1944:78-79), which was also used by Cherokee potters in South Carolina, 
though not by the Catawba.  Additionally, the Cherokee potter in Oklahoma did no 
smoothing until the coil cylinder was at its full height and when she did smooth, she used 
a wooden paddle, not a gourd or mussel shell. Cherokee potters have also been observed 
incising pots, though this is rare in Catawba pottery.  Incising is very common on the 
Lamar period pottery discussed in this study.  In South Carolina, Fewkes also observed 
Cherokee potters using a carved wooden paddle to apply designs to pots.  This is not 
done in Catawba decoration, but like incising, is very common in Lamar pottery (Fewkes 
1944:88).   
Modern archaeologists have drawn two major conclusions from ethnohistoric 
documents and more recent ethnographic research on potters who were likely 
descendants of Lamar potters, which include the Catawba, Cherokee (in both in Georgia 
and in Oklahoma), and the Creek.  First, it is generally assumed that most pots were built 
using the coil method, though the different variants of coiling identified by Fewkes 
(1944) are never discussed, possibly because these differences cannot be seen through 
standard ceramic analysis techniques.  The coil method can be seen by identifying "coil 
breaks," sherds that are broken, but have a rounded smoother broken edge, suggesting 
that it was the location where two coils were bonded together.  Sixteen coil breaks have 
been identified in the collections analyzed for this study, suggesting that at least some of 
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the pots in these collections were coil built.  Some of these coil breaks are found on 
certain portions of vessels more frequently, including on the shoulders of carinated bowls 
and at the location of the fold on folded rim jars.  These are discussed below.  Though 
sherds broken where two coils were joined are present, suggesting that coil building 
techniques were used, it is also possible that other methods were used for building pots 
such as slab or mold building, but these are not as easily identified (Sanger 2017).   
Second, archaeologists generally assume that Lamar potters were women (e.i. 
Worth 2017).  This assumption is not only based on more recent ethnographies, such as 
Fewkes (1944) and Swanton (1946), but also on ethnohistorical accounts such as William 
Bartram’s 1777 naturalist explorations. Though this is not the focus of the theoretical 
discussion of this dissertation, the role that gender plays in ceramic production and 
identity during the Contact and Mission periods certainly deserves consideration. 
Previous Studies 
Archaeological investigations of Mississippian vessel construction have largely 
focused on aplastic constituents added to the clay paste.  However, the way in which 
vessels are formed has also proven to be useful for identifying potting communities 
(Minar 2001; Sanger 2017; Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001). Based on ethnohistorical 
accounts, such as those discussed above, archaeologists generally assume that all pots in 
the contact and historic period were made by the coil technique.  Data from this study 
neither refutes nor confirms this assumption, but it does demonstrate that other aspects of 
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vessel formation can identify potting communities. These include wall and rim thickness, 
rim morphology, and the final form of the vessel.   
In addition to vessel construction, vessel use will be discussed when possible. 
David Hally's article (1986) is the seminal work of Lamar vessel studies.  He focuses on 
identifying vessel types and their uses in the Barnett phase, a sixteenth century Lamar 
phase in northwest Georgia. Hally (1986) identified 13 vessels forms for the Barnett 
Phase. Through vessel morphology, use wear, and ethnohistoric accounts of Native 
American food preparation, he identifies the likely uses of the 13 vessel forms.  These 
uses range from utilitarian such as storage and cooking, to ceremonial, such as carrying 
fire.  His forms include two sizes of rounded bowls and one size of brimmed bowl. Hally 
(1986) uses the term “flaring rim bowl”, but this study uses the term “brimmed bowl” 
following Saunders (2000). This term is used because Saunders’s (2000) study analyzed 
pots from the Contact and Mission periods on the Georgia coast. Pots from this region are 
used as a point of comparison throughout the present study, and using the term “brimmed 
bowl” facilitates this. In addition to these vessel forms, one size of gravy boat bowl, two 
sizes of carinated bowls, three sizes of pinched rim jars, two sizes of a Mississippian jar, 
one size of carinated jar, and one size of bottle were identified (Figure 7.1). All but two 
of these forms are present in the sixteenth and seventeenth century Big Bend; the 
Mississippian bowl and the bottle are not represented. When possible, his vessel forms 
and their presumed usages are discussed in conjunction with the vessel forms identified 
in this study. 
This chapter focuses on variation of vessel construction across sites, mainly using 
two basic statistical techniques when appropriate, chi square and analysis of variance.  A 
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p values of 0.05 or smaller will be considered significant. From here, the formation and 
use of each vessel form identified in the study will be discussed individually, followed by 
a brief discussion of certain attributes across vessel types.  
Vessel Form 
I have identified four basic vessel types, consisting of jars, carinated bowls, 
standard bowls, and brimmed bowls.  In addition, several irregular forms and forms that 
occur only once in the assemblage have been identified.  Jars, carinated bowls, standard 
bowls, and brimmed bowls are common in the Lamar vessel repertoire (Hally 1986).  
One Altamaha (Mission period coastal Georgia) form, the bell-shaped bowl, was also 
identified. Bell-shaped bowls are common to the Altamaha vessel tradition, and not seen 
in Lamar tradition. Bell-shaped bowls are only found at Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site, 
though there is one possible example in the Lind Landing assemblage (Figure 7.2).  
Irregular vessel types include a "gravy boat" style vessel at Coffee Bluff.  Though there is 
only one vessel of this shape represented at these five sites, they are known at other 
Lamar sites in Northwest Georgia (Hally 1986). 
The majority of the sherds in the assemblage could not be assigned to a vessel 
type.  If over two inches of the vessel profile (measuring down from the rim) was present, 
then the profile was sketched, and if possible a vessel type was assigned.  Initially, sherds 
were only assigned to the basic vessel types outlined above.  After this initial 
identification, the rim sketches were placed on flash cards and grouped into variants of 
the basic forms identified earlier.   
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Figure 7.1 Bell Shaped Bowls 
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Five variants of jars and four variants of carinated bowls were identified.  Other vessel 
types did not display as much variation, or the sample size was too small to identify 
vessel form variants.   
Some non-rim sherds were placed into vessel types as well, if there was a 
distinctive characteristic present.  These include the carination present on carinated bowls 
and the unique curvature of brimmed bowl sherds.  In addition, some sherds were large 
enough to determine vessel form even though no rim was present.   However, 1,710 
sherds of the 3,231 sherds (53%) analyzed could not be assigned a vessel type. When 
possible, rim angle, shoulder angle, rim thickness, wall thickness, and orifice diameter 
were recorded (Figure 7.2). 
Figure 7.2 Rim and Shoulder Angle Measurement Locations 
Rim Angle 
Shoulder Angle 
LL 539 
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Percentages of vessel forms vary across sites (Table 7.1).  Standard bowls and jars 
appear in highest percentages at Sand Ridge and have a higher than expected frequency.  
It is not surprising that bowls are more common at this site considering that bowls are 
generally more common in Altamaha ceramic assemblages and that percentages of bowls 
tend to increase through time on Altamaha sites after contact with Europeans (Saunders 
2000:143).   However, it is unusual that jars would occur in higher percentages.  The high 
percentage of jars and bowls may be attributed to the fact that only four vessel forms are 
present at Sand Ridge, skewing the data. Brimmed bowls occur in largest percentages at 
Glass, Coffee Bluff, and Lind Landing.  However, at Coffee Bluff, they occur in lower 
than expected frequencies, while at Glass they appear in higher than expected 
frequencies.  Carinated bowls occur in highest percentages at Coffee Bluff and Glass.  
They occur in higher than expected frequencies at both sites.  Carinated bowls occur in 
smallest percentages at Sand Ridge, which is expected because carinated bowls are not 
part of the Altamaha potting tradition. Carinated bowls occur in lower than expected 
frequencies at Lind Landing, which is likely the latest dating site (as discussed in Chapter 
Nine). This variance is statistically significant (p<0.0001). 
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Table 7.1 Frequencies of Vessel Types at Each Site (Chi Square=258.195, p<0.0001, 
df=16) 
Vessel Form 
Coffee 
Bluff Sand Ridge Glass 
Lind 
Landing 9CF46 Total 
n % n % n % n % n % 
Unidentified 294 45.7 218 53.4 775 51.7 367 61.5 63 75.0 1717 
Bowl** 28 4.3 20 4.9 44 2.9 9 1.5 2 2.3 106 
Jar 158 24.5 166 40.6 310 20.6 153 25.7 10 11.9 797 
Brimmed 
Bowl 
11 1.7 0 0.0 82 5.4 12 2.0 0 0.0 105 
Carinated 
Bowl 
152 23.6 1 0.24 286 19.0 54 9.0 9 1.0 502 
Carinated Jar* 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 
Compound 
Vessel* 
0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 
Gravy Boat* 1 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 
Plate* 0 0.0 1 0.24 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 
Bell-Shaped 
Bowl* 
0 0.0 2 0.5 0 0.0 1 0.1 0 0.0 3 
Total 644 100.0 408 100.0 1499 100.0 596 100.0 84 100.0 3231 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
**Includes standard and constricted bowls.
Jars 
Of those sherds that could be assigned a vessel type, the largest portion belong to 
the jar category (n=797).  Jars are typically stamped using a wooden paddle and have an 
everted folded and pinched rim (though plain rim jars are present). Folded rims are 
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discussed in more detail below.  Surface treatment is discussed in a later chapter. Five jar 
variants were identified in the assemblage, collared jar, bulbous jar, standard jar, irregular 
jar, and unidentified jar (Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5). These variants occur in 
different percentages across sites.  
Figure 7.3 Examples of Collared Jar Profiles 
CB 336 CB 338 
CB 340 CB 341 
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Figure 7.4 Examples of Bulbous Jar Profiles 
CB 940 
GS 1537 
GS 1541 
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Figure 7.5 Examples of Standard Jar Profiles 
There are nine collared jars in the analyzed assemblage. The great majority (n=8) 
are from Coffee Bluff; one was found at Glass.  No collared jars were found at the other 
three sites in the study.  Collared jars generally have an everted rim, followed by a 
relatively straight neck, which flares out into the body of the jar.  The rim angle of the 
collared jar averages 110.33 degrees, while the shoulder angle averages 129.89 degrees, a 
much smaller angle than standard jars (Table 7.2).  Of the nine sherds identified as 
collared jars, six contained a large enough percentage of the rim to determine the orifice 
diameter (Figure 7.6).  Average orifice diameter is 29.67 centimeters.  This is a larger 
orifice diameter than all other jar variants except the standard jar, suggesting that the 
collared jar was generally a larger vessel than other jar variants.  
GS 1109 
GS 1540 
LL 362 
LL 539 
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Table 7.2 . Mean Rim Angles of Jar Types (ANOVA p=0.014)* 
Jar Types Mean N Std. Deviation 
Bulbous Jar 106.30 27 10.133 
Collared Jar 110.33 9 12.042 
Standard Jar 101.00 56 10.049 
Undetermined 
Jar 
107.05 20 10.792 
Total 104.11 112 10.734 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim angle
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Figure 7.6 Histogram of Orifice Diameters of Jar Types 
Thirty bulbous jars were identified.  Bulbous jars have very little neck.  From 
their generally everted rim, they flare out almost immediately into the body of the jar.  
The shoulder angle is very similar to the collared jar; however, the rim angle is on 
average five degrees steeper than the collared jar (Table 7.3).  The shoulder angle of 26 
of the bulbous jars could be identified. No bulbous jars were found at 9CF46, though this 
jar variant was found at all other sites.  The largest percentage of bulbous jars occurred at 
Glass (n=13).  Seven of the rim fragments were large enough to determine orifice 
diameter, which ranged from 20 to 28 centimeters, averaging 24 centimeters.  On 
average, the bulbous jar has the smallest orifice diameter of the jar variants, suggesting 
that it is smallest sized jar.      
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Table 7.3 Mean Shoulder Angles of Jar Types (ANOVA p<0.0001)* 
Jar Types Mean N Std. Deviation 
Bulbous Jar 129.88 26 11.368 
Collared Jar 129.89 9 40.316 
Standard Jar 152.50 52 7.650 
Undetermined 
Jar 
148.94 16 9.862 
Total 144.26 103 17.654 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for
shoulder angle
The standard jar is the most common jar variant (n=66). Standard jars do not have 
collared necks nor do they immediately flare out into the body of the vessel.  Rather, they 
have a neck with a gradual curve into the body of the vessel.  They have the sharpest rim 
angle, averaging 101.00 degrees and widest shoulder angle, 152.50 degrees.  The orifice 
diameter of 21 of the standard jars can be measured.  Six of these are from the Coffee 
Bluff assemblage.  These 21 standard jars average 28.67 centimeters in diameters, 
ranging from 16 to 44 centimeters.   
The different jar variants are differentially distributed across the five sites in the 
study area, and this difference is statistically significant (chi square p<0.0001) (Table 
7.4). As previously discussed, collared jars occur in higher than expected numbers at 
Coffee Bluff, while standard jars occur in higher than expected numbers at Lind Landing. 
The collared jar is nearly exclusive to Coffee Bluff, suggesting that the potters at this site 
were a decidedly different potting community. Jar types at Glass, Sand Ridge, and 9CF46 
all occur in expected amounts.  It is interesting that Sand Ridge (the Altamaha site) has 
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similar distribution to the Lamar sites, considering that it is not part of the Lamar 
tradition in the Big Bend.  This suggests that both Altamaha and Lamar potters made 
similar types of jars.   
Table 7.4 Frequencies of Jar Types at Each Site (Chi Square=32.202, p<0.0001, df=9) 
 Jar Type 
Coffee 
Bluff Sand Ridge Glass 
Lind 
Landing 9CF46* Total 
Bulbous Jar 6 4 13 7 0 30 
Collared Jar 8 0 1 0 0 9 
Standard Jar 11 12 24 19 0 66 
Undetermined 
Jar 
135 150 275 127 10 697 
Total 160 166 313 153 10 797 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
Nine jars at Glass can be measured for orifice diameter, averaging 30.22 
centimeters and ranging from 16 to 44 centimeters, the same as Coffee Bluff.  Five jars at 
Lind Landing can be measured for orifice diameter, averaging 32 centimeters, and 
ranging from 20 to 40 centimeters. The Glass site is the only site that displays size 
groupings, suggesting that potters attempted to make standard jars in at least two, 
possibly three sizes (Figure 7.7).  The first group ranges from 16 to 22 centimeters in 
diameters and consists of three vessels.  The second size grouping ranges from 36 to 38 
centimeters in diameter and consists of 4 vessels.  
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Figure 7.7 Orifice Diameters of Standard Jars 
Rim thickness and wall thickness can also give insight into differences in vessel 
construction at each site.  Jar rims are thickest at Sand Ridge, and thinnest at Coffee 
Bluff, while they are most variable at Glass and least variable at Lind Landing.  These 
differences are statistically significant when means are compared through an ANOVA 
(p<0.0001).  However, wall thickness across sites are relatively similar.  They are largest 
at Lind Landing and smallest Coffee Bluff; however, there is less than .3 mm difference 
in wall thickness between all sites.  In addition, all sites show about the same amount of 
variation in wall thickness with standard deviations ranging from .930 to 1.283 
millimeters.  These differences are not statistically significant (p=.261).  This suggests 
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that while potters at different sites may have had different ideas of appropriate rim 
thickness, they had very similar ideas about wall thickness.  The similarities in wall 
thickness may be due to vessel use.  Jars were typically used for storage and cooking 
(Hally 1986).  It possible that walls of this thickness helped in heat transference while 
cooking, or were ideal to balance breakage rates and heat transference (Braun 1983). 
An analysis of variance demonstrates that wall (p=0.025) and rim (p=0.043) 
thickness vary across jar variants as well (Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). Standard jars have 
the thickest walls on average, while collared jars have the thinnest walls. Wall thickness 
can affect heat transference and rim thickness may be dictated by the material sometimes 
used to cover vessels, such as an animal skin.  The differences in jar variant may have to 
do with the different intended uses of the jar variants.  It also possible that paste type 
affects vessel thickness or potter's preference.  
Table 7.5 Mean Wall Thickness of Jar Types (ANOVA p=0.025)* 
Jar Type Mean N Std. Deviation 
Bulbous Jar 7.03 27 .99 
Collared Jar 6.18 9 .89 
Standard Jar 7.08 60 1.09 
Undetermined 
Jar 
6.69 203 1.16 
Total 6.79 299 1.14 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for wall thickness
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Table 7.6 Mean Rim Thickness of Jar Types (ANOVA p=0.043)* 
Jar Types Mean N Std. Deviation 
Bulbous Jar 4.89 27 .99 
Collared Jar 3.93 9 .55 
Standard Jar 4.74 59 .79 
Undetermined 
Jar 
4.55 626 1.02 
Total 4.57 721 1.00 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim thickness
Folded Rims 
One of the major characteristics of Lamar jars is the so called "folded and 
pinched" rim.  This specific type of lip modification is almost exclusively used on 
complicated stamped jars.  The folding of the rim was one of the last steps in production 
of jars but was completed before stamping.  After the jar was formed, the top portion of 
the rim was folded outward and downward, then affixed to the body of the jar (Figure 
7.8). It is generally believed that this was undertaken as a way to thicken the rim, which 
is usually one of the weakest portions of a vessel.  After the rim was folded, it was 
secured to the body of the pot by pressing either a finger or a tool into the wet clay, 
leaving behind an impression that often resembles a crenelated pie crust edge.  This 
characteristic is particularly relevant to this study for multiple reasons.  First, changes in 
the depth of the folded rim have proven to be time sensitive in neighboring regions, 
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including prehistoric Lamar pottery in the Oconee River Valley and the in the Altamaha 
tradition on the coast (Saunders 2000; Williams 1990).   
Figure 7.8 Example of Sherd with Folded and Pinched Rim 
Second, the folded rim is a characteristic of Lamar pottery and of post-contact 
Altamaha pottery on the coast.  Because the sample of sites for this project includes 
multiple post-contact Lamar groups and an Altamaha group that likely left the coast 
during the Spanish Mission period, the construction of folded rims from both traditions 
can be compared.  The Lamar tradition is prehistoric, but the Altamaha folded rim 
tradition only comes about after European contact, meaning that the Lamar tradition 
predates the Altamaha tradition.  It is therefore possible, if not highly likely, that the 
Altamaha tradition adopted the folded rim from Lamar groups living in the interior of 
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Georgia.  As the interaction between groups changed after contact, groups living on the 
coast drastically changed their ceramic tradition, mostly with respect to the rim treatment 
and complicated stamping designs (Saunders 2000). See Chapter Four for a full 
description of the ceramic changes that took place after contact on the Georgia Coast.  
The sites in this study allow for a comparison of the way the Altamaha and Lamar potters 
created the folded rim.  Once these differences are known, we can see how the folded rim 
technique was passed from one potting group another.   
In order to accomplish this, several measurements and observations were recorded 
from the sherds with folded rims.  All measurements were recorded in millimeters. First, 
the rim depth and vertical and horizontal size of the pinches were recorded.  In addition, 
the space between each "pinch" was recorded when applicable (Figure 7.9). Rim depth at 
each site varies by a considerable amount (ANOVA p<0.0001).  Sand Ridge has the 
greatest rim depth, while Coffee Bluff has the smallest rim depth (Table 7.7).  Glass and 
Lind Landing have the smallest amount of variation in rim depth, while Coffee Bluff has 
the most variation.  The same pattern is generally true for vertical and horizontal pinch 
sizes and the space between each "pinch" (Table 7.8, Table 7.9, and Table 7.10). An 
ANOVA demonstrates that the variation in all of these variables is significant.   
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Figure 7.9 Folded Rim Measurements. (A) Rim Depth, (B)Horizontal Pinch Width, (C) 
Space Between Pinches, (D) Vertical Pinch Width, (Ratio A) Pinch Width Ratio, (Ratio 
B) Folded Rim Depth Ratio
A 
B 
C
D
Ratio A 
Ratio B 
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Table 7.7 Mean Folded Rim Depth at Each Site in mm (ANOVA p<0.0001)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 16.43 124 3.69 
Sand Ridge 19.94 144 3.46 
Glass 17.03 240 3.02 
Lind Landing 18.15 127 3.06 
9CF46 17.51 7 3.28 
Total 17.79 642 3.50 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim depth 
 
 
Table 7.8 Mean Vertical Pinch Width at Each Site in mm (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 5.21 124 1.50 
Sand Ridge 7.49 138 2.07 
Glass 5.58 230 1.59 
Lind Landing 5.58 120 1.65 
9CF46 5.22 8 1.30 
Total 5.93 620 1.90 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for vertical pinch 
width 
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Table 7.9 Mean Horizontal Pinch Width at Each Site in mm (ANOVA p<0.0001)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 4.70 120 1.65 
Sand Ridge 6.46 124 1.88 
Glass 4.92 220 1.47 
Lind Landing 3.92 115 1.20 
9CF46 3.57 8 1.33 
Total 4.99 587 1.77 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim
horizontal pinch width
Table 7.10 Mean Width of Space between Pinches at Each Sites in mm (ANOVA 
p<0.0001)  
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 4.37 101 1.54 
Sand Ridge 5.31 125 2.29 
Glass 4.16 187 1.39 
Lind Landing 4.31 94 1.54 
9CF46 3.82 7 .45 
Total 4.50 514 1.76 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for space
between pinches
When compared to other Altamaha sites, the rim depth of Sand Ridge fit within 
the range of other seventeenth century coastal sites (Table 7.11).  However, it is 
important to remember that the groups living at Sand Ridge was likely feeling different 
pressures than Altamaha groups living on the coast, and this may have affected their 
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potting tradition. Additionally, folded rim depths from all Lamar sites were groups and 
compared to Sand Ridge using a Student’s t-test and there is no significant difference 
between the two groups (Table 7.12). The vertical and horizontal measurements of the 
"pinches" are relatively similar across all sites and time periods except for the Altamaha 
Sand Ridge potters.  The pinches and space between them are much larger than at the 
other sites and time periods of this study.  I do not know how Sand Ridge compares to 
other Altamaha sites, because there is no published data on these measurements.   
Table 7.11 Comparison of Sand Ridge Rim Depth to Coastal Altamaha Sites 
Site Average Rim 
Depth in mm 
Late Santa Catalina de Guale, circa 1600-1680'sa 17.3 
Santa Catalina De Santa Maria, 1684-1702a  18.8 
9Mc23, circa 1600-1680's  20.64 
Sand Ridge, circa 1650-1710  19.94 
a Data from Saunders (2000:106, 149) 
Table 7.12 Student’s T-Test of Lamar and Altamaha Folded Rim Depths (p=.866) 
Potter Type N Mean Std. Deviation 
Lamar 528 16.9 .160 
Altamaha 157 19.9 .290 
Based on the measurements listed above, I have created two ratios that demonstrate that 
though the rim depth and size of pinches varied at different sites, all of the groups were 
following a basic pattern.  The first ratio is the percentage of the entire folded rim that is 
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taken up by the height of the pinch.  That is, the vertical pinch width is divided by the rim 
depth (Figure 7.9).  This is similar to Thomas's (1981) ratio measurements of projectile 
points in the Great Basin.  At Sand Ridge, the pinch height takes up a slightly larger 
percentage of the total rim depth than at other sites.  This is likely because the Sand 
Ridge potters were not part of the community of practice in the Big Bend, but the other 
Lamar sites participated in a potting community that spanned multiple sites and 
generations of potters (Table 7.13, Table 7.14). 
The second ratio is the comparison of the space between the pinches and the 
actual pinch.  In this case, the horizontal pinch width and the space between the pinches 
has been combined.  By doing this, we can conceive of the pinch and the space between 
the pinch as one characteristic (Figure 7.9).  We can then determine what percentage of 
the entire "event" is taken up by the negative space between the pinches and the pinch 
itself. Table 7.14 can then be read like this: The negative space between the pinches is 47 
percent of the total combined area of the pinch and negative space.  This percentage is 
slightly more variable than the percentage discussed above.   
Additionally, a Student’s t-test was used to compare the Sand Ridge Altamaha 
vertical and horizontal pinch ratios to determine variation between the two ceramic types. 
This test demonstrates significant variation between the Altamaha Sand Ridge potters and 
the Lamar potters (Table 7.15, Table 7.16). 
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Table 7.13 Mean Vertical Pinch Ratios at Each Site (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff .33 133 .13 
Sand Ridge .39 137 .15 
Glass .34 222 .12 
Lind Landing .31 115 .10 
9CF46 .28 8 .04 
Total .34 615 .13 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for  Vertical
pinch ratio
Table 7.14 Mean Ratios of Total Pinch Size at Each Site (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff .51 111 .14 
Sand Ridge .45 113 .12 
Glass .46 185 .13 
Lind Landing .52 92 .12 
9CF46 .50 8 .13 
Total .48 509 .13 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for total
pinch size
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Table 7.15 Student’s T-Test of Vertical Pinch Ratio (p=.180) 
Pottery Type N Mean Std. Deviation 
Lamar 478 .328 .005 
Altamaha 137 .389 .152 
Table 7.16 Student’s T-Test of Ratio of Total Pinch Size (p=.020) 
Pottery Type N Mean Std. Deviation 
Lamar 396 .488 .007 
Altamaha 113 .448 .010 
However, they are relatively similar, except at Lind Landing where the negative 
space takes up a slightly larger percentage than at the other sites. Both of these ratios 
show that though the average measurements of these folded rim elements changed, there 
was a basic pattern that the potter strived to achieve, and this pattern was maintained 
through time and across sites, demonstrating that the Lamar potters in the region were 
part of a broad tradition that was passed down through generations. It also shows that 
potters maintained a potting community across sites which may demonstrate that there 
was continual interaction between the potters at these sites.  Overall, there are changes in 
the folded rim jars, but the overarching theme is continuity rather than change, even as 
potters and communities are faced with changing social climates after contact.   
In addition to these attributes, the way that the folded rim breaks after disposal (or 
just prior to disposal) is instructive in defining a potting community as well.  A large 
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percentage of the folded rims at each site were broken right at the location of the fold, 
suggesting that this is a weak point in vessel construction. However, breakage patterns 
vary across sites as well. At least two factors contribute to the identified breakage 
patterns.  First, the rim angle at different sites may contribute to the changing breakage 
pattern, assuming that a sharper rim angle would create an easier breaking point.  
Secondly, the potters at different sites seem to have different success rates in affixing the 
fold to the body of the pot, causing a different breakage pattern. 
Four breakage categories for folded rims have been identified: 1) broken on the 
fold perpendicular to the body of the pot, 2) shorn along the join of the fold and body of 
the pot at a smaller than 90 degree angle, 3) broken on a coil, 4) unknown (Figure 7.10).  
The majority of the sherds that were broken near the fold fall into the first category.  This 
break is likely caused by weakness that comes from the rim angle of the pot, as discussed 
above.  Coffee Bluff has the fewest number of rims broken at the fold, meaning that this 
was less of a weak point for the vessels on this site.  All of the other sites have a breakage 
rate of between 30 and 40 percent, suggesting that the potters at Coffee Bluff may have 
been constructing their rims differently. Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site, has a larger 
percentage of rims that were shorn where the fold was affixed to the body of the pot, 
suggesting that this was a weak portion of the pot for Sand Ridge potters.  This is very 
uncommon at other sites, suggesting that the potters had different techniques for affixing 
the folded rim, and that the technique of the Lamar potters was more successful than the 
technique of the Altamaha potters. No data on breakage patterns in other Altamaha 
collections has been published, so no comparison is possible.  Folded rims in the 
Altamaha tradition are a post-Contact characteristic, while folded rims in the interior are 
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a pre-Contact characteristic. It is likely that the Altamaha potters on the coast and the 
potters at Sand Ridge adopted the folded rim technique from potters in the interior of 
Georgia. Because Altamaha folded rims and Lamar folded rims have different breakage 
patterns, it is likely that they were not made in the same manner. This suggests that the 
technique was not adopted when interior potters moved to coastal Georgia, because they 
would likely have continued to construct vessels in the same manner.  Therefore, it is 
possible that Altamaha potters were mimicking interior potters based on vessels that they 
viewed, not following the instruction from interior potters.  However, to determine this 
conclusively, breakage patterns would have to be recorded on coastal Altamaha sites as 
well.   
Figure 7.10 Folded Rim Breakage Types 
A second explanation for the difference between folded rim breakage patterns at 
Sand Ridge and the Lamar sites is that the Sand Ridge potters were under great stress 
after leaving their coastal homes and moving to the interior, likely to remove themselves 
from the influence of Spanish missionaries, their forced labor, and diseases.  It is possible 
that the Sand Ridge potters were not expert potters as the learning chain broke down due 
1 2 3 
Not broken at fold 
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to increased death rates after European contact, suggesting that that the potters as Sand 
Ridge had not been expertly trained in their craft.  In addition, pots at Sand Ridge may 
have been made more expediently as the importance of well-made pots decreased in the 
face of creating a new life in a new location. This too can only be determined by 
assessing breakage patterns on coastal Altamaha sites. 
Of the Lamar sites in the region, Coffee Bluff has the smallest percentage of 
folded rim breakage, followed by the 1540's Glass structure. At Glass, the two identified 
structures have a relatively large difference in percentage of folded rims broken on the 
fold.  The 1540's Glass structure has around 31 percent fold breaks, while the 1580's 
structure has around 39 percent fold breakage.  This suggest that potters changed the way 
they constructed their folded rims through time, or that there were two different potting 
groups making pots at the different structures.  Coffee Bluff has a very low percentage of 
rims broken on the fold when compared to all the other sites and time periods. I do not 
currently have an explanation for why folded rim construction was substantially different 
at this Lamar site.  
In addition, the technique by which the pinch was applied can demonstrate 
different potting groups.  Four categories of application were identified, 1) finger, 2) 
finger and fingernail, 3) tool, 4) unidentifiable.  These categories occur in different 
percentages at different sites (Table 7.17). The finger application technique makes up the 
largest percentage at each site but is most common at Glass (when disregarding 9CF46 
due to sample size). The finger with fingernail impression occurs in highest percentages 
at Coffee Bluff. The tool application technique occurs in highest percentages at Sand 
Ridge, followed by Lind Landing.  Tool application is generally more common at 
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Altamaha sites like Sand Ridge (Saunders 2000: 162, 168) (Table 7.18). Again, Lind 
Landing is similar to the Altamaha site, suggesting that this latest dating site was affected 
by changes in ceramic production through the Mission Period. 
Finally, the location of complicated stamped surface treatment on folded rims 
deserves some consideration. On the Lamar sites, it is common for the rim above the 
pinch to be stamped. This is uncommon at Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site, and also 
uncommon in other regions of Georgia, such as the Piedmont, based on informal 
observations by the author.  There is no published data on this to conduct a proper 
comparison, but this may be an indicator of a regional learning community. 
Table 7.17 Frequencies of Pinch Application Techniques at Each Site (Chi 
Square=64.082, p<0.0001, df=9) 
Site 
Finger 
Finger with Nail 
Impression Tool Unidentifiable Total 
Coffee Bluff 119 22 6 6 153 
77.8% 14.4% 3.9% 3.9% 100.0% 
Sand Ridge 109 6 36 19 170 
64.1% 3.5% 21.2% 11.2% 100.0% 
Glass 232 16 14 16 278 
83.5% 5.8% 5.0% 5.8% 100.0% 
Lind Landing 96 9 21 8 134 
71.6% 6.7% 15.7% 6.0% 100.0% 
9CF46* 9 0 0 0 9 
100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 565 53 77 49 744 
75.9% 7.1% 10.3% 6.6% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 7.18 Percentages of Tool Pinch Application Techniques at Coastal Altamaha Sites 
Site Tool Finger Unidentifiable 
Late Santa Catalina de Guale, circa 1600-
1680's*  
0.46 0.27 0.27 
Santa Catalina De Santa Maria, 1684-1702* 0.62 0.23 0.16 
9Mc23, circa 1600-1680's  0.51 0.16 0.33 
Sand Ridge, circa 1650-1710 0.21 0.68 0.11 
*Data from Saunders (2000:162, 168)
Carinated Bowls 
Carinated bowls are vessels that were likely used as serving dishes, and less often 
as cooking vessels (Hally 1986:288). These bowls flare out from the round base and then 
one half to two thirds up the vessels, they constrict inwards to make a sharp shoulder, 
which is called the carination (Figure 7.11).  They most often have direct rims, but 
occasionally have everted rims.  Generally, these vessels are incised above the shoulder 
and stamped below the carination, though some vessels are plain.  The surface treatment 
of carinated bowls is discussed in more detail in a later chapter.  No carinated bowls were 
found at Sand Ridge, which is expected given that this is an Altamaha site and carinated 
bowls are not part of the Altamaha pottery tradition.  
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Figure 7.11 Carinated Bowl Profiles 
For the purposes of this chapter on vessels construction, I have identified three 
types of carinated bowls: 1) carinated bowls with an everted rim; 2) carinated bowls with 
a direct rim; and 3) undetermined carinated bowls.  Undetermined carinated bowls are 
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GS 591 
LL 213 
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generally sherds that can be identified as carinated bowls based on the presence of the 
carination or curvature of the sherd, but do not have any part of the rim, and it is therefore 
unknown if they have everted or direct rims.  The distribution of the variants across sites 
is not statistically significant when subjected to a chi square test. However, only eight 
carinated bowls with everted rims were identified in the study, and these were only found 
at Coffee Bluff (n=6) and Glass (n=2).  This suggests that though the results of the chi 
square were not significant at the 0.05 level, it is possible that these vessel types were 
only made and/or used at Coffee Bluff and Glass.   
The average rim angle of carinated bowls ranges from 47.06 degrees at Glass to 
57.00 degrees at 9CF46 (Table 7.19).  An ANOVA demonstrates that these differences 
are not statistically significant, suggesting that potters at each site were part of a single 
potting tradition, and likely interacted, sharing vessels or information frequently. The 
shoulder angle of carinated bowls at Coffee Bluff, Glass, and Lind Landing could be 
measured as well. Average shoulder angles range from 121.93 at Coffee Bluff to 133.70 
at Lind Landing (Table 7.20).  Shoulder angle could be determined on only a portion of 
the identified carinated bowls. An ANOVA demonstrates that these differences are not 
statistically significant, but are closer to being significant than the rim angles. 
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Table 7.19 Mean Rim Angle of Carinated Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p=.497*) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 51.37 24 12.158 
Glass 47.06 36 11.331 
Lind Landing 47.78 9 15.595 
9CF46** 57.00 1 . 
Total 48.77 70 12.149 
* Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim 
angle 
**Not included in ANOVA due to small sample size. 
 
Table 7.20 Mean Shoulder Angle of Carinated Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p=.177*) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 121.93 15 19.043 
Glass 128.42 19 10.920 
Lind Landing 133.70 10 16.971 
Total 127.41 44 15.760 
* Only includes sherds that could be measured for 
shoulder angle 
 
 
The orifice diameter of carinated bowls ranges from 10 to 48 centimeters across 
all sites.  At Coffee Bluff, orifice diameters average 26.6 centimeters, ranging from 14 to 
48 centimeters (Figure 7.12).  
Orifice diameters of carinated bowls at Glass average 25.4 centimeters and range 
from 10 to 38 centimeters.  Only one clear group is obvious, 36-38 centimeters. These are 
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the largest carinated bowls on the site. Smaller orifice diameters are relatively continuous 
and no clear groups are evident. The most frequent diameter is 30 centimeters.  
Orifice diameters of carinated bowls at Lind Landing average 22 centimeters and 
range from 20 to 32 centimeters, making it the smallest and least variable of the three 
sites discussed. There are no clear size groupings at Lind Landing.  The most frequent 
orifice diameter is 20 centimeters. An ANOVA of the means at each site is not 
statistically significant.   
Hally (1986:288) suggests that the carinated bowl was used for cooking and 
serving.  The carination makes the vessel bad for pouring, but the large open mouth 
makes the contents of the bowl easy to manipulate (stir) and remove with a ladle.  If 
vessel orifice diameter is an indicator of vessel size, then it is likely that Lind Landing 
had the smallest serving vessels, while Coffee Bluff and Glass had comparatively large 
vessels.   
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Figure 7.12 Orifice Diameters of Carinated Bowls at Each Site 
The fact that orifice diameters are relatively similar at each site demonstrates that, 
as with rim and shoulder angle, the similarities outweigh the differences, suggesting that 
the potting groups at each site shared a similar tradition and interacted frequently and that 
through time construction of carinated bowls remained relatively similar. On the other 
hand, it is possible that the sample size for these three variables is too small to detect 
differences.  Rim thickness and wall thickness, which have a much larger sample size do 
indicate differences between sites suggesting that with a larger sample size, there could 
be statistically significant differences in rim and shoulder angle and orifice diameter.  It is 
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therefore difficult to assess changes across space and through time based on these three 
variables alone.  Rim and wall thickness will be instructive to discuss for this reason. 
Including only sites with a samples size larger than one, rims of carinated bowls 
are thickest at Glass and thinnest at Lind Landingand most variable at Lind Landing 
(Table 7.21).  An ANOVA demonstrates that these differences are statistically significant 
(p<0.0001). Carinated bowl walls are thickest at Glass and thinnest at Coffee Bluff, while 
they are least variable at Coffee Bluff and more variable at 9CF46. An ANOVA 
demonstrates that these differences are statistically significant (Table 7.22) (p<0.0001).   
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Table 7.21 Mean Rim Thickness of Carinated Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p=0.0001)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 4.02 63 .70 
Sand Ridge** 4.08 1 . 
Glass 4.49 96 .83 
Lind Landing 3.945 20 .84 
9CF46** 3.88 1 . 
Total 4.26 181 .82 
* Only includes sherds that could be measured for shoulder
angle
**Not included in ANOVA due to small sample size. 
Table 7.22 Mean Wall Thickness of Carinated Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p<0.0001)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 5.83 150 .83 
Sand Ridge** 5.80 1 . 
Glass 6.46 274 .87 
Lind Landing 6.08 54 .92 
9CF46 6.11 9 .80 
Total 6.22 488 .91 
*Only included sherds that could be measured for wall
thickness
**Not included in ANOVA due to small sample size.
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Rim and wall thickness have sample sizes in the hundreds at each site (except 
9CF46), while rim and shoulder angle and orifice diameter have sample sizes in the tens 
at each site.  Because wall thickness and rim thickness are significant with large sample 
sizes, it is possible that with large sample sizes, differences would be detectable in other 
variables as well.  This suggests that potters at each site, though obviously part of a 
similar tradition, were part of smaller potting groups with different expectations of 
finished pots and different learned understandings of what certain portions of carinated 
bowls should look like.  This is also demonstrated in the discussion of surface decoration 
in a later chapter.   
 
Brimmed Bowls 
 
Brimmed bowls are shallow vessels, sometimes bowl-like and sometimes plate-
like with large brims that are often embellished with incised motifs (Figure 7.13).  The 
exteriors of these bowls are most often stamped but are occasionally plain or incised. The 
surface treatments are discussed in a later chapter. Hally's (1986) study in northwest 
Georgia calls these flaring rimmed bowls.  However, the rims in Hally's bowls are not as 
exaggerated as the brimmed bowls found in the Big Bend region. The rims in Hally's 
study are often incised as in the Big Bend, suggesting that vessel types may be similar. 
The northwest Georgia collection of brimmed bowls displays no evidence of use over a 
fire and is generally small in size.  Hally (1986:289-290) suggests that they would have 
been used as serving vessels. These characteristics are also true of brimmed bowls in the 
Big Bend suggesting, that they too were used for serving. 
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Brimmed bowls are only found at Coffee Bluff, Glass, and Lind Landing.  Site 
9CF46 has a relatively small sample size, which may account for the lack of brimmed 
bowls.  Alternatively, 9CF46 is a small site and its inhabitants may not have had need for 
these types of vessels.  A similar explanation may account for the lack of brimmed bowls 
at Sand Ridge. At Glass, brimmed bowls account for 11.36 percent of the identified 
vessels. At Lind Landing, they account for 5.24 percent, while at Coffee Bluff, the 
account for only 3.14 percent.  Highly decorated vessels occur in higher percentages at 
the largest sites, and in highest percentages at Glass, which was likely the seat of a 
regional polity.   
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Figure 7.13 Brimmed Bowl Profiles 
Only nine brimmed bowls were large enough to measure for rim angle. None 
came from Lind Landing.  At Coffee Bluff, the rim angle averages 135 degrees, while at 
Brimmed Bowls from Coffee Bluff 
Brimmed Bowls from Glass 
CB 172 
CB 350 
CB 351 CB 654 
GS 472 
GS 473 
GS 565 GS 594 
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Glass the average in 117 degrees (Table 7.23). As with other vessel forms, there are slight 
differences in construction between the sites, suggesting that though these sites are part of 
larger potting tradition, each site maintains its own vessel construction expectations. Rim 
angle could only be determined for a portion of the identified brimmed bowls. 
Table 7.23 Rim Angles of Brimmed Bowls at Each Site 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 135.00 3 14.526 
Glass 117.00 6 8.695 
Total 123.00 9 13.454 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim
angle
Orifice diameters can be measured on eight sherds from Glass (n=5) and Coffee 
Bluff (n=3).  Orifice diameters of brimmed bowls at Glass average 27.1 centimeters and 
range from 22 to 32 centimeters.  At Coffee Bluff, the average is 26.2 centimeters, and 
ranges from 21 to 28 centimeters (Figure 7.14). 
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Figure 7.14 Orifice Diameter of Brimmed Bowls 
Rim and wall thickness show very little variation across sites. Glass has the 
thickest rims, while Coffee Bluff has the thinnest.  Lind Landing has the most variable 
rims, while Glass has the least variable.  Glass also has the thickest walls, while Lind 
Landing has the thinnest.  Coffee Bluff vessel walls have the most variation, while Lind 
Landing has the least.  ANOVAs demonstrate that neither wall nor rim thickness 
variation are statistically significant, which is unexpected given that this variation was 
significant across sites with other vessels forms (Table 7.24 and Table 7.25). This is also 
true of brimmed bowls and aplastic inclusions, suggesting that brimmed bowls had no 
specific paste recipe or expected thickness of vessel walls. Brimmed bowls are likely 
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serving vessels, not cooking vessels, meaning that heat transference and catastrophic 
breakage rates, which can be regulated by aplastic inclusions and wall thickness, were not 
a primary concern in vessel formation.  This may account for the wider variation in 
inclusions and wall thickness.  
Table 7.24 Rim Thickness of Brimmed Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p=0.375) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 3.91 9 .83 
Glass 4.28 43 .75 
Lind Landing 3.97 6 1.19 
Total 4.19 58 .82 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim
thickness
Table 7.25 Wall Thickness of Brimmed Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p=0.120)  
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 6.75 10 1.54 
Glass 6.80 74 1.13 
Lind Landing 6.06 12 .66 
Total 6.70 96 1.14 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for wall
thickness
Standard Bowls and Constricted Bowls 
At total of 106 standard and constricted bowls have been identified in the Big 
Bend collection. This is much smaller than the number of jars and carinated bowls, and 
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about the same number as brimmed bowls. Standard bowls and constricted bowls 
generally have direct to everted rims with a larger orifice when compared to carinated 
bowls. Also, the shoulder angle is much more gradual than found on other bowl types.  
Hally (1986:274) refers to this type as rounded bowls. He notes that these vessels are 
highly variable and he argues based on the flatness of the base and lack of evidence of 
sooting that these vessels were used to serve, but not to cook. It is likely that bowls in the 
Big Bend region were used for similar purposes. 
Standard bowls are present at all sites, and most common at 9CF46, where they 
make up 9.52 percent of all of the identified vessels.  They are least common at Lind 
Landing, where they make up only 2.62 percent of all identified vessels.  This may be 
due to the opportunistic way in which sherds from Lind Landing were collected.  Bowls 
are less likely to be highly decorated, and therefore less likely to be picked up in non-
systematic survey. They make up 7.89 percent of the Sand Ridge site assemblage, 
comparatively high, which is expected because the Altamaha potting tradition includes 
more bowls than the Square Ground Lamar tradition.  In addition, the use of bowls in 
Altamaha areas increased through time during the Spanish Mission period (Saunders 
2000:143).   
Rim and wall thicknesses of standard bowls demonstrates that potters at each site 
had differing expectations of how this vessel type should be constructed.  Rims are 
thickest on average at Sand Ridge (5.83mm), while they are thinnest at Coffee Bluff 
(3.56mm) (Table 7.26).  Rim thickness is most variable at Glass, while they are the least 
variable at Coffee Bluff.  An ANOVA demonstrates that this variation is statistically 
significant (p<0.0001). Vessels walls are on average thickest at Sand Ridge and thinnest 
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at Coffee Bluff as well.   They are most variable at Glass and least variable at Sand 
Ridge.  They are second least variable at Coffee Bluff. In rim thickness and wall 
thickness, Sand Ridge is the thickest, suggesting that either Altamaha potters made their 
pots thicker than Square Ground Lamar potters or that potters at this site were not well 
instructed in potting techniques due to stresses brought on by moving from the coast to 
the interior.   
Table 7.26 Mean Rim Thickness of Standard Bowls at Each Site (ANOVA p<0.0001)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 3.56 21 .48 
Sand Ridge 5.83 15 1.00 
Glass 4.59 37 1.27 
Lind Landing 4.62 6 1.13 
9CF46** 5.55 1 . 
Total 4.56 79 1.28 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim
thickness
**Not included in ANOVA due to small sample size. 
Constricted bowls are much less common (n=15) than standard bowls. They make 
up 1.71 percent of all identified vessels at Coffee Bluff, while comprising only 0.53 
percent of identified vessels at Sand Ridge.  They are most frequent at Coffee Bluff (n=6) 
and Glass (n=5) and are not present at 9CF46. As with standard bowls, rim thickness of 
constricted bowls demonstrates that potters at different sites had differing expectations of 
bowl construction.  Of constricted bowls, Glass has the largest average rim thickness and 
Lind Landing has the smallest.  Coffee Bluff has the most variation and Glass has the 
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least.  A Kruskal-Wallis H-test indicates that the distribution of constricted bowl rim 
thickness varies across sites (Table 7.27).  Given that standard bowls, like brimmed 
bowls, were not used for cooking, it is not unexpected that wall thickness would show no 
pattern across sites because heat transference does not need to be regulated.    
Table 7.27 Mean Rim Thickness of Constricted Bowls (Kruskal-Wallis significance 
p=0.017)* 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 3.55 5 .61 
Sand Ridge** 4.47 1 . 
Glass 4.49 6 .35 
Lind Landing 3.49 3 .39 
9CF46** . 0 . 
Total 3.97 15 .65 
*Only includes sherds that could be measured for rim
thickness
**Not included in Kruskal-Wallis due to small sample size. 
Orifice diameter was measured on 21 standard and constricted bowls.  It was not 
possible to take measurements on sherds from Sand Ridge or 9CF46. Coffee Bluff 
averages 19.13 centimeters, ranging from 12 to 28 centimeters. Glass averages 17.73 
centimeters and ranges from 12 to 38 centimeters. Lind Landing averages 23 centimeters 
and ranges from 14 to 32 centimeters.  This variation is not statistically significant.   
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Other Bowls 
Two other bowl variants have been identified in the collection, most of them 
coming from Sand Ridge. These include bowls with a rim that is "T" shaped in profile 
and bell-shaped bowls that are common in the Altamaha tradition (Figure 7.15).  Three 
fragments of bell-shaped bowls, which are common on coastal Altamaha sites, have been 
identified, one at Lind Landing and two at Sand Ridge.  The fact that an Altamaha style 
bowl was found at Lind Landing suggests that potters at this site had more contact with 
coastal people, and may be later dating than the other sites in the study.  The "T" shaped 
rim sherds are likely from one vessel, though none of them could be re-fitted.   
Irregular Vessels 
Irregular vessel are those vessel types that are represented by only one or two 
sherds (Table 7.28).  These include a "gravy boat" style vessel from Coffee Bluff, a 
compound vessel from Glass, and a carinated jar from Glass (Figure 7.16). Hally (1986) 
identified carinated jars and "gravy boats" in northwest Georgia.   He argues that "gravy 
boats" were used to transport fire based on the amount of soot found on the vessels and 
morphology of the vessel (Hally 1986:290).  Hally goes on to state these vessels have 
only been found in burial context. The specimen found at Coffee Bluff was highly 
decorated, incised over the entire surface area of the vessel. Its provenience is not well 
known because it was collected from a small mound at the site, but that location has not 
been excavated.   
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Figure 7.15 "T" Rim Profiles 
SR 55 
SR 112 
GS 428 
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Table 7.28 Irregular Vessels 
Site 
Bell 
Bowl 
Carinated 
Jar 
Compound 
Vessel 
Gravy 
Boat 
Irregular 
Carinated Bowl Plate 
T 
Rim Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 1 1 2 
Sand 
Ridge 2 1 4 7 
Glass 1 1 3 2 7 
Lind 
Landing 1 1 
Total 3 1 1 1 4 1 6 17 
The carinated jar and compound vessel (Figure 7.17) both come from Glass.  The 
compound vessel is stamped with two tiers.  It appears to be the body of two jars or 
constricted bowls stacked on top of each other, with a neck and rim similar to a standard 
jar.  The carinated jar has a sharp shoulder reminiscent of the carinated bowls, with a 
neck and rim that looks like a jar.  This vessel is stamped below the sharp shoulder and 
incised of above the shoulder, like a carinated bowl. Hally (1986:288) argues that 
carinated jars were used for storage and serving of small quantities of liquids.  Hally 
(1986) mentions no instances of compound vessels.    
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Figure 7.16 "Gravy Boat" Profile 
SR 55 
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Figure 7.17 Carinated Jar and Compound Vessel Profiles 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Variation in vessel construction and form demonstrates that potters at different 
sites made their vessels differently, and had different vessel needs. Differences in these 
Carinated Jar Compound Jar 
GS 590 
GS 1539 
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needs can be seen in the variation of vessel forms at each site. Differences in vessel 
formation technique can be seen in the variation of rim and wall thicknesses, rim and 
shoulder angles, and folded rim characteristics.   
Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site, had a larger than expected percentage of jars, 
while Glass and Coffee Bluff have a larger than expected percentage of brimmed bowls 
and carinated bowls. Glass, which was likely a polity seat, has the most variation in 
vessel assemblage, probably because of the many activities that took place on the site, 
which was a religious, political, and population center. However, Lind Landing may have 
played all of these roles as well but had a different assemblage of vessels. This may have 
been a result of changing ritual practices, and/or reduced populations. This is discussed 
further in Chapter Nine.  Sand Ridge potters made vessels forms common to coastal 
Altamaha sites, such as the bell-shaped bowl.   
In addition to variation of vessel types, potters at each site made the vessels in 
different, though similar, manners.  This can be seen in the distribution of jar variants.  
Coffee Bluff potters made their own specific type of jar, the collared jar, which was 
unseen or extremely rare at other sites. The folded and "pinched" rim of jars were made 
in different manners as well.  Lind Landing and Sand Ridge have deeper rim folds than 
other sites.  In addition, their pinches are bolder and spaced farther apart.  However, the 
ratio of the actual pinch to the space between the pinches remains broadly similar across 
all sites, suggesting that though there were differences, there remained a standard way to 
create the "pinched" rim. 
Sand Ridge potters seem to have adhered the fold of the rim to the body of the pot 
differently than seen at other sites based on the way that sherds break near the fold.  This 
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suggests that Altamaha potters, who likely adopted the tradition from interior Lamar 
potters, achieved the look of the rim, but did not construct the rim in the same manner. 
Altamaha potters mimicked the appearance, but not the formation technique. 
In addition, rim and wall thicknesses of all vessels varied at each site, suggesting 
that though the potters were part of the same tradition, they did not all learn together, but 
were part of individual potting groups. This is occasionally borne out in rim and shoulder 
angle as well.  However, there is a substantially smaller sample size in these categories 
that may have produced less representative results. However, these patterns were not as 
obvious in other vessel types, such as brimmed bowls and standard bowls, which showed 
no patterns in wall thickness. This may be due to the fact that these vessel types were 
used for serving and not cooking, which means that wall thickness, which regulates heat 
transference while cooking over a fire and decreases catastrophic breakage rates, did not 
need to meet a certain standard due to vessel function.  
Overall, vessel construction demonstrates themes of variation between sites in 
characteristics that were psycho-motor habits, but continuity in that potters at all sites 
made similar vessel forms. Different potting groups had different learned expectations for 
vessels, but the assemblages from each site are generally similar, suggesting that there 
was continual communication between the Lamar groups.  Sand Ridge ceramics show 
many similarities and differences as well. At Sand Ridge, carinated bowls and brimmed 
bowls, common to the Lamar interior tradition, were not present. Additionally, folded and 
pinched rims on jars were constructed differently. Potters at this site remained largely in 
the Altamaha tradition, but similarities between the vessels suggests that the two potting 
traditions were related.
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Chapter 8 DESIGN ANALYSIS 
This chapter focuses on variation of incised and stamped motifs across the sites 
used for this study. First, incised motifs are discussed, beginning with a review of 
previous work on incised pottery found in the region during the Late Prehistoric and early 
Historic periods. There is then a brief review of design analysis techniques and a 
discussion of the techniques used in this study.  From there, the findings of my design 
analysis are outlined and discussed. Stamped motifs are then discussed in the same 
format. After the discussion of incised and stamped motifs, a summary of both surface 
treatments is presented and they are discussed together as part of a broader conversation 
with the other findings of this study. Overall, the design analysis indicates that potters 
living in the Big Bend varied their designs across space, and potentially time, but remain 
a cohesive potting group. 
This analysis mainly uses two basic statistical techniques, chi square analysis and 
analysis of variance. A p value of 0.05 or smaller will be considered significant. 
Incised Motifs at Big Bend 
The majority of the incised pots in the study area fall into the Lamar Bold Incised 
type, which spread throughout Georgia and parts of Tennessee in the Late Mississippian 
period.  The type, also referred to as Lamar Incised and Lamar Incised and Punctated, 
was first identified by A. R. Kelly (1938) during explorations of sites on the Macon 
Plateau.  He describes the type: 
"This incised ware has deep, broad, well-balanced lines, boldly executed in 
decorative panels extending around the upper circumference of the vessel. 
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Circles, scrolls, hachures, meanders, and other frequently occurring 
compositions are done with a deftness and balance which strikes the eye in 
looking over the Lamar collections. Occasionally, punctating in association with 
incising forms both negative and positive designs, recalling styles peculiar to 
the historic and proto historic sites in the lower Mississippi Valley" (1938:47-
48). 
He goes on the say that the majority of sherds are grit tempered, though this does 
not seem to be a requirement of the type definition. Later studies have determined that the 
number of incised lines potentially increases through time, based on research completed 
in the Oconee River Valley (Williams and Shapiro 1990).  Lamar Bold Incised has been 
divided into several different subtypes based on the location of the pottery found.  These 
include Duvall, Iron Horse, Dyar, and Bell in the relatively nearby Oconee River Valley, 
largely based on number of incised lines and width of incised lines.  The Lamar Incised 
of the Chattahoochee River valley is defined by unique incised motifs. Additionally, 
Irene ceramics on the coast of Georgia are referred to as a Lamar variant. The 
assemblages used for this study are not currently assigned to a subtype, though review of 
this analysis and other Lamar ceramics studies may lead to a new subtype definition. 
Design Analysis and Methods 
Worth (2015) outlines a technique for determining stylistic variability in Lamar 
Bold Incised ceramics from households at two Barnett Phase (AD 1450 to AD 1550) sites 
in northwest Georgia. He uses these data to test the value of variation as a way to 
interpret levels of interaction following Wobst (1977). The sites used were Little Egypt 
and King in northwest Georgia, which were also discussed in the chapter on vessel form. 
In order to describe the motifs of the Barnett Phase, he identified primary elements, 
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which are then combined with “fillers” to create incised motifs, or design configurations 
following Friedrich (1970) (Worth 2015:42-43). He determines that households at the 
two sites “are internally heterogeneous and externally exclusive,” based on the varieties 
of designs found in household settings and feasting settings (Worth 2015:47).  
Worth goes on to suggest that the motifs were largely displayed on brimmed 
bowls and carinated bowls (true of the Big Bend region as well), which were highly 
displayed at community gatherings. Because of the high visibility of these vessels at 
gatherings, he argues following DeBoer and Moore’s (1982:153) Amazonian study that 
the designs on these vessels were used to demonstrate differences between households 
rather than similarities between related cultural groups. Based on this, he argues that per 
household in Lamar areas, there are around 10 consistently used incised motifs and 
around 15 to 16 incised motifs per community, and the pool of designs for a chiefdom 
would be much larger (2015:54). Worth (2015) identified 21 design configurations at the 
two sites in his study. 
However, Worth’s (2015) identification of primary elements does not always 
match with the elements identified in this study. He identified brackets as a primary 
element and a nested figure in the Barnett Phase, which are commonly seen in the Big 
Bend as well.  However, Smith and Knight’s (2012) techniques for design identification 
would describe them as infill, not a primary element. I argue that in the Big Bend, 
brackets such as those identified by Worth (2015) are more similar to Smith and Knight’s 
(2012) definition. Therefore, their design analysis techniques will be used. 
Smith and Knight (2012) apply their technique to the carved wooden paddles 
common to Swift Creek pottery. This ceramic tradition developed during the Early and 
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Middle Woodland periods throughout a large portion of the Southeast, including the 
Ocmulgee River Valley.  Though archaeologists access the designs through ceramic 
sherds, the Swift Creek designs were applied using carved paddles, similar to the carved 
paddles seen in the Lamar pottery of the Late Mississippian and Contact periods 
throughout large portions of the Southeast (Broyles 1968; Snow 1975, 1998; Stephenson 
and Snow 2004).  It is generally assumed that the Lamar paddle carvers are descendants 
or were influenced by descendants of the Swift Creek potters because both Swift Creek 
and Lamar carved paddles occur in similar areas and because they are some of the only 
carved paddle traditions in the United States.  Because of this potential cultural 
continuity, it is logical that an analytical technique that was successful in the study of 
Swift Creek pottery can also be successful in Lamar ceramic analysis.  Smith and Knight 
(2012) use their technique only on stamped designs, but I have adapted their technique to 
use on incised designs as well. Because both paddle and incised designs are carving 
traditions, whether on wood or clay, the technique applies.    
Smith and Knight (2012) argue that the motifs on Swift Creek paddles were laid 
out and carved based on a series of guidelines that are then repeated and surrounded by 
fill, and sometimes altered to create the appearance of three-dimensionality.  Sometimes 
the guidelines are only guides for the potters, and are not incorporated into the final 
carved design, while other times the guidelines are part of the finished project.  Like 
Friedrich, nee Hardin, (1970) and Washburn (1995), they reduce their designs down to 
what they perceive as the simplest element, and then show how that element is altered, 
repeated, or combined with other basic elements to create the final product. Often, the 
guidelines are surrounded by repeated guidelines and infill. 
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Rather than using the term "guideline," I choose to use "basic element", which 
indicates one carved line around which repeated carved lines and infill are used to make 
up the entire incised design (Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2).  I do this because Smith and Knight 
(2012) argue that guidelines are not always a part of the finished carved product, but 
rather imagined in the mind of the potter or they are eliminated during the carving 
process.  However, I do not choose to identify guidelines because I cannot determine 
portions of the carving that were present in the mind of the potter, but not carved. In 
order to identify basic elements, a sketch was made of all incised sherds that contained 
portions of an incised motif beyond just straight lines.  I then identified all of the 
sketched sherds that contained a central portion of the design, not just repeating lines or 
infill.  From there, I identified general patterns in the basic elements of the incised motifs.  
The Sand Ridge site is not considered in this study, because there are only three incised 
sherds in the collection, and those sherds do not fall into the Big Bend Lamar typology. 
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Figure 8.1 Basic Element Example One (Figure courtesy of FMNH) 
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Infill 
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Figure 8.2 Basic Element Example Two (Figure courtesy of FMNH) 
Some types of pots have defined carving areas, mainly brimmed bowls and carinated 
bowls, and this affects the way that the pots are incised.  Each pot has a band defined by 
the shape of the vessel that the potter uses to define the carving space (Figure 8.3).  This 
band is generally defined by the pot’s rim at the top of the band and by a change in the 
pot's shape, such as a shoulder, at the bottom of the band.  On a carinated bowl, the area 
between the rim and the shoulder of the pot is generally incised, while the area below the 
Basic Elements 
Repeated Basic Element 
Linear Infill 
Punctated Infill 
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shoulder is stamped with a carved paddle, though sometimes this area is left plain.  
Brimmed bowls have a similar band, though the pots are carved on the interior rather than 
the exterior, unlike the carinated bowl.  The carving area of the brimmed bowl is defined 
by the pot’s rim and the area on the pot where the brim makes a relatively sharp angle 
into the pot’s bowl.  The outer surface of the brimmed bowl is generally stamped (though 
sometimes it is incised as well), while the interior of the bowl (below the carving space) 
is left plain. The motifs on these vessels are generally easier to reconstruct because they 
are based on constant repetition of one basic element with repeated lines around the main 
motif, and usually some type of infill, whether punctations or lines. In both types of 
vessel, the carved design may be meant to be seen from above, as a circle of a repeated 
motif.  In some cases, when seen from above, there appears to be a complete Filfot Cross, 
though it sometimes has more than the traditional four arms, or a sun circle. 
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Figure 8.3 Incised Portion of Carinated Bowls and Brimmed Bowls 
When decorating other types of vessels, potters do not recognize a defined 
carving area.  This includes straight walled jars and carinated jars. Motifs on pots that do 
Carinated Bowl 
Incised Area 
Stamped Area 
Stamped Area 
Incised Area 
Brimmed Bowl 
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not have preconceived areas for carving are more likely to have an irregular motif, and 
are therefore possibly subject to more license than other types of pots. These motifs are 
harder to reconstruct without large portions of vessels because they are more irregular 
than on other types of vessels.  However, they generally have one or more basic motifs 
that are repeated with some amount of repeated lines and infill, whether lines or 
punctations.  While these types of motifs are generally reserved for vessels that do not 
have a predefined carving area, there are some irregular designs on carinated bowls and 
brimmed bowls, which generally do have a preconceived carving area. 
 
Basic Incised Motifs 
 
I have identified four basic elements that can be divided into 16 different 
subgroups based on alterations in design.  These four groups are the Filfot Cross and 
variants, the Bar motifs and variants, the interlocking S motif and variants, and the 
triangle motifs and variants (Figure 8.4).  Basic elements are transformed by rotation, 
mirroring, and elongating or shortening to make additional variants of motifs. They are 
then surrounded by repeated lines that are similar to the basic element and then these 
lines are surrounded by an infill, which is either an additional series of lines, or 
punctations to create additional variants.  These motifs occur in different frequencies at 
each site (Table 8.1 and Table 8.2) and on different vessel types (Table 8.3 and Table 
8.4). 
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Figure 8.4 Basic Elements and Transformations of Incised Motifs in the Big Bend 
Filfot Motifs Interlocking “S” Motifs 
Barred Oval Motifs 
Triangular Motifs 
Other Motifs 
7  Unknown Filfot Motifs 
19 Unknown “S” Motifs 
20 Unknown Triangular Motifs 
21 Irregular Motifs 
22 Unidentifiable Motifs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
24 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
23 
25 
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Table 8.1 Frequencies of Incised Motifs at Each Site (Chi Square=54.935, p<0.0001, 
df=12) 
Site Bar Filfot Irregular Triangular Unid Interlocking “s” Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
24 31 2 1 232 10 300 
8.0% 10.3% 0.7% 0.3% 77.3% 3.3% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge* 
0 0 0 0 8 0 8 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
55 43 16 10 641 52 817 
6.7% 5.3% 1.9% 1.2% 78.5% 6.4% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
25 32 3 16 196 8 280 
8.9% 11.4% 1.1% 5.7% 70.0% 2.9% 100.0% 
9CF46* 
2 1 0 0 37 0 40 
5.0% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 92.5% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
106 107 21 27 1114 70 1445 
7.3% 7.4% 1.5% 1.9% 77.1% 4.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 8.2  Frequencies of Incised Motifs Excluding Unidentified Motifs (Chi 
Square=42.213, df=8, p<0.0001 
Site Bar Filfot Irregular Triangular Interlocking “s” Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
24 31 2 1 10 68 
35.3% 45.6% 2.9% 1.5% 14.7% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
55 43 16 10 52 176 
31.3% 24.4% 9.1% 5.7% 29.5% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
25 32 3 16 8 84 
29.8% 38.1% 3.6% 19.0% 9.5% 100.0% 
9CF46* 
2 1 0 0 0 3 
66.6% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
106 107 21 27 70 331 
32.0% 32.3% 6.3% 8.1% 21.1% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 8.3 Frequencies of Incised Motifs on Vessel Types (Chi Square=56.716, p<0.0001, 
df=10) 
Vessel Type Bar Filfot Irregular Triangular Unid Interlocking “S” Total 
Unidentified 
56 45 10 13 656 37 817 
6.9% 5.5% 1.2% 1.6% 80.3% 4.5% 100.0% 
Bowl* 
0 0 1 0 21 0 22 
0.0% 0.0% 4.5% 0.0% 95.5% 0.0% 100.0% 
Jar* 
1 0 0 0 5 2 8 
12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 62.5% 25.0% 100.0% 
Brimmed 
Bowl 
4 7 2 10 73 7 103 
3.9% 6.8% 1.9% 9.7% 70.9% 6.8% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowls 
45 54 7 4 359 24 493 
9.1% 11.0% 1.4% 0.8% 72.8% 4.9% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Jar* 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Gravy 
Boat* 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
106 107 21 27 1114 70 1445 
7.3% 7.4% 1.5% 1.9% 77.1% 4.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
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Table 8.4 Frequencies of Incised Motifs on Brimmed Bowls and Carinated Bowls (Chi 
Square=32.181, df=4, p<0.0001) 
Vessel Type Bar Filfot Irregular Triangular Interlocking “S” Total 
Brimmed 
Bowl 4 7 2 10 7 30 
313.3% 23.3% 6.7% 33.3% 23.3% 100.0% 
Carinated 
Bowls 45 54 7 4 24 134 
33.6% 40.3% 5.2% 3.0% 18.9% 100.0% 
Total 49 61 9 14 31 164 
Filfot Cross Variants. The Filfot Cross variant resembles a lower-case “b” that is then 
repeated and surrounded by infill.  When repeated on a circular surface like a ceramic 
vessel, this design resembles a Filfot Cross.  The “b” can be transformed by rotation and 
mirroring to resemble a “d” or “p”.  It is occasionally presented diagonally rather that 
vertically or horizontally (Figure 8.5, Figure 8.6).  The Filfot Cross, which is a cosmogram 
of the universe is commonly depicted on incised and stamped pottery.  In coastal regions 
during the mission period, the curvilinear Filfot was transformed into a rectilinear Filfot.  
Saunders (2001) has suggested the alteration of the traditional Filfot may have been the 
creation of negotiated tradition in a mission setting, in which the traditional world symbol 
was maintained in the face of conversion to Catholicism. 
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Figure 8.5 Common Lamar Filfot Cross (Wauchope 1953) 
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Figure 8.6 Sample of Filfot Cross Motifs 
GS 598, Motif 2 
CB 172, Motif 2 
LL 213, Motif 5 
CB 674, 
Motif 3 
LL 212, Motif 4 
GS 1331, Motif 1 
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The basic elements that are designed to resemble the Filfot Cross are the most 
common incised elements in this study.  It is most frequently used at Coffee Bluff, where 
it makes up about 45.6 percent of the sherds with an identifiable incised element and 10.3 
percent of all incised sherds at Coffee Bluff.  This is followed by Lind Landing (38.1%) 
and 9CF46 (66.6%). It is least common, though still a large part of the assemblage at the 
1540's and 1580's Glass structures, where it makes up 24.4 percent of sherds with 
identifiable motifs (Table 8.2).   
The Filfot Cross motif has seven variants in which the main element, which 
resembles a lower case "b", is transformed by both rotation around a center point and 
reflection across an imaginary line. These transformations vary in percentage at different 
sites.  Variation One is relatively uncommon (n=6).  Variation Two is the most common 
of all of the variations in this study.  It is most common at Lind Landing (45.7%), 
followed closely by Coffee Bluff (35.5%).  It makes up 50 percent of the 9CF46 sample 
of sherds with identifiable motifs, but this may be misleading due to the small number of 
sherds with identifiable motifs at this site (n=3).  It makes up 26.6 percent of the Glass 
assemblage, though it is not present at the 1580's Glass structure. Variation Three is most 
common at Coffee Bluff (29.0%) and at Glass (18.6%) and Lind Landing (28.6%).  
Variation Four is most common at Glass, but least common at Lind Landing, while 
Variation Five is only present at Lind Landing. However, the differences across sites is 
not statistically significant (Table 8.5). 
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Table 8.5 Frequencies of Filfot Cross Variants at Each Site (Chi Square=16.109, 
p=.186, df=12) 
Site 1 2 3 4 5* 6* 7 Total 
Coffee 
Buff 
3 11 9 5 0 0 3 31 
9.7% 35.5% 29.0% 16.1% 0.0% 0.0% 9.7% 100.0% 
Glass 
2 11 8 7 0 2 13 43 
4.7% 25.6% 18.6% 16.3% 0.0% 4.7% 30.2% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
1 16 10 2 1 3 2 35 
2.9% 45.7% 28.6% 5.7% 2.9% 8.6% 5.7% 100.0% 
9CF46* 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
0.0% 50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
6 39 28 14 1 5 18 111 
5.4% 35.1% 25.2% 12.6% 0.9% 4.5% 16.2% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
Variation Four, Five, and Twenty-Four are all variants of the Filfot Cross in 
which the main line of the motif is diagonal.  When this is repeated and combined with 
repeated lines or punctated infill, it gives the appearance of the interlocking “s” motif 
group as well as the Filfot Cross group.   Like the majority of the Filfot motifs, these are 
most common at Coffee Bluff, followed by the 1540's Glass structure and Lind Landing.  
They do not occur at 9CF46 and only occur once at the 1580's Glass structure, though 
both of these numbers may be misleading due to the small sample size of both 
proveniences.   
The Filfot Cross motif most commonly occurs on carinated bowls, which is 
expected because the largest portion of incised vessels are carinated bowls. This is true at 
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all sites, though the carinated bowl-Filfot Cross combination occurs in a higher 
percentage at Coffee Bluff than the other sites.  This may have more to do with the vessel 
assemblage at Coffee Bluff rather than a preference for this combination since the vessel 
assemblage at Coffee Bluff has fewer vessel forms, and therefore incised motifs would 
show greater percentages.  This variation is statistically significant (chi square p<0.0001). 
Barred Oval Variants. The most common variant of the barred oval motif group is similar 
in design to a backwards “L”.  This is then transformed by shortening or eliminating the 
"tail" of the “L”.  In addition, there are two other variants that are included in the bar 
motif because all of the motifs are reminiscent of the barred oval motifs common in 
Mississippian iconography (Fundaburke and Fundaburke 1957).  This motif is then 
repeated and surrounded by infill, either lines or punctations to create additional variants 
(Figure 8.7, Figure 8.8). 
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Figure 8.7 Sample of Barred Oval Motifs from Glass 
GS 1011, Motif 11 
GS 1442, Motif 10 
GS 1536, Motif 11 
GS 1543, Motif 8 
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Figure 8.8 Sample of Barred Oval Motifs from Coffee Bluff 
Variants of the barred oval motifs are nearly equally as common as the filfot cross 
(32% of sherds with identified motifs).  However, they occur in different proportions than 
the Filfot Cross variants.  Excluding the 1580's Glass structure and 9CF46, which have a 
CB 317, Motif 12 
CB 327, Motif 8 
CB 436, Motif 8 
CB 658, Motif 9 
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very small sample size, these variants are fairly evenly distributed between Coffee Bluff 
(35.3%), Glass (31.3%), and Lind Landing (29.8%).  However, the different variations 
occur in different patterns.  Variation Eight (the first of the barred oval elements) is very 
common at Glass (48.2%) and at Coffee Bluff (79.2%), but it is substantially less 
frequent at Lind Landing (51.9%) (Table 8.6).  Variation Eleven occurs only four time in 
these collections, at the Glass 1540's structure, while Variation Twelve occurs only twice, 
at the Glass 1540's structure and Lind Landing.  
Table 8.6 Frequencies of Barred Oval Variants at Each Site (Chi Square=22.723, 
p=0.0001, df=3) 
Site 8 9 10* 11* 12* Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
19 4 0 0 1 24 
79.2% 16.7% 0.0% 0.0% 4.2% 100.0% 
Glass 
48 3 1 4 1 57 
84.2% 5.3% 1.8% 7.0% 1.8% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
14 13 0 0 0 27 
51.9% 48.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
9CF46* 
2 0 0 0 0 2 
100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
83 20 1 4 2 110 
75.5% 18.2% 0.9% 3.6% 1.8% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample size.
The barred oval design element may be subject to transformation in the same way 
that the Filfot Cross is.  However, only one instance of this has been recorded (at Lind 
Landing).  The element on this one sherd seems to have been rotated to create a diagonal 
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zigzag, which was recorded as Variation 25.  Though this motif is not frequent in the Big 
Bend assemblages analyzed for this project, similar motifs have been seen at other earlier 
Mississippian sites (Fundaburke and Fundaburke 1957, Worth 2015).   
Barred oval variants, like the Filfot Cross, are most likely to occur on carinated 
bowls, and they occur in roughly equal proportions across sites as the Filfot Cross.  Also, 
like the Filfot, it occurs on carinated bowls in slightly higher percentages at Coffee Bluff, 
though this is likely due to the vessel assemblage at Coffee Bluff, which has a higher 
percentage of carinated bowls than any site. 
Triangular Variants. The third group of motifs includes the triangle variation, which may 
be further reduced to a line that is then transformed and repeated to create a triangular 
motif that commonly circles the rim of a vessel, especially the brimmed bowl (Figure 
8.9).  When viewed from above, this motif creates a sun circle, common in Mississippian 
iconography (Fundaburke and Fundaburke 1957, Worth 2015).   These motifs are then 
surrounded by repeating lines and infill, either lines or punctations to create additional 
variants.   
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Figure 8.9 Sample of Triangular Motif 17 with Variations in Infill Technique 
 
  
GS 595 
GS 472 
CB 312 
GS 594 
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Sherds with a triangular variation make up 10.9 percent of sherds with an 
identifiable motif.  It is most common at Lind Landing (19.0%) followed by glass (5.7%). 
It is substantially less common at Coffee Bluff (1.5%).  The triangular motif is most 
common on brimmed bowls, which are much less frequent at Coffee Bluff.  Of the total 
identified triangular variants in all of the collections analyzed, 37 percent of them are 
present on brimmed bowls, followed by carinated bowls (11%), plain bowls (4%) and 
unidentifiable vessels (48%).  The Coffee Bluff collection only has a total of six brimmed 
bowls, and therefore it is predictable that its collection would have only a small 
percentage of the triangular motif. The triangular motif occurs more frequently on 
brimmed bowls at Glass and Lind Landing.  This does not hold true at Coffee Bluff, 
where only one sherd with a triangular variation has been found, and 9CF46's collection 
is too small to contribute. Variants of the triangular motifs are present (Table 8.7). 
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Table 8.7 Triangular variants at each site (Chi Square=.512, p=.774, df=2) 
Site 17 18 20 Total 
Coffee* 
Bluff 
0 1 0 1 
0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge 
7 1 2 10 
70.0% 10.0% 20.0% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
9 2 5 16 
56.3% 12.5% 31.3% 100.0% 
Total 
16 4 7 27 
59.3% 14.8% 25.9% 100.0% 
*Not included in chi square due to small sample
size.
Interlocking "S" Variants. The fourth group, the interlocking "S", is the most changeable 
of the groups, and is sometimes carved in a way that combines it with the above motifs.  
This can be seen in Figure 8.11, Specimen CB363, and Figure 8.5, Specimen LL212, 
which appear to combine the Filfot symbol and the interlocking “S”. Additionally, 
depending on angularity of the “S” the motif can fade into the triangular motif. The 
interlocking “S” is a series of repeating horizontal "S"s that are then surrounded by 
repeating lines and infill that give the appearance of a wave circling the vessel when 
viewed from above (Figure 8.10, Figure 8.11). 
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Figure 8.10 Sample of Interlocking "S" Motifs from Glass 
GS 1133, Motif 13 
GS 1317, Motif 16 
GS 1443, Motif 13 
GS 1451, Motif 13 
GS 1544, Motif 13 
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Figure 8.11 Sample of Interlocking "S" Motif from Coffee Bluff 
 
CB 437, Motif 13 
CB 623, Irregular 
“S” Motif 
CB 363, Motif 14 
CB 363, Irregular “S” Motif 
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The interlocking "S" makes up 21.1 percent of all sherds with identifiable motifs.  
Disregarding the 1580's Glass site structure because of its small sample size, the variants 
of the “S” are most common at Glass (29.5%).  This is followed by Coffee Bluff (14.7%) 
and Lind Landing (9.5%). Variants of the interlocking “S” are present) (Table 8.8). 
Like the triangular variants, the interlocking "S" variants occur in slightly larger 
percentages on brimmed bowls, compared to other vessels.  Unlike the triangular variant, 
this holds true at all sites, including Coffee Bluff, where 50 percent of sherds with the 
interlocking "S" motif are found on brimmed bowls.   
Table 8.8 Interlocking wave variants at each site (sample not appropriate for chi square) 
Site 13 14 15 19 23 Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
7 0 1 1 1 10 
70.0% 0.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
33 1 2 15 1 52 
63.5% 1.9% 3.8% 28.8% 1.9% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
4 0 0 0 4 8 
50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 100.0% 
Total 
44 1 3 16 6 70 
62.9% 1.4% 4.3% 22.9% 8.6% 100.0% 
Irregular Variants. Overall, irregular motifs are relatively uncommon at all sites.  
However, they are most common Glass (n=16), while they are least common at both 
Coffee Bluff (n=2) and Lind Landing (n=3) (Table 8.9) (Figure 8.12).  No irregular 
motifs are found at 9CF46.  It is unlikely that these differences are caused by differences 
of activity on the different sites because Coffee Bluff and Lind Landing have similar 
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percentages of irregular motifs, but Lind Landing is likely a large polity center while 
Coffee Bluff is likely a smaller farming village.  
Table 8.9 Irregular variants at each site (sample not appropriate for chi square) 
Site 16 21 Total 
Coffee 
Bluff 
0 2 2 
0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
1 15 16 
6.3% 93.8% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
0 3 3 
0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Total 
1 20 21 
4.8% 95.2% 100.0% 
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Figure 8.12 Sample of Irregular Incised Motifs 
 
LL 600 
GS 629 GS 917 
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Irregular motifs are less likely to occur on carinated bowls compared to other 
motifs.  They are slightly more likely to occur on brimmed bowls, though not in the same 
proportions as triangular and interlocking “S” variants.  In addition, they are more likely 
to occur on less commonly incised vessel forms including straight walled jars, carinated 
jars, and plain bowls.  This is true at Glass and Lind Landing, but all irregular motifs at 
Coffee Bluff have no vessel assignment.  Because Glass has more of these unusual vessel 
forms, it is therefore more likely to have irregular vessel motifs.   
Frequency of motifs 
Nineteen different design element variants are found at the 1540's Glass structure, 
whereas seven different elements are found at the 1580's Glass structure.  This suggests 
that the potters supplying the 1540's Glass structure had more decoration choices 
compared to the 1580's structure.  This may indicate that variation in design decreased in 
popularity through time throughout the potting community, or there were different 
potting communities at each structure, one of which valued increased variation in design.  
Thirteen design elements are present at Coffee Bluff, while 15 are present at Lind 
Landing.  It is possible that this change in frequency is caused by changes in social 
structure and interaction through time. This is discussed in a later chapter. 
Other Incised Characteristics 
In addition to the basic motifs that were discussed above, there is variation in the 
infill that was used to accent the basic elements and in accents around the rim and other 
portions of the vessel.  There may be spatial and temporal differences between sites in the 
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frequencies of punctation versus lines used as infill. There are also differences in 
punctation and single incised lines used as rim treatments and as accents around the 
carination of carinated bowls (Figure 8.13).   
Punctated rim modifications are least common at Glass.  This can be further 
broken down by provenience within the site. The 1540's Glass Structure has the smallest 
percentage, followed by the 1580's Glass Site structure.  Glass is followed by Coffee 
Bluff, and Lind Landing. Site 9CF46 has the largest percentage of punctated rims. (Table 
8.10).  This suggests that this characteristic could be indicative of change through time 
rather than changing site usage because both Glass and Lind Landing were large centers, 
while Coffee Bluff and 9CF46 were smaller farming villages.   Other lip modifications 
have been discussed in more detail in the Chapter Seven. 
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Table 8.10 Number of Punctated Rims at Each Site 
Site Punctated Rims Total Incised Rims 
Coffee Bluff 
26 
16.2% 161 
Sand Ridge 
7 
87.5% 8 
Glass 
26 
5.6% 468 
Lind Landing 
36 
20.3% 177 
9CF46 
12 
42.9% 28 
Total 
107 
12.7% 842 
In addition to punctations on rims, rims are also modified with a single incised 
line that bounds the larger incised motif (Figure 8.13).   All sites have a relatively similar 
number of incised rims. (Table 8.11).  The 1540's Glass structure has the largest 
percentage of incised lines at the rim, while the later dating Glass structure has the least. 
The drastic change in percentage at the Glass Site, between 1540 and 1580 may be 
indicative of a different potting group supplying each structure, or may reflect changing 
preferences through time at the site. 
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Figure 8.13 Examples of Incised and Punctated Rim 
GS 449 
GS 1472 
GS 1191 
GS 577 
Examples of Rims with Incised Lines 
Examples of Incised and Punctated Rims 
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Table 8.11 Number of Incised Rims at Each Site (Chi Square=3.715, p=.446, df=4) 
Site Rims with 
Incised Lines Total Incised Rims 
Coffee Bluff 
38 
23.6% 161 
Sand Ridge 
0 
0.0% 8 
Glass 
124 
26.5% 468 
Lind Landing 
44 
24.9% 177 
9CF46 
6 
21.4% 28 
Total 
212 
25.2% 842 
Instances of a punctated infill follow a similar pattern as the punctated rim 
modification.  Sherds are considered to have a punctated infill if punctations occur 
anywhere within the motif of the design (excluding rim modifications). Some pots have 
both punctated infill and line infill; the two are not mutually exclusive.  Disregarding 
Sand Ridge due to the sample size of incised sherds, Glass has the largest percentage of 
punctated infill, followed by Lind Landing and Coffee Bluff, which have a similar 
percentage, while 9CF46 has the smallest percentage (Table 8.12).  Similar to 
punctuation-modified rims, there is a large difference between the Glass 1540's structure 
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and the Glass 1580's structure, suggesting that there were at least two different potting 
groups on the site, or that punctated infill lost popularity through time.   
Table 8.12 Frequency of Punctation Infill at Each Site (Chi Square=29.42, p<0.0001, 
df=8) 
Site Punctated Infill No Punctated Infill Unknown Total Incised Sherds 
Coffee 
Bluff 
21 133 146 300 
7.0% 44.3% 48.7% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge 
2 4 2 8 
25.0% 50.0% 25.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
113 286 418 817 
13.8% 35.0% 51.2% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
24 125 131 280 
8.6% 44.6% 46.8% 100.0% 
9CF46 
2 10 28 40 
5.0% 25.0% 70.0% 100.0% 
Total 
162 558 725 1445 
11.2% 38.6% 50.2% 100.0% 
 
In addition to modified rims, carinated bowls occasionally have a modified 
shoulder.  Like the incised line around the rim vessels, this modification bounds the area 
of the vessel that is incised. Below the carination, the vessels are generally stamped or 
less frequently, plain.  The carination modification comes in multiple styles including 1) 
a single incised line around the shoulder, 2) a single line of punctations around the 
shoulder, 3) a combination of both an incised line and a row of punctations, and 4) a 
single incised line and raised ridge around the shoulder. Sample GS 1472 in Figure 8.13 
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is an example of an altered shoulder on a carinated bowl. All of these modifications are 
relatively rare.  The majority of carinated bowls have no modification around their 
shoulders.  Coffee Bluff has the largest percentage of modified shoulders, while Lind 
Landing and Glass have a similar percentage. Site 9CF46 has a relatively large 
percentage of modified shoulders, but this is possibly due to the site’s small sample size.  
The punctation and raised rim combination is only present at Coffee Bluff and Glass 
(Table 8.13).   
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Table 8.13 Frequencies of Carination Alteration (sample not appropriate for chi square) 
Site 
Line and 
Raised 
Ridge 
Line 
Only 
Punctation and 
Raised Ridge 
Punctation 
Only None Unknown 
Total 
Carinated 
Bowls 
Coffee 
Bluff 
0 9 1 1 37 61 109 
0.0% 8.3% 0.9% 0.9% 33.9% 56.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
1 2 3 6 119 102 233 
0.4% 0.9% 1.3% 2.6% 51.1% 43.8% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
0 2 0 0 27 18 47 
0.0% 4.3% 0.0% 0.0% 57.4% 38.3% 100.0% 
9CF46 
0 0 0 1 6 2 9 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.1% 66.7% 22.2% 100.0% 
Total 
1 13 4 8 189 183 398 
0.3% 3.3% 1.0% 2.0% 47.5% 46.0% 100.0% 
In addition to motifs, various aspects of the incised design were measured, 
including the lands and grooves of incised vessels.  For the purposes of this study, the 
grooves are the portion of the incised area that had lines of clay scraped away from the 
vessel surface.  The lands are the portions of linear motifs of the incised vessel that are 
left behind when the grooves are incised (Figure 8.14).  The combination of the negative 
and positive space left behind make up the distinctive Lamar Bold Incised type. The 
width of the incised grooves remains relatively stable through time and across sites, 
generally falling between 1.89 mm and 2 mm (ANOVA, p=0.746).  However, the incised 
land average varies at different sites and proveniences (ANOVA, p=0.0001).  They are 
the widest on average at Glass, then both Lind Landing and Coffee Bluff.  Site 9CF46 has 
the smallest land width, but this may be an anomaly caused by the very small sample size 
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from this site (Table 8.14 and Table 8.15).  It is likely that the tool used to create the 
incised line dictated the width of the incised groove.  The fact that the groove size is 
maintained, but the land size changes possibly reflects the fact that potters used the same 
tool to create the incised groove, but chose to space their lines differently. The 
implications of this are discussed in the next chapter.  
Table 8.14 Average Width of Incised Grooves (ANOVA p=0.746) 
Site Mean in mm N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 1.89 220 .35 
Sand Ridge 1.68 2 1.11 
Glass 1.89 479 .43 
Lind Landing 1.90 222 .36 
9CF46 2.00 16 .41 
Total 1.89 939 .40 
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Table 8.15 Average Width of Incised Lands (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean in mm N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 2.58 210 .58 
Sand Ridge 2.66 2 .42 
Glass 2.93 437 .80 
Lind Landing 2.58 210 .54 
9CF46 2.41 15 .53 
Total 2.75 874 .71 
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Figure 8.14 Lands and Grooves of Incised Sherds 
Summary and Discussion 
Overall, incised motifs at each site are very similar, though it is clear that each 
potting group had preferences in motifs, application of incising, and finishing techniques. 
Frequencies of characteristics including punctated and incised rim treatments, and 
Incised 
Lands 
Incised Grooves
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punctated infill indicate that though incised attributes of the 1540's and 1580's Glass 
structures were very similar, preferences in incising changed through time at the site. In 
addition, potters preferred some vessel type and motif combinations over others, such as 
the correlation between brimmed bowls and the triangular variant.  Much of the variation 
seen at different sites and proveniences may be due to diachronic changes.  This is 
discussed in Chapter Nine.  
Though the motifs can be grouped based on similarity, there does appear to be 
fluidity among designs, as discussed with the interlocking “S” design which can fade into 
the Filfot or triangular motif depending on the execution. This fluidity in design could 
have many implications in interpreting the motifs identified here.  This could be the 
creation of new motifs that would become more popular, demonstrating a negotiation of 
structure of agency as identified by Hegmon and Kulow (2005). This is particularly 
interesting in the Contact and Mission periods when so much of the potting community’s 
society is in flux. The purposeful alteration of traditional motifs may be a way of 
negotiating and interpreting new traditions with old traditions.  In order to pursue this 
further, a similar analysis needs to be conducted on prehistoric incised motifs to 
determine if combining motifs increases in frequency after European contact.  
Paddle Stamped Motifs 
The Lamar Complicated Stamped type was originally identified by A. R. Kelly 
based on excavations of the Macon Plateau (1938).  This type is defined by rectilinear 
and curvilinear complicated stamped motifs, which when applied to the vessel are often 
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over-stamped, making it very hard to identify specific motifs that were carved into 
paddles.  As a result of this, very little is known about the complicated stamped motifs of 
Lamar potters. Kelly largely defined this type as a contrast to Swift Creek complicated 
stamped pottery, which is known for its clarity and skill of execution.   
Frankie Snow has identified two variants of the Lamar Complicated Stamped 
type, local to the Big Bend Region of the Lower Ocmulgee River Valley, which he 
named early and late "Square Ground." Both of the types fall into to the Late 
Mississippian time period, but the late Square Ground is considered to be a proto-historic 
marker.  Early Lamar is characterized by curvilinear stamping motifs "consist[ing] of 
concentric circles with one or two lines making a central traverse," and plain rim 
treatments (Snow 1977:46). Late Lamar Square Ground is a rectilinear motif described as 
"a solid dot at the center, either alone or accompanied by one to three concentric circles. 
Radiating out from this central circular element are four lines or sets of lines, usually 
ninety degrees apart. The area between the four radiating lines is filled with chevrons" 
(Snow 1977:47) (Figure 8.15). This late variant also includes the thickened rims that are 
altered either by pinching or with a tool, which were discussed in Chapter Seven.  
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Figure 8.15 Lamar Stamp Patterns: (a) Early Lamar [after Wauchope (1953)], (b) and 
(c) Late Lamar Stamp Patterns [after Snow (1977)]
Though Snow's research into stamped paddle designs, both Lamar and Swift 
Creek, have been foundational, this study demonstrates that the complicated stamped 
designs of the proto-historic period are much more complicated in the Big Bend region, 
consisting of both curvilinear and rectilinear motifs.  My analysis identifies additional 
motifs in the region, while exploring variation within and across time periods and sites.  
As noted, this is particularly difficult because of the frequent over-stamping of pottery.  
As a result, only portions of motifs have been identified because it was not possible to see 
an entire paddle motif.  In addition, there are fewer sherds with identifiable motifs, 
leading to a relatively small sample size when compared to the incised analysis above.    
Quantifying the stamping motifs is a challenge because it is hard to know if each 
clear portion is a new paddle design, or a portion of a paddle design that has already 
partially identified.  As a way to get around this, I decided not to work with entire carved 
paddle designs, but to record common attributes of designs, accepting that they cannot be 
equated with a single motif.  This being said, the overall pattern of some carved paddles 
has been identified. 
a. b. c.
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Many of these motifs are based on the Filfot Cross, like many of the incised 
motifs, including stamped motifs numbers one, two, four, five, seven, and fourteen.  
Other identified attributes may be part of a Filfot design as well, but it is impossible to 
determine this based on the stamps seen in these collections.  Seven other motif attributes 
have been recorded as well. In addition to motifs attributes, the diameter of the dots that 
make up the center of many of the motifs has been measured, along with the number of 
rings that surround the dots, and the width of the lands and grooves of the incised motifs.  
For this study, the “grooves” represent the portion of the motifs that have been pressed 
into the wet clay to make a raised line, while the “lands” are the depressed portion of the 
clay.  This would be presented in the reverse on the carved paddles.  What this is actually 
measuring are the grooves and lands of the carved paddles. 
Within the sites and time periods under consideration for this study, there is a 
varied percentage of sherds with identifiable motif attributes.  The 1540's Glass structure, 
the 1580's Glass structure, and the Coffee Bluff site all have around 12 percent of sherds 
with identifiable motifs.  Lind Landing site has about 21 percent identifiable motifs.  This 
high percentage may be due to the fact that part of this collection was a surface 
collection, and a larger portion of the collected sherds are large and clearly stamped due 
to preference of the collector. Alternatively, this may be due to changing ceramic motifs 
through time, which is discussed in a later chapter. Only eight percent of sherds at Sand 
Ridge have an identifiable motif attribute. At 9CF46, 37 percent of sherds have an 
identifiable motif attribute, but this comparatively high percentage of sherds may be due 
to the small sample of stamped sherds in the collection (n=30).  
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The majority (53.8%) of the stamped sherds identified in this study cannot be 
assigned a vessel type.  Beside unidentifiable vessels, the next most common stamped 
vessel is the jar (42.5%), which generally has a folded and "pinched" rim as discussed in 
a Chapter Seven.  This is followed by carinated bowls (0.4%) and brimmed bowls (0.1%) 
(Table 8.16). Carinated bowls may be under represented in this discussion because the 
majority of them are stamped below the shoulder, but this vessel type can be identified 
without the presence of the stamped portion. Therefore, some of the incised carinated 
bowls are only recorded as incised sherds, in spite of the fact that they likely had a 
stamped portion as well.  This is not true of brimmed bowls because they are most often 
identified by the presence of stamping on one side of the sherds and incising on the 
obverse side. This pattern holds true for all proveniences in the study.    
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Table 8.16 Stamped vessel types across sites with chi square (sample not appropriate for 
chi square) 
Site 
Unidentified 
Vessel  Bowl Jar 
Brimmed 
Bowl 
Carinated 
Bowl 
Total 
Stamped 
Vessels 
Coffee 
Bluff 
126 13 117 1 1 258 
48.8% 5.0% 45.3% 0.4% 0.4% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge 
78 5 20 0 0 103 
75.7% 4.9% 19.4% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
208 12 184 0 3 407 
51.1% 2.9% 45.2% 0.0% 0.7% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
135 5 124 0 0 264 
51.1% 1.9% 47.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
9CF46 
24 0 6 0 0 30 
80.0% 0.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
571 35 451 1 4 1062 
53.8% 3.3% 42.5% 0.1% 0.4% 100.0% 
Stamped Elements 
A total of 15 stamped elements have been identified (Figure 8.16). The frequency 
of elements varies across sites (Table 8.17 and Table 8.18).  The variation will be 
discussed in conjunction with a description of each element.  A description of the most 
common elements follows. 
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Figure 8.16 Stamped Elements (Stamped Element 11 is defined as irregular and is not 
pictured) 
1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
8 9 10
12 13 14
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Table 8.17 Frequency of Stamped Elements (sample not appropriate for chi square) 
Site 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 Irregular Unknown 
Total 
Stamped 
Coffee 
Bluff 
0 4 0 0 0 0 10 0 5 1 2 1 7 6 222 258 
0.0% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 0.0% 1.9% 0.4% 0.8% 0.4% 2.7% 2.3% 86.0% 100.0% 
Sand 
Ridge 
4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 95 103 
3.9% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.9% 92.2% 100.0% 
Glass 
2 0 3 0 2 3 5 1 9 7 9 3 8 8 347 407 
0.5% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.5% 0.7% 1.2% 0.2% 2.2% 1.7% 2.2% 0.7% 2.0% 2.0% 85.3% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
6 0 15 0 0 0 21 3 0 4 0 0 1 5 209 264 
2.3% 0.0% 5.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.0% 1.1% 0.0% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 1.9% 79.2% 100.0% 
9CF46 
0 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 19 30 
0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 3.3% 0.0% 6.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 63.3% 100.0% 
Total 
12 4 20 1 2 3 40 5 14 14 11 4 16 24 892 1062 
1.1% 0.4% 1.9% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 3.8% 0.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.0% 0.4% 1.5% 2.3% 84.0% 
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Table 8.18 Frequency of Stamped Elements Excluding Unknown Elements (sample not appropriate for chi square) 
Site 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Total 
Coffee Bluff 
0 4 0 0 0 0 10 0 5 2 6 2 1 7 37 
0.0% 10.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 27.0% 0.0% 13.5% 5.4% 16.2% 5.4% 2.7% 18.9% 100.0% 
Sand Ridge 
5 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 9 
55.6% 0.0% 0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 22.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Glass 
2 0 3 0 4 4 5 2 9 8 10 9 3 9 68 
2.9% 0.0% 4.4% 0.0% 5.9% 5.9% 7.4% 2.9% 13.2% 11.8% 14.7% 13.2% 4.4% 13.2% 100.0% 
Lind 
Landing 
6 0 17 0 0 0 21 3 0 4 5 0 0 1 57 
10.5% 0.0% 29.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 36.8% 5.3% 0.0% 7.0% 8.8% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 100.0% 
9CF46 
0 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 11 
0.0% 0.0% 18.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 27.3% 9.1% 0.0% 18.2% 27.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 
13 4 22 1 4 4 40 6 14 16 26 11 4 17 182 
7.1% 2.2% 12.1% 0.5% 2.2% 2.2% 22.0% 3.3% 7.7% 8.8% 14.3% 6.0% 2.2% 9.3% 100.0% 
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Element One. At Sand Ridge, 55.6 percent of the sherds with identifiable motif attributes 
are Element One. This excludes sherds with unknown elements, as shown in Table 8.18.  
This is followed by Lind Landing, where 10.5 percent of sherds with identifiable 
elements are Element One.  It was expected that this element would be very common at 
Sand Ridge because it is common to the Altamaha tradition, though it is also known in 
the Big Bend. The high percentage of this motif at Lind Landing may suggest a 
connection with coastal Altamaha sites, further discussed in Chapter Nine. 
 
Element Two. Element Two is only present at Coffee Bluff, making up about 10.8 
percent (n=4) of the sherds with identifiable elements at the site.  This element appears to 
be similar to Element One, but with a circle surrounding the central dot of the motif.  It is 
possible that this is a transitional element between the curvilinear motifs with common 
rings around the central dots and the potentially later dating rectilinear Element One, 
which may have Altamaha ties. 
 
Element Three. Element Three is found only at the 1540's Glass structure, 9CF46, and 
Lind Landing. It makes up only 3.7 percent (n=1) of the 1540's Glass structure and 4.4 
percent of all Glass proveniences. It is 18.12 percent (n=2) of the 9CF46 assemblage. 
However, of the sherds with identifiable elements at Lind Landing, it makes up 29.8 
percent (n=17).   
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Elements Four through Six are relatively uncommon in the ceramic collection. They are 
not discussed in detail. 
 
Element Seven. Element Seven is the most common of all identified motifs.  It is present 
to varying degrees at all the sites and time periods under consideration.  It is most 
common at Lind landing, where it makes up about 36.8 percent (n=21) of the sherds with 
identifiable elements.  This is followed by Coffee Bluff and 9CF46, where it makes up 
around 27 percent of the sherds with identifiable elements (n=10, n=3).  It comprises 11.1 
percent of the Sand Ridge sherds and 7 percent of the Glass 1540's structure.  It makes up 
20 percent of the 1580's Glass structure, but this is a very small sample, and therefore 
may be misleading. It makes up 7.4 percent of all Glass proveniences. Element Seven is 
common at coastal Altamaha sites and common, though less frequent, at Lamar Big Bend 
sites. This accounts for its high frequency at Sand Ridge.  Its high percentage at Lind 
Landing may indicated ties between coastal Altamaha sites and Lind Landing.  Elements 
One, Two, and Three, along with Four, Five, Seven, and Fourteen are all variation of the 
Filfot Cross, through some are made more rectilinear and abstract.   
 
Element Eight. This element is present at the 1540's Glass Structure, Coffee Bluff, Lind 
Landing, and 9CF46.  It is most common at Lind Landing. The highest percentage is at 
9CF46, but this may be skewed due to the small sample size from this site. Element Eight 
is likely only a small portion of a larger design, and may be part of an already identified 
motif. 
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Elements Nine and Twelve. Element Nine is present only at the 1540's Glass structure 
and Coffee Bluff.   Only a small portion of this motif has been clearly identified, and it is 
probably present in larger amounts, though only the center portion of it is distinct in these 
collections.  Element Twelve is a series of crisscrossing lines which, like Element Eight, 
is only a portion of a larger motif that has yet to be identified.  In addition, some sherds 
may have been classified as check stamped if only a small portion of this motif was 
present. It is possible that this motif is part of another already identified motif.  Both of 
these motifs are only present at Glass and Coffee Bluff. This suggests that Coffee Bluff 
and Glass experienced greater levels of contact than other sites, and that they were 
contemporaneously inhabited, at least for a certain period. 
 
Element Ten. This element is a series of concentric circles radiating out from a central 
dot with no other features.  This motif is most common at the 1540's Glass structure, 
making up about 22 percent of all sherds with identifiable motifs and 11.8 percent of all 
Glass proveniences.  This is followed by site 9CF46 (18.2%), Lind Landing (5.4%), and 
Coffee Bluff (3%). 
 
Element Fourteen. This element is a relatively common motif.  This Filfot Cross with 
curvilinear attributes is generally considered to be one of the hallmarks of Lamar paddle 
designs throughout Georgia. It is seen in northern and coastal Georgia (Saunders 2000; 
Wauchope 1953).  In the Big Bend, it is present at all sites except Sand Ridge and Coffee 
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Bluff.  This element is not expected to be seen at Sand Ridge because one of the main 
identifiers of Altamaha pottery is the move away from the use of this motif to a 
rectilinear stamp that is reminiscent of a Filfot Cross.  When excluding unidentified 
elements, it is least common at the later dating Lind Landing site, where it comprises 1.8 
percent of sherds with identifiable elements.  This is followed by the 1540's Glass 
structure (4 %), and then Coffee Bluff (18.9%). Unexpectedly, this motif makes up 67% 
percent (n=4) of the sherds with identifiable elements at the 1580's Glass structure. 
However, this provenience has a small sample of sherds with identifiable elements (n=6) 
and only two elements are present in this structure.  In spite of this, it may indicate that 
Coffee Bluff is more related to the 1580's structure at Glass than the 1540's structure, 
suggesting a slightly later date for Coffee Bluff. 
 
Irregular Elements. An element was classified as irregular if it was present on only one 
sherd.  Site 9CF46 has the largest percentage (27.3 %) of irregular motifs, but this may be 
due to the small sample size at this site.  This is followed closely by Sand Ridge (22.2%), 
Coffee Bluff (16.2%), Glass (14.7%), and finally Lind Landing (8.8%).  It makes up 13.2 
percent of all Glass proveniences. This pattern suggests that some sites had more fluidity 
in stamp designs than others. Potters at Sand Ridge, which has the largest percentage of 
irregular stamps, were removed from their traditional potting community, which may 
have led to more experimentation in paddle carving, or the carving may have been 
executed by potters not fully indoctrinated in the Altamaha potting community.  This may 
have been the case because this group was affected by Spanish diseases and/or forced 
labor, causing an interruption in the education of new potters. Alternatively, it is possible 
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that the irregular motifs identified at Sand Ridge would be considered normal in a study 
of only Altamaha pottery, though this cannot be confirmed because no comprehensive 
study of Irene stamped designs have been published, though the author knows of current 
projects working on this. Glass has the greatest variety of stamped motifs in this study 
with 12 different motifs present, including the irregular elements.  This is followed by 
Coffee Bluff (n=8), Lind Landing (n=7), 9CF46 (n=5), Sand Ridge (n=4) (Table 8.17). 
Figure 8.17, Figure 8.18, Figure 8.19, Figure 8.20, and Figure 8.21 illustrate the common 
stamped elements at each site. 
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Figure 8.17 Examples of Stamped Element from 9CF46 
 
c 
US 5, Element 7 US 9, Unid. Element 
US 22, Unidentified Element US 41, Unidentified Element 
US 53, Unidentified Element US 60, Element 11 
US 80, Element 7 US 61, Element 10 
US 77, Element 3 
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Figure 8.18 Examples of Stamped Motifs from Coffee Bluff 
 
  
  
CB 152, Element 14 
CB 149, Element 2 CB 200, Unidentifiable 
Element 
CB 202, Element 11 CB 203, Element 7 CB 216, Element 7 
CB 352, Element 9 
CB 401, Element 14 
CB 421, Element 14 
CB 467, Element 9 
CB 396, Element 12 
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Figure 8.19 Examples of Stamped Motifs from Glass 
 
  
 
GS 1470, Element 9 
GS 1542, Element 3 
GS 1108, Element 1 
GS 
1000, 
Element 
12 
GS 1111, 
Element 14 GS 1387, Element 11 
GS 1127, Element 6 
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Figure 8.20 Examples of Stamped Motifs at Lind Landing 
 
 
  
LL 285, Element 7 LL 427, Unid. Element 
LL 503, Element 3 
LL 310, Element 7 
LL 423, Element 8 
LL 491, Element 14 LL 432, Element 3 
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Figure 8.21 Examples of Stamped Motifs from Sand Ridge 
 
 
  
SR 1, Element 1 
SR 54, Unid. Element  
SR 210, Element 1  
SR 306, Element 11  SR 308, Element 4 SR 309, Element 11 
SR 311, Element 1LL 
   SR 319, Unid. Element 
SR 326, Element 7 
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Central Dots. Many of the stamped motifs have a dot at the center of the design (Figure 
8.16).  Some studies in neighboring regions (Saunders 2000:75) have shown that the 
frequency of the central dot changes through time.  In order to determine if this was true 
in the Big Bend, the frequency and diameters of central dots were measured when 
possible. Some of the central dots were more oblong than circular. When this is the case, 
two measurements, the long diameter and the short diameter were recorded. Lind 
Landing has by far the largest central dots and is most likely the latest dating site.  
However, if the diameter of dots increased through time, it would be expected that the 
earliest provenience (the 1540's Glass structure and Coffee Bluff) would have the 
smallest central dots.  This not true (Table 8.19 and Table 8.20).  The 1580's Glass 
structure has the smallest dots, followed by Sand Ridge (the Altamaha Site), Coffee 
Bluff, the 1540's Glass Structure, and then 9CF46, with the second largest central dot 
diameters.  Chronology of sites is discussed further in Chapter Nine. 
Table 8.19 Average Long Diameter of Central Dots (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 6.28 36 1.39 
Sand Ridge 6.29 10 .89 
Glass 6.65 73 1.63 
Lind Landing 8.03 68 1.56 
9CF46 6.94 13 2.42 
Total 7.05 200 1.74 
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Table 8.20 Average Short Diameter of Central Dots (ANOVA p<0.596) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 7.23 2 2.36 
Glass 7.34 11 .69 
Lind Landing 7.23 27 1.08 
9CF46 6.59 5 .99 
Total 7.19 45 1.03 
 
 The frequency of central dots varies as well (Table 8.21).  Saunders (2000:180) 
suggests that at Altamaha sites, the frequency of central dots decreases through time. 
Sand Ridge has the smallest percentage of central dots, which is expected as it is likely 
one of the later sites in the sample. Site 9CF46 has the largest percentage, suggesting that 
if the frequency of central dots decrease through time in the Big Bend, this site is an 
earlier site. However, the small sample size at this site may skew the results.  
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Table 8.21 Presence of Central Dots on Stamped Sherds (Chi Square=27.843, p<0.0001, 
df=4) 
Site Absent Present Total 
Coffee Bluff 
219 39 258 
84.9% 15.1% 100.0% 
Sand Ridge 
93 10 103 
90.3% 9.7% 100.0% 
Glass 
334 73 407 
82.1% 17.9% 100.0% 
Lind Landing 
196 68 264 
74.2% 25.8% 100.0% 
9CF46 
17 13 30 
56.7% 43.3% 100.0% 
Total 
859 203 1062 
80.9% 19.1% 100.0% 
 
 
Along with the changing diameter and frequency of central dots, the number of rings 
around the dots seems to vary as well.  Sherds with zero, one, two, three, or four 
surrounding rings have been observed.   Very few sherds have rings around dots at the 
1540's Glass structure (n=3; 0.95% of all stamped sherds).  This is followed by the 1580's 
Glass structure (2%), Coffee Bluff (3%), Lind Landing (7%), and then Sand Ridge (9%).  
Oddly, 9CF46 has a much larger percentage of dots with no surrounding rings (19%), but 
this may be attributable to the small sample size at the site. In some cases it could not be 
determined if there were rings around the dot due to the size of the sherd. Some sherds 
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display no ring around their central dot, but due to over-stamping cannot be added to a 
motif group.   It is therefore possible that the lack of rings around the central dot is 
indicative of Motif One, in spite of the fact that these sherds cannot confidently be placed 
in the Motif One group.  
Stamped Lands and Grooves. The stamped lands and grooves of the carved paddles 
somewhat resemble the patterns of the incised lands and grooves.  For the purposes of 
this discussion, the land when measured on a sherd is the potion of the paddle design that 
is pressed into the clay leaving behind a depression.  The groove is the portion of the 
paddle design that appears raised, but was the portion of the carved paddle from which 
wood was removed. Unlike the incised motifs, the carved portion (the groove) is variable 
from site to site (Table 8.22 and Table 8.23).  Like the incised motifs, lands vary across 
sites as well, and like incised lands, may be related to changes through time, which is 
discussed in Chapter Nine. 
Table 8.22 Average Stamped Land Width (ANOVA p=0.001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 1.93 91 .42 
Sand Ridge 2.27 51 .59 
Glass 2.01 124 .56 
Lind Landing 1.94 81 .36 
9CF46 1.85 13 .39 
Total 2.01 360 .499 
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Table 8.23 Average Stamped Groove Width (ANOVA p<0.0001) 
Site Mean N Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 2.72 92 .66 
Sand Ridge 3.36 51 .86 
Glass 2.89 123 .81 
Lind Landing 2.30 82 .51 
9CF46 2.13 13 .35 
Total 2.75 361 .78 
 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The design analysis presented in this chapter demonstrates both similarities and 
differences across the five sites studied.  The four basic incised elements identified are 
found at each site, except 9CF46, which has a very small sample size.  Additionally, 
stamped motifs are found at multiple sites. It is possible that some stamped motifs present 
are the result of people transporting carved paddles to and from different sites (i.e Wallis 
2011).  The continuity in both incised and stamped motifs demonstrate that the potters in 
the Big Bend were part of one potting tradition (possibly excluding Sand Ridge, which is 
an Altamaha site).  
However, variation is present as well. The percentage of both incised and stamped 
motifs vary across sites.  Additionally, other incised attributes vary across sites as well, 
including the width of incised lands, the type of infill used in motifs, and presence or 
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absences of punctated and incised rims.  Stamped vessels vary in motif, frequency and 
size of central dots, number of rings around central dots, and the width of lands and 
grooves. These more fine-grained variations demonstrate that though the sites were part 
of one potting groups, potters at each site had different expectations of how designs on 
incised and stamped vessels should be executed.   
This variation can be attributed to at least two factors.  First, as discussed in 
Chapter Six and Seven, each site has different vessel needs based on the activities that 
took place at the site.  Glass was a gathering place for the wider community, where 
ceremonial activities took place.  This may account for the larger number of incised and 
stamped motifs found there. As groups from outside of the immediate region gathered at 
Glass, they may have brought pots filled with contributions to feasts or other goods, 
leaving the pot behind for archaeologists to find. Worth (2015) argues that when 
gathering, Lamar groups brought pots that demonstrate differences between groups rather 
than similarities.  This may account for the variety of incised and stamped motifs at each 
site. Additionally, the vessel types found at each site may affect the presence of certain 
motifs.  Glass has a relatively high percentage of brimmed bowls, which are more likely 
to exhibit the incised triangular or interlocking “s” motif.  Therefore, the presence of 
different vessel types may account for variation is frequencies of incised motifs.  
Second, variation in motif, along with the finer grained variation such as land and 
groove width, may also be accounted for by the preferences of the potters at each site.  
The sites may represent a network of learning communities in the Big Bend (e.g. Lave 
and Wenger 1991).  This is also seen in the presence of different paste recipes and vessel 
types, as discussed in Chapters Six and Seven.  Potters at each site learned to make pots 
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within one group that communicated with other groups, but remained part of one learning 
tradition.  However, if the sites were contemporary, it is likely that people at each site 
intermarried, which would confound the assumption that variation is based on learning 
communities, though perhaps not eliminate it as a possibility.  Perhaps the number of 
potters that moved away from the group where they learned to pot is smaller than the 
group that stayed within the learning community.  Therefore, variation would remain 
present, though may be distorted. Alternatively, these potting techniques, the results of 
which are highly visible on finished pots, may be easily and willing re-learned upon 
entering into a new potting community.  Gosselain (2002) argues that attributes which are 
highly visible on finished pots are more easily changeable across groups, suggesting that 
when a potter enters a new potting group, potters may easily adopt these new techniques, 
if willing or compelled to do so. 
Additionally, some of the variation identified could be used to demonstrate 
change through time.  This will be discussed in Chapter Nine. As with paste recipes and 
vessel construction, the designs applied to vessels demonstrate that the Big Bend was one 
potting tradition, with smaller learning groups present at each site.
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Chapter 9 CONSTRUCTING A TIMELINE AND CHRONOLOGIAL VARIATION 
 
Constructing a Time Line 
 
Research in neighboring regions of Georgia demonstrate that certain ceramic 
vessels attributes of Lamar style pottery act as chronological indicators. In the Oconee 
River Valley and the Georgia Coast, rim depth of folded rims (discussed in Chapter 
Seven) increases through time (Saunders 2000; Williams and Shapiro 1990). In addition, 
in the Oconee River Valley, incised groove width (discussed in Chapter Eight) decreases 
through time. The Ocmulgee Big Bend is closely related to both Oconee River Valley 
and coastal populations. Williams (2009) argues that the population living in the Big 
Bend region migrated in late prehistory to the area from the Oconee River Valley in the 
Piedmont region, indicating that Ocmulgee River Valley potters and Oconee River Valley 
potters were likely closely related.  However, he argues that the population moved to the 
Big Bend around 1580, but excavations in the regions indicate that population was in 
place by 1540 and likely earlier (Blanton 2006; Blanton et al. 2007; Blanton et al 2011; 
Blanton et al. 2013). In addition, groups living in the coastal region and potters in the Big 
Bend were in continual contact in prehistoric and historic time periods, as discussed in an 
Chapter Four.  Because folded rim depth and incised groove width are chronological 
indicators in the Oconee Piedmont and coastal regions, it is likely that they can be used to 
determine a timeline in the Big Bend Region as well. 
Rim Depth 
Hally (1979:151-172) demonstrates that rim depth changes through time in 
northwest Georgia at the Little Egypt site.  The two dominant ceramic phases of this 
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region are Little Egypt and Barnett.  Hally (1979:276-277) argues that based on two 
radiocarbon dates and European artifacts found at the site that the Little Egypt phase 
dates to the fifteenth century, while the Barnett Phase dates from the sixteenth to the 
seventeenth century. Folded rim depths in the Little Egypt Phase average 11.1mm, while 
they average 16.8mm in the later Barnett Phase, suggesting that folded rim depth 
increases through time in the region.  Langford and Smith (1990:78) add to this argument 
by comparing two additional sites in the Coosa region of north Georgia, Baxter and 
Thompson, to the Little Egypt site, though their data are not conclusive.  
Williams and Shapiro (1990:45-47) later compile research conducted in the 
Piedmont region of the Oconee River Valley, demonstrating that folded rim depth 
increases through time in this region as well (Table 9.1) (Williams and Shapiro 1990:45-
47). These data are restricted to the Late Prehistoric and Early Historic Periods.  
However, unlike Hally’s (1979) data, which come from different levels of one site, these 
measurements are averages of multiple sites within a phase rather than one component of 
one site. 
Table 9.1 Folded Rim Depth and Incised Line Width in the Oconee Piedmont Region 
(Williams and Shapiro 1990:45-47) 
Phase Dates (AD) Folded Rim Depth (mm) Incised Line Width (mm) 
Duval 1375-1450 10 
 
Iron Horse 1450-1520 14-15 <2 
Dyar 1520-1580 17-20 <2 
Bell 1580-1670(?) 20 <1 
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Saunders (2000) continues this research, demonstrating conclusively that 
Altamaha folded rim depth averages increase through time in the coastal regions of 
Georgia and northern Florida during the Early and Late Mission Period (A.D. 1580 to 
A.D. 1715).  Using two Altamaha Mission period sites, Mission Santa Catalina de Guale, 
on St. Catherines Island, Georgia and Mission Santa Catalina de Santa Maria, on Amelia 
Island, Florida, she demonstrates that from around A.D. 1600 to A.D. 1700, rim depth 
averages increase from 17.3mm to 18.8mm (Saunders 2000:106, 149) (Table 9.2).  Table 
9.2 also includes data from Sand Ridge, collected by the author. Standard deviations 
cannot be reported for this table because the information was not provided by the authors 
who collected the data. 
Like Hally (1979), Saunders (2000) uses data from individual sites rather than 
averages of multiple site from one phase.  Data from Hally (1979), Saunders (2000), and 
Williams and Shapiro (1990) suggest that folded rims can be used as a chronological 
indicator at two different scales: the regional scale and the site scale.  Williams and 
Shapiro approach the attribute from a regional scale, while Saunders and Hally approach 
the data from a site scale. The data used in the current study are at a site and regional 
scale. Though using the same scale, rim depths from the current study cannot be 
compared directly to previous studies because they are from different regions and potting 
groups, and folded rim depth is relative within a chosen scale of analysis. 
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Table 9.2  Average Rim Depth of Altamaha Sites* 
Site 
Average 
Rim Depth 
(mm) 
Std. 
Deviation 
Late Santa Catalina de Guale, circa 1600-1680's** 
17.3  
Santa Catalina De Santa Maria, 1684-1702** 18.8  
Sand Ridge, circa 1650-1710 19.94 3.60 
* Standard Deviation not included due to lack of data 
**Data from Saunders (2000:106, 149) 
 
 
However, data from the Altamaha site (Sand Ridge) may benefit from a direct 
comparison to Saunders’ (2000:106, 149) data because they are from the same ceramic 
phase, and the Sand Ridge potters may have originated from the Georgia coastal mission 
sites, where Saunders’ data was collected. A comparison of the data demonstrates that 
Sand Ridge dates to circa A.D. 1600 to 1680, which roughly matches the time line 
assigned by Blanton (2010) of A.D. 1650 to 1715, based on the glass beads, green bottle 
glass, and pipe fragment found at the site. These two pieces of complimentary data 
suggest that Sand Ridge was occupied in the late seventeenth century (Table 9.2). 
Given that folded rim depths have proven to be time sensitive in many Late 
Prehistoric/Early Historic regions in Georgia, an analysis of this attribute will help in 
determining a timeline for the sites under consideration in the current study. When 
divided into different sites and proveniences, rim depth in the Big Bend breaks down as 
shown in Table 9.3. Coffee Bluff has the shallowest rim depth and is relatively similar to 
the 1540's Glass structure, suggesting that they were roughly contemporary.  The later 
structure at Glass has a slightly greater rim depth than Coffee Bluff and the Glass 1540's 
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structure. The fact that the different structures at Glass, which are well-dated, follow the 
pattern of increased rim depth through time lends support to the assumption that rim 
depth can be used as a time marker in the Big Bend. The data suggest that Glass and 
Coffee Bluff overlapped in time of occupation and that Coffee Bluff may have had an 
earlier component than Glass, while Glass was occupied longer than Coffee Bluff.   
Lind Landing has the greatest rim depth of the Lamar sites in this study, 
suggesting that it is the most recent site.  Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site has the largest of 
all rim depths, though because this site is an Altamaha site, it cannot be directly 
compared to the other Big Bend Lamar sites. Therefore, its position in the timeline of the 
sites under consideration will rely on European artifacts.   
Table 9.3 Average Rim Depth of Big Bend Sites 
Site Average Rim Depth (mm) Std. Deviation 
Coffee Bluff 16.43 4.53 
Glass 1540’s Structure 16.65 3.30 
Glass 1580’s Structure 17.33 2.91 
9CF46 17.51 3.04 
Lind Landing 18.15 3.06 
Sand Ridge 19.94 3.60 
 
Incised Lands and Grooves 
   
Williams and Shapiro’s (1990) research in the Oconee River Valley Piedmont has 
also demonstrated that incised grooves change diachronically, becoming narrower 
through time (Table 9.1). The Williams and Shapiro (1990) attribute called “incised line 
width” is equivalent to the current study’s “incised groove width.” Sand Ridge is not 
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included in this comparison because, as demonstrated in Chapter Eight, the Altamaha 
incised tradition is too different from the Lamar Big Bend tradition to compare. Altamaha 
incised designs are located on narrow portions of pots and do not consist of the broad 
areas of parallel lines that are characteristic of the Big Bend.  
In the Oconee River Valley, incised grooves become smaller through time, but this does 
not seem to be time sensitive in the Ocmulgee River Big Bend Region.   As demonstrated 
in Chapter Eight, Table 8.13, incised grooves, or the width of the incised line, show very 
little variation at each site. However, the incised lands, or the space between each incised 
line, does show variation (Table 8.14, Table 9.4). This suggests, as discussed in Chapter 
Eight, that the instrument used to make the incised line remained the same or similar at 
each site, but the distance between each line changed. 
Table 9.4 Average Width of Lands in the Big Bend 
Site Incised Land Width Average 
(mm) 
Std. Deviation 
1540’s Glass Structure 2.99 0.820 
1580’s Glass Structure 2.64 0.642 
Coffee Bluff 2.58 0.581 
Mission Period Lind 
Landing 
2.58 0.541 
9CF46 2.41 0.534 
 
The Glass 1540's structure has the largest distance between incised lines, followed 
by the Glass 1580's structure (Table 9.4).  Just as with rim depth, the differences between 
these two proveniences suggest that incised lands can be used as a time marker in the 
region.  However, rim depth suggests that Coffee Bluff is contemporary with the Glass 
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1540's structure, but incised lands suggest that Coffee Bluff is more similar to Lind 
Landing.  In addition, 9CF46 has the smallest incised lands, which suggests that it is the 
most recent site.  This is not the case in rim depth. This difference may be due to the 
small sample size from 9CF46 (n=15). Alternatively, the distance between incised lines 
may not be time sensitive in the Big Bend region, but indicative of multiple 
contemporaneous groups of potters with different expectations for incised pots. 
Overall, the data demonstrate that Glass and Coffee Bluff are likely contemporary 
and the earliest sites in the study, while Lind Landing is the latest.  This analysis needs to 
be tested using radiocarbon dating methods, or further excavation of well-dated European 
artifacts at Lind Landing.  Unfortunately, this would require further excavation at Lind 
Landing, which is beyond the scope of this project.  
Changing incised lands (spacing between incised lines) may show that potters in 
this region are similar to potters studied by Gosselain (2000), who demonstrated that 
characteristics of pottery construction that are highly visible in the final product are more 
subject to change than those characteristics that are less visible.  In this instance, for the 
potter the tool used and the way in which incised lines are created may be a psychomotor, 
or non-discursive, skill that would be difficult and arguably useless to relearn.  However, 
as spacing incised grooves farther apart becomes more popular, there is no need to 
relearn a technique of the body, and therefore the spacing is more subject to change than 
the width of the groove, which is achieved with a specific tool that a potter learned to use 
early in the potting education. Given this, the width of incised lines is likely more 
indicative of a potting community of practice on a smaller household/village scale, while 
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the spacing between incised lines may indicative of a community of practice on a larger 
regional scale.  
The stamped lands and grooves of the carved paddles somewhat resemble the 
patterns of the incised lands and grooves (Table 9.5).  For the purposes of this discussion, 
the land when measured on a sherd is the portion of the design that is pressed into the 
clay leaving behind a depression.  Therefore, the land corresponds to the raised portions 
of a carved paddle. The groove is the portion that appears raised on the sherd, but was the 
portion of the carved paddle that was carved out of the wood. The width of the carved 
line is variable from site to site, but shows no chronological pattern.  The space between 
carved paddle lines may decrease slightly through time from 2.7mm at Coffee Bluff, 
likely the earliest site (based on folded rim analysis) to 2.3mm at Lind Landing, likely the 
latest site (Table 9.6). As with the incised lands and groove, this suggests that the tool 
that the carver used to make the paddle does not change, but the distance between the 
lines carved varies across sites.  However, this does not hold true at Sand Ridge, which 
has anomalously large carved stamped motifs. The fact that incised lands and grooves 
and the lands and grooves of carved paddles change in the same manner, suggests that 
pottery incising and paddle carving were executed by the same group.  In other words, 
the people carving wooden paddles were likely also carving clay pots, suggesting that 
women carved the paddles and the pots, though this is not definitive as men and women 
could have been part of the same potting learning tradition. 
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Table 9.5 Average Space between Carved Paddle Lines 
Site 
Average Space Between 
Carved Paddle Lines (mm) 
Std. Deviation 
Mission Period Sand Ridge 3.4 0.855 
1540’s Glass Structure 2.9 0.846 
1580’s Glass Structure 2.9 0.874 
Unknown (Coffee Bluff) 2.7 0.644 
Mission Period Lind Landing 2.3 0.531 
Unknown (9CF46) 2.2 0.367 
 
Table 9.6 Average Width of Carved Paddle Lines 
Site 
Average Width of carved 
Paddle Lines (mm) 
Std. Deviation 
Mission Period Sand Ridge 2.3 0.594 
1540’s Glass Structure 2.1 0.572 
Unknown (Coffee Bluff) 1.9 0.456 
Mission Period Lind Landing 1.9 0.361 
1580’s Glass Structure 1.9 0.459 
Unknown (9CF46) 1.8 0.378 
 
Given the results of these analyses, it is likely that Sand Ridge and Lind Landing 
are the latest dating sites in the study, while the 1540's Glass structure and Coffee Bluff 
are the earliest proveniences, based largely on folded rim depth, which has proven to be 
time sensitive in multiple regions in Georgia.  Based on Spanish trade items found at 
Glass and historic documents including the de Soto Chronicles, this portion of the Glass 
site dates to the 1540's (Blanton et al. 2013).  Therefore, the rest of the sites postdate 
1540, placing all of them in the Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) to Mission Periods 
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(A.D. 1580 to A.D. 1715).  It is also likely that the two latest dating sites, Lind Landing 
and Sand Ridge, were occupied in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 
placing them squarely in the Mission Period (A.D. 1580 to A.D. 1715) (Table 9.7). Based 
on this, it is possible to discuss change through time in paste, vessel construction, and 
incised and stamped motifs. 
Table 9.7 Sites and Time Periods Based on Ceramic Analysis and European Artifacts 
Site Time Period 
Coffee Bluff Prehistoric to mid-sixteenth century 
Glass Prehistoric to late-sixteenth century 
9CF49 Late sixteenth to early seventeenth century 
Lind Landing Seventeenth to eighteenth century 
Sand Ridge Mid-seventeenth to early-eighteenth 
century 
 
Paste Variation through Time 
 
Changes in paste recipes through time are hard to see, but some indications of 
change are present in the data. The two structures at Glass, which date the mid-sixteenth 
century and late sixteenth century show no distinct differences in presence of paste types, 
suggesting that there was little change on this short scale.  It is likely that the potters 
living in or supplying the structures with pots, local household potters from the 
surrounding village, were part of one very local potting tradition that did not change 
during the 50-75 year period. However, the differences between Glass, Lind Landing, and 
Sand Ridge do indicate that paste recipes, clay sources, or temper sources may change 
from the Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) to Mission Periods (A.D. 1580 to A.D. 1715).  
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As discussed in Chapter Six, following Cordell (1993) paste types were assigned 
to classes and subclasses, based on the presence or absence of mica and the size of quartz 
inclusions. Overall, the sites show a similar amount of variation at the paste class level. 
All or most of the classes are present at all of the sites, though they occur in different 
frequencies. These differences in frequencies may be due to different clay and temper 
sources. At the subclass level, some sites have more variation in types present than 
others.  Glass displays the widest variety of subclasses.  A total of 30 paste subclasses are 
represented at Glass.  This is followed by Coffee Bluff (n=26) and Sand Ridge (n=25), 
and then Lind Landing (n=22).  Site 9CF46 has the smallest number of subclasses 
represented (n=14).  This is likely due to the very small sample size from the site or the 
nature of activities taking place on the site.  Of the sites with comparable sample sizes, 
Lind Landing has the smallest amount of paste variation (Table 9.8). 
 In order to test this, a diversity analysis was used.  Diversity studies have been 
used in archaeological analysis for several decades (Baxter 2004; Bobrowsky and Ball 
1989; Conkey et al 1980; Jefferies 1982; Jones and Leonard 1989; Kaufman 1998; 
Kintigh 1984). According to Jones and Leonard (1989:2), diversity encompasses both 
richness, “the number of classes”, and evenness, “the order of abundance of values”. 
Additionally, these two concepts are often combined and referred to as heterogeneity. 
Here, only richness is considered. 
 Following suggestions in Baxter (2004), a bootstrap analysis was combined with 
rarefaction analysis to create a modified bootstrap.  This technique attempted to account 
for the differing samples sizes often found in archaeological (and other field sciences) 
analysis (Conkey et al. 1980). It is similar to the Menhinick Index as used by Baxter 
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(2004), which scales the number of unique types at each site by the square root of the 
sample size at each site.  Here, the modified bootstrap artificially forces the sample size 
across all sites compared to be the same, leaving no need for scaling by the square root of 
the sample size. The modified bootstrap sampled without replacement from the sites with 
larger samples sizes (Politis and Romano 1994), and with replacement from the site with 
smallest sample size (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). The modified bootstrap that was used 
in this project is more easily interpretable, because the x-axis of the graph is the actual 
number of unique elements, not an index that has a less clear relation to the data used. 
 Analysis of paste sub-classes was conducted comparing all five sites and 
comparing only Glass, the earliest ceremonial site, and Lind Landing, the latest 
ceremonial site. Figure 9.1 demonstrates that 9CF46 is the least rich of the five sites, 
while the other five are similar.  Figure 9.2 compares only Lind Landing and Glass.  The 
number of unique paste types in these figures changes because the base sample size 
changes. It demonstrates that Glass is possibly richer than Lind Landing, though the 
evidence is not conclusive, suggesting that richness of paste subclasses decreased through 
time.  
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Figure 9.1 Paste Subclass Richness at All Five Sites 
 
Figure 9.2 Paste Subclass Richness at Glass and Lind Landing 
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This decrease in paste sub-class richness has two possible explanations, one based 
on site function, and one based in changes in interaction through time.  As discussed 
below, Glass is likely a large chiefly village, while the other sites were smaller faring 
villages attached to Glass.  The nature of Lind Landing is not well understood due to lack 
of controlled excavations at the site; however, the relatively high number of ceremonial 
vessels suggests that the site served some religious or political functions during the 
mission period (this is further discussed in the next section).  High variation at Glass may 
be due to large ceremonial gatherings, to which people would have brought pots with 
tributes or contributions to feasts.  A decrease in paste variation in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries may indicate that the frequency of these gatherings decreased 
through time, suggesting that interaction with the wider Lamar (now becoming Cherokee 
and Creek) world decreased. At the same time, similarities between Big Bend potters and 
coastal potters increase, suggesting an increase in interaction with coastal regions. 
Surface treatment changes support this conclusion.  
Table 9.8 Site and Paste Sub-Class 
Site 
Number of Paste Sub-
Classes Present 
Sand Ridge 25 
9CF46 14 
Coffee Bluff 26 
Glass 30 
Lind Landing 22 
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Site Usage 
 
Variation in vessel construction and form demonstrate that potters across sites and 
time periods made their vessels differently and had different vessel needs. Differences in 
vessel needs can be seen in the variation of vessel forms at each site. Differences in 
vessel formation technique can be seen in the variation in rim and wall thicknesses, rim 
and shoulder angles, and folded rim characteristics.  
The pottery and excavations of sites in this study suggest that each site was a 
living space for people, but also that each site served different community needs (Table 
9.9).  To determine this, vessel forms have been grouped into usage categories following 
Hally (1986).  Ceremonial vessels include brimmed bowls and other ceremonial vessels 
such as compound vessels, carinated jars, and “gravy boats.” Standard bowls and 
carinated bowls are considered serving and cooking vessels, while jars are considered 
cooking and storage vessels. As discussed in Chapter Four, Glass was likely a polity seat, 
where the “chiefly” family resided and many government functions took place.  Based on 
excavations at Glass, the functions include smoking ceremonies and feasting, likely 
related to the busk, centered on a large waddle and daub structure that was surrounded by 
a ditch (Blanton et al. 2011, Blanton et al. 2013).  The pottery found in this large 
structure and ditch suggest ceremonial purposes as well. Both the mid-sixteenth century 
structure and the late sixteenth century structure include comparatively large collections 
of ceremonial vessels, suggesting that these structures were used for special purposes 
(Table 9.10). 
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Table 9.9 Percentage of Vessel Types at Each Site 
Site Altamaha Ceremonial 
Cooking/Serving 
Vessel 
Cooking/Storage 
Vessel Irregular 
Sand 
Ridge 1.04 0.00 8.85 86.46 3.65 
9CF46 0.00 0.00 52.38 47.62 0.00 
Coffee 
Bluff 0.00 3.39 50.85 45.20 0.56 
Glass 0.00 11.32 44.47 42.18 2.02 
Lind 
Landing 0.43 5.22 27.39 66.52 0.43 
 
Table 9.10 Percentage of Vessel Types at Glass Structures 
Site Altamaha Ceremonial 
Cooking/Serving 
Vessel 
Cooking/Storage 
Vessel Irregular 
Mid 
Sixteenth 
Century 
Structure 0.00 10.52 48.07 39.48 1.93 
Late 
Sixteenth 
Century 
Structure 0.00 13.56 40.68 45.76 0.00 
 
Other sites in the study show different uses based on pottery type present.  Sand 
Ridge has no ceremonial vessels and a very low percentage of serving vessels, suggesting 
that the site served a limited purpose, likely a living space. Site 9CF46 has no ceremonial 
vessels, but a similar percentage of serving and storage vessels as Glass and Coffee Bluff, 
suggesting that the activities at this site were more varied than at Sand Ridge, but less 
diverse than Glass. Coffee Bluff has a small percentage of ceremonial vessels and a 
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similar percentage of serving and storage vessels.  Lind Landing is unusual because of 
the relatively small percentage of serving vessels, which is interesting given that it is 
likely the latest dating site. The percentage of ceremonial vessel at Lind Landing suggests 
that the site practiced some ceremonial functions, but the lack of paste variation suggests 
that unlike Glass, the site served a smaller variety of people. 
In addition to different vessel types, potters at different sites made the vessels in 
different, though similar manners.  This can be seen in the distribution of jar variants.  
Coffee Bluff potters made their own specific type of jar, the collared jar, which is unseen 
or extremely rare at other sites.  
Sand Ridge residents seem to have created the fold of the rim differently than 
potters at other sites based on the way that sherds break near the fold, as discussed in 
Chapter Seven.  To make a folded rim, while wet, the clay of the pot was folded outward 
and then pressed against the pot to thicken the rim.  Potters then pressed the wet clay in a 
pattern, using their finger or a tool to affix the folded portion. The differences in 
construction suggest that Altamaha potters, who likely adopted the tradition from interior 
Lamar potters, achieved the look of the rim, but did not construct the rim in the same 
manner. Altamaha potters mimicked the appearance, but not the formation technique. In 
spite of this, the Sand Ridge and Lind Landing rims are the most similar in appearance 
when all sites are compared. They have deeper folds than other sites.  In addition, their 
pinches are bolder and spaced farther apart. Though Sand Ridge did not achieve the 
technique, they were able to mimic the folded rim appearance of contemporary potting 
groups.   
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The folded rim consists of both the fold and the “pinch”, which was likely used to 
secure the folded portion of the clay to the body of the pot to reduce breakage when 
firing. Sand Ridge and Lind Landing potters used tools rather than fingers to affix the 
folded rim to the body of the pot more often than the other sites studied. Tools are used 
more frequently on Altamaha sites on the coast of Georgia as well (Saunders 2000, 
2009). Once again, we see similarities between Lind Landing, probably the latest dating 
site and Altamaha coastal sites.  
The folded rim ratios discussed in Chapter Seven suggest that pinching techniques 
changed through time as well.  Both of these ratios show that though the average 
measurements of these folded rim elements change, there is a basic pattern that the potter 
tried to achieve, and this pattern is maintained across sites, demonstrating that the Lamar 
potters in the region were part of a broad tradition that was passed down through 
generations. It also shows that potters maintained a potting community across sites which 
may demonstrate that there was continual interaction between the potters at these sites.  
Overall, there are changes in the folded rim jars, but the overarching theme is continuity 
rather than change, even as potters and communities were faced with changing social 
climates after contact.   
Overall, vessel formation and type indicates that the potting needs of groups 
changed through time during the Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) to Mission Periods 
(A.D. 1580 to A.D. 1715). The later dating sites, Lind Landing and Sand Ridge, had 
smaller numbers of serving vessels. In addition, some characteristics, such as the folded 
rim became more similar to Altamaha folded rims through time.  This is also true of 
decorative motifs.  Vessel attributes demonstrate that each site was part of a different 
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potting community that had different expectations of vessel form.  However, these sites 
are more similar than they are different, suggesting that potters were in communication 
with the residents of other sites in the area and that potting traditions were maintained 
through time. 
 
Variation in Incised and Stamped Motifs through Time 
 
 The timeline constructed earlier in the chapter was also used to identify 
diachronic changes in incised motifs.  Percentages of the motifs vary at each site, as 
discussed in Chapter Eight (Table 9.11).  Sand Ridge has been eliminated from this 
discussion because the incised motifs there do not follow the same patterns as the Lamar 
sites, which is common at Altamaha sites.  Site 9CF46 is not considered either because 
there are only four sherds with identified incised motifs.  The popularity of the barred 
oval group, the fillfot cross group, and the triangular group seems to increase slightly 
thought time, while the interlocking “S” group decreases through time. 
Table 9.11 Changing Popularity of Incised Motifs through Time 
Site 
Barred 
Oval Filfot Irregular Triangular Unidentified Interlocking “S” 
Glass 6.95 5.24 2.07 1.22 78.17 6.34 
Coffee Buff 8.00 10.33 0.67 0.33 77.33 3.33 
Lind 
Landing 9.47 12.28 1.05 5.61 68.77 2.81 
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There are more irregular motifs at Glass, suggesting that potters had more 
freedom to experiment with designs in earlier periods both in vessel form and decoration 
or that they interacted with a larger group of people, who perhaps gathered at the site for 
ritual purposes, bringing new vessel styles with them.   
A diversity study demonstrating richness was conducted on incised motifs. This 
study excluded Sand Ridge because the incised motifs in the Altamaha ceramic tradition 
are not comparable to Lamar incised motifs. Figure 9.3 demonstrates that 9CF46 is the 
least rich site, while the others are very similar in richness.  This supports the theory that 
it was a relatively small farming village where very few if any large gatherings took 
place. Glass, the early ceremonial site, and Lind Landing, the later ceremonial site, are 
compared as well. Figure 9.4 demonstrates that the two sites are equally rich in incised 
motifs.   
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Figure 9.3 Richness of Incised Motifs at Four Sites 
 
Figure 9.4 Richness of Incised Motifs at Glass and Lind Landing 
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Stamped motifs primarily indicate that motifs were becoming more similar to 
Altamaha stamped sherds from the coast. This is also supported by the discussion of 
folded and "pinched" rims and paste recipes. Stamped motifs One, Two, Four, Seven, and 
Twelve are rectilinear and are similar to Altamaha (coastal Mission period ceramics) 
motifs, though they are seen in the Big Bend with less frequency.  The highest percentage 
of these motifs occur at Sand Ridge, the Altamaha site (77.8%), followed by Lind 
Landing (47.4%) (Table 9.12).  These also occur in higher than expected frequencies at 
these two sites when a chi-square is calculated. This is not surprising for Sand Ridge (an 
Altamaha site), but is an anomaly at the later dating Lind Landing site. This suggests that 
through time, stamped motifs in the Big Bend became more like stamped motifs on the 
coast, which became increasingly rectilinear as well. This may reflect an intensification 
of interaction between Big Bend and Coastal potters. However, this convergence is not 
reflected in changing incised motifs. 
Table 9.12 Changing Popularity of Rectilinear Stamping Motifs 
Site Curvilinear Other Rectilinear 
Glass 61.8 14.7% 23.5% 
9CF46 45.4% 27.3% 27.3% 
Coffee Bluff 40.6 16.2% 43.2% 
Lind Landing 43.8 8.8% 47.4% 
Sand Ridge 0.00% 22.2% 77.8% 
 
 It is still unknown whether motifs were moving from the interior to the coast, 
from the coast to the interior, or if they were created through the interaction of both 
groups without a specific geographic origin.  Some evidence from the folded rim 
discussion in Chapter Seven suggests that these types moved from the interior to the 
coast, and it is therefore possible that stamped motifs moved in that direction as well.  
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However, the evidence from stamped Element Three and Seven, which are most common 
at Lind Landing, but least common at the Altamaha site in the study, suggests that though 
the potters on the coast and the interior converge to some extent, they also maintain their 
own potting traditions.    
Additionally, stamped motifs across sites were compared for richness.  Figure 9.5 
compares all five sites and demonstrates that Sand Ridge is the least rich site when 
considering stamped motifs, while all other sites are similar.  This may support the theory 
that Sand Ridge was a small community that moved from the coast and in the process 
vessel decoration became less important.  Alternatively, it is possible that all Altamaha 
sites are less rich than all Lamar sites on average, suggesting that the Altamaha stamping 
tradition was more homogenous. Figure 9.6 compare Glass, the early ceremonial site, and 
Lind Landing, the later ceremonial site.  It demonstrates that stamping richness at each 
site is similar, though Glass may be slightly richer. 
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Figure 9.5 Richness of Stamped Elements at All Five Sites 
 
Figure 9.6 Richness of Stamped Elements at Glass and Lind Landing 
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Patterns in both the incised and stamped styles across sites are complimentary.  
Through time, both attributes show decreases in the spacing of carved lines, decreases in 
instances irregular motifs, and decreases in the types of motifs used.  These similarities 
suggest that the people carving paddles and those carving pots were the same people, or 
felt the same pressures to change the way they incised their respective mediums.  Overall, 
the changes in the patterns of motifs and execution of incising and stamping suggest that 
people varied the way they potted as the effects of colonization were felt more heavily.  
Decreases in incised motif diversity and increases in rectilinear Altamaha style pottery 
suggest that interaction with a wide variety of people decreased through the Contact 
Period (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580), while interaction with coastal Altamaha groups 
increased in intensity, also supported by paste variation. However, incised motifs do not 
converge with Altamaha techniques, suggesting that Big Bend Lamar potters and 
Altamaha potters remained separate potting groups. 
 
Summary 
 
A perfect timeline cannot be constructed with data from this study, but the data do 
indicate that Coffee Bluff and Glass were likely occupied during the pre-Contact Period 
into the late sixteenth century and that Lind Landing and Sand Ridge are likely the latest 
dating sites, occupied during the seventeenth, and possibly the early eighteenth century.  
Given this, it is apparent that changes in ceramic production through time do exist. 
Decreasing richness of paste recipes suggests a reduction in interaction between Big 
Bend potters and the wider Lamar world, or differences in activities taking place at each 
site.  This may indicate a decrease in ceremonialism or larger gatherings of diverse 
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groups from the region.  While this decrease in interaction took place, interaction with 
coastal groups may have increased, indicated by increased frequency of rectilinear 
stamping and folded rim alterations.  This suggests that changes in ceramics from the 
Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) to Mission Periods (A.D. 1580 to A.D. 1715) on the 
coast and in the interior, may be due to an intensified interaction between residents of the 
two regions. 
Site usage can also be determined based on the presences of vessel types and 
richness of motifs.  Glass has the largest number of ceremonial vessels, followed by Lind 
Landing, suggesting that these two sites were political and religious centers.  9CF46 and 
Sand Ridge had very few or no ceremonial vessels suggesting that these sites served more 
utilitarian purposes.  People living at Sand Ridge, an Altamaha group living far from their 
political and ceremonial centers on the coast, were likely feeling the pressures of making 
a home in a new location, along with the effects of European colonization, such as 
increased presence of infectious diseases.  This may have caused a breakdown in ceramic 
learning, resulting in fewer ceremonial vessels and a decreased richness in stamping 
motifs.  Additionally, certain trappings of ceremonial activities may have become less 
important in the face of these challenges. Alternatively, less richness in stamping 
elements at Sand Ridge may reflect the wider Altamaha tradition that was possibly less 
rich in stamping elements than the Lamar Big Bend region. 
Site 9CF46 and Coffee Bluff were like smaller farming villages when compared 
to Glass and Lind Landing.  This is supported by the reduced number of ceremonial 
vessels.  At site 9CF46, this is also supported by a less rich sample of incised motifs and 
paste recipes. 
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Richness in incised motifs and stamped elements offer insights into changes in 
ceramic production though time as well.  Analysis of stamped motifs suggests that 
richness of stamping styles decreased through time, similar to paste recipes, and began to 
merge with coastal motifs. This suggests that stamped motifs homogenized as contact 
with coastal regions increased through time.  It is likely that coastal Altamaha stamped 
motifs are generally less rich than the Lamar stamped tradition in the Big Bend.  This 
change in richness suggests a decrease in interaction with groups outside of the coastal 
region, supporting trends seen in the paste recipes. The richness of incised motifs 
remained the same through time.  Additionally, incised motifs do not become more 
similar to Coastal incised motifs.  Both of these factors indicate that the Big Bend 
remained part of separate learning tradition that was distinct from the coast, in spite of the 
fact that many stamped elements, along with folded rim construction, were merging with 
coastal styles. 
Additionally, based on the averages of incised and stamped lands and grooves, 
two levels of learning communities can be identified. One at the regional level that is 
demonstrated through changing distances between incised and stamped lines, which vary 
through time.  Another at the site level that is demonstrated through the width of incised 
groove, which vary across site, but show no temporal trends throughout the region.  
These attributes also demonstrate that changes in incised and stamped carving techniques 
change together, suggesting that the people carving paddles were the same people carving 
pots or at least part of the same learning group. 
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Chapter 10 CONCLUSION 
 
 Analyses of the ceramic assemblages of the five Contact and Mission period sites 
in the Big Bend region have 1) refined the ceramic timeline of the region, and 2) 
established how ceramic production changed from the Contact to the Mission period.  
The nature of these changes allows for a discussion of what social factors drove those 
changes and how they are related to ceramic production changes taking place on the 
coast. In order to refine the timeline and establish changes in production, attributes of 
paste, vessel construction, and stamped and incised motifs were recorded and discussed. 
Below is a summary of the findings followed by discussion and significance of the work, 
along with suggestions for future investigations. 
Summary of Findings 
 Analysis of ceramic pastes demonstrates that the fineness of paste and density of 
mica and quartz are related to the vessel type.  Carinated bowls are more likely to have 
lower densities of quartz grit-sized inclusions and higher densities of mica inclusions, 
while jars are likely to have higher densities of quartz grit-sized inclusions.  The higher 
density of quartz inclusions in jars may have served to decrease the frequencies of 
catastrophic breaking while in use. Additionally, Sand Ridge (the Altamaha site) 
contained higher percentages of mica throughout the assemblage. 
 At Sand Ridge, surface treatment may have played a larger role in paste choice 
than vessel type.  There is no correlation between paste types and vessel types, but there 
is a correlation between surface treatment and paste type. Incised sherds are more likely 
to have finer micaceous pastes, but vessels that are commonly incised, such as carinated 
bowls and brimmed bowls, show no statistically significant correlation. 
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 In addition to vessel pastes, three raw clay sources were analyzed.  The results of 
this analysis demonstrate that grit-sized quartz was likely added to raw clays.  The three 
clays analyzed contained very little grit-size quartz, but it is relatively common in vessels 
at all sites.  Only one clay sample analyzed contained mica, and the mica was present in 
higher densities than in most sherds analyzed. Given that ethnographic accounts 
demonstrate the potters such as the Catawba mixed clay sources, it is possible that potters 
in the Big Bend were mixing micaceous and non-micaceous clays to attain a preferred 
texture for finer clays, diluting the amount of mica present in clays used for micaceous 
vessels. 
 Lastly, it is important to note that Glass, a chiefly center and early Contact period 
site, contained the largest variety of paste types. Lind Landing and 9CF46 had the 
smallest number of paste types.  This is expected from the relatively small site 9CF46, 
but is interesting at Lind Landing, which was likely a relatively large site and one of the 
latest dating sites in the collection. When richness of paste subclasses is analyzed, Glass 
is richer than Lind Landing, while 9CF46 is the least rich. This suggests that through time 
at ceremonial centers, richness in paste recipes decreased. There are three potential 
explanations for this.  First, because Glass was a chiefly center, it was likely a regional 
gathering place for the busk and other ceremonies.  People from other regions with access 
to other clay types attending events would have brought feast contributions or trade items 
in ceramic vessels, which were then disposed of on site.  People from neighboring 
regions with access to different clays and different expectations of proper potting clay 
would have left behind ceramics with a variety of clay pastes.  As regional interactions 
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changed into the Mission period, large regional gatherings may have decreased, causing 
fewer paste recipes to be present at sites such as Lind Landing.   
Second, as social structures were strained during the Mission period due to 
increased disease and changing economic pressures, instruction in ceramic production 
may have been interrupted or become a lower priority, causing paste recipes to be lost. 
Third, it is possible that the non-controlled excavation and survey of Lind Landing may 
have resulted in a sample bias. 
 Like ceramic paste, vessel construction analysis demonstrates both similarities 
and differences among sites.  Each site constructed similar vessel types, most notably, 
jars, carinated bowls, and brimmed bowls.  However, each site made the vessels in 
slightly different ways.  This is most notable in the jar category.  Four jar types were 
identified, collared jar, bulbous jar, standard jar, and irregular jar. Collared jars were 
found almost exclusively at Coffee Bluff, though all other jar types were found there as 
well.  This suggests that construction was broadly similar across sites, but different at 
each site. This is also supported by variations in rim and wall thickness of vessels. 
 Additionally, the types of vessels at each site demonstrate what activities were 
common at each site.  The relatively high percentage of ceremonial vessels at Glass 
suggests that rituals and other political functions were taking place there.  This is 
supported by the larger variety of ceramic pastes found at Glass, as discussed above.  
Sand Ridge and 9CF46 contained no ceremonial vessels, suggesting that activities at the 
sites were largely domestic.  
 Folded rim construction varied across sites as well.  Sand Ridge and Lind Landing 
have the deepest folds, largest pinches, and the largest space between pinches.  
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Additionally, potters at these two sites were more likely to use tools to make the 
“pinches” found on the folded rims.  This is interesting because these are two of the latest 
dating sites, suggesting that Lamar and Altamaha folded rim styles converge through 
time. However, the ratios of pinch to space between pinch and pinch to depth of folded 
rim show no trend in variation, remaining relatively stable across sites.  Though variation 
exists, the template for folded rims was similar, suggesting that the potters at all sites 
were part of the same folded rim tradition, observing an accepted template. 
Additionally, Sand Ridge rims are more likely to break by shearing off of the 
body of the pot rather than breaking perpendicular to the body.  Because folded rims were 
likely adopted by Altamaha potters from potters in the interior, this different breakage 
pattern likely suggests that Altamaha potters were mimicking folded rim style rather than 
directly observing construction of folded rims.  Alternatively, it could be an indication 
that potters at Sand Ridge (likely living in a stressed state after leaving their coastal 
homeland) lost continuity in potting instruction that led to different folded rim 
techniques. Further analysis of coastal Altamaha sites is required to clarify this. 
 Design analysis complements the paste and vessel construction analyses.  Four 
basic incised motifs were identified, Filfot Cross, barred oval, triangular, and interlocking 
“S”.  The Filfot Cross is the most common motif, while the barred oval is a close second 
across sites.  Both are most commonly found on carinated bowls.  The triangular motif 
and interlocking “S” are almost equally common across sites, and both are more likely to 
be found on brimmed bowls.  Irregular incised motifs are most common at Glass and 
least common at Lind Landing and Coffee Bluff.  They occur most often on irregular 
vessel types and brimmed bowls. As with paste types, Glass had the largest number of 
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different incised motifs, while Lind Landing and Coffee Bluff have the fewest, lending 
further support to the argument that Glass was a regional gathering center.   
 The execution of the incising on pots varied across sites as well. Groove widths at 
each site remained relatively similar, while the width of incised lands varied across sites. 
Because grooves remained similar, it is possible that the tool used to create incised lines 
remained the same through time, but the spacing of incised lines changed.   
 Stamped motifs did not fall neatly into categories in the same way that incised 
motifs did, though the majority of the stamped motifs are a variant of the Filfot Cross. 
Unlike incised motifs, the carved groove varied across sites in addition to the land. Also, 
similar to incised motifs, Glass had a richer assemblage than Lind Landing, supporting 
the paste analysis, which indicates that regional interaction decreased. Site 9CF46 was 
the least rich, suggesting that it was not a regional center, such as Glass, but rather a 
small farming village. 
 Richness of incised motifs was generally similar at all sites.  This indicates that 
the forces that altered stamped elements (increased contact with coastal groups) did not 
alter the incised ceramic tradition.  As coastal and interior groups interacted more 
frequently during Contact period, the Altamaha tradition began to emerge on the coast.  
This affected stamped traditions in the interior, but apparently not incised traditions. 
 The variation across sites and the specific vessels used at each site allows for 
interpretation of settlement hierarchy in the region.  As discussed with paste types and 
incised and stamped motifs, Glass was likely a regional gathering center.  The large 
variety of paste types and incised and stamped designs support this. Pots were likely 
brought to the site by groups attending political and ceremonial gatherings. Coffee Bluff, 
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a contemporary of the Glass site, shows a much smaller variety of paste and vessel 
decoration. Glass has a comparatively large percentage of ceremonial vessels, while 
Coffee bluff has a relatively small percentage. Both of these observations, along with 
paste recipes, support this that Glass was a regional gathering place and possibly a polity 
seat.   
 Additionally, the folded rims allowed for the creation of a timeline of the sites.  
Glass and Coffee Bluff were likely occupied in the very Late Prehistoric period and into 
the early Contact period.  Lind Landing and Sand Ridge were likely occupied in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, well into the Mission period. A more exact date 
could not be assigned to 9CF46, though it is likely broadly contemporary with the other 
sites in the analysis. Establishing this timeline allows for a discussion of changes over 
time.  
 
Discussion of Findings 
Changing Interaction in the Big Bend 
  Based on the decrease in the number of paste types, motif types, and ceremonial 
vessels through time, it is likely that the nature of Native American interaction changed 
from the Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) through the Mission periods (A.D. 1580 to 
A.D. 1715). Data suggest that variation in paste recipe and incised and stamped motifs 
decreased through time. It is possible, as discussed above, that the large number and 
variety of paste recipes, and stamped and incised motifs, suggest that the early Contact 
period site, Glass, was a gathering center for the region and groups brought ceramic 
vessels containing trade goods and food to these gatherings, increasing the types of pastes 
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and decoration at Glass.  The variety is likely the result of non-local vessels in the Glass 
assemblage or of potters mimicking the motifs of other potters with whom they came into 
contact relatively frequently.  
Lind Landing has the second largest number of ceremonial vessels of the sites 
analyzed.  This suggests that ceremonial activities took place on the site.  Given that 
ceremonial centers are often gathering places, it might be assumed that Lind Landing was 
a regional gathering place, similar to Glass. However, there is less variation in pastes and 
motifs at the site, suggesting that fewer and less diverse groups were bringing pots to the 
site as part of the busk ceremony and other political and ceremonial activities. There are 
three possible explanations for this change over time. First, it is possible that during the 
Mission period, fewer groups gathered at regional centers due to population decrease 
from European diseases and movement to mission centers on the coast as threats of 
British back slave raids increased.  
Second, the economic structure of groups in the interior was changing as the 
European demand for furs and skins and Native American demand for European goods 
increased. As the restructuring of Native American society, referred to as the 
“Mississippian Shatter Zone” (Ethridge and Shuck-Hall 2009), occurred, regional 
gathering places and ceremonial centers likely changed.  Perhaps the Big Bend was no 
longer a regional center during the Mission period, as it had been during the Contact 
period. Third, it is possible that the non-controlled nature of excavation and survey at 
Lind Landing resulted in a bias sample. 
While widespread intergroup interaction decreased through time, it is possible 
that interaction with the coast remained the same or increased. Lind Landing is similar to 
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Sand Ridge (and other coastal Altamaha sites) folded rim appearance, stamped motifs, 
and some aspects of vessel form, suggesting a convergence of Altamaha and Lamar 
potting in the Mission period. This may indicate an intensification of interaction between 
the two potting groups from the Contact to the Mission period. 
Though interaction with the coast possibly became the focus of Big Bend groups, 
potting characteristics distinctive of the Big Bend persisted. Lind Landing differs from 
Sand Ridge and other Altamaha sites in several ways.  Incised designs do not become 
more like Altamaha incised motifs and Altamaha sites generally have relatively high 
percentages of bowls and this percentage increases through time, which does not occur at 
Lind Landing.  However, Lind Landing does have two examples of a "bell shaped" bowl, 
which is unique to Altamaha pottery assemblages.  In spite of this, the carinated bowl, 
which is very rare in Altamaha assemblages, remains a popular vessel at Lind Landing.  
These differences with coastal potters suggest that though interaction with Altamaha 
groups may have intensified, the potters of the Big Bend remained a cohesive potting 
group distinct from coastal Altamaha groups. 
 
Square Ground Lamar 
 
Frankie Snow has defined the Late Prehistoric and Contact period ceramics of the 
Big Bend as Square Ground Lamar or Pine Barrens Lamar (Snow 1977, 1990).  He 
argues that rectilinear stamping motifs in the region are indicative of the Contact period, 
while curvilinear stamping is prehistoric. Additionally, his naming of the region’s 
ceramic tradition implies that the potters living in the area were a cohesive potting group 
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that was separate from other regional groups, such as those in the Piedmont and coastal 
regions (Williams and Shapiro 1990).  
My research demonstrates that the carved paddle motifs of the Big Bend are both 
curvilinear and rectilinear in the Contact and Mission periods.  However, rectilinear 
paddle motifs become more popular during the Mission period. This research also 
demonstrates that the Square Ground Lamar ceramic tradition is decidedly different than 
the coastal traditions prehistorically, and remains so during the Contact and Mission 
periods.  It is yet unknown how the carved paddle motifs are related to the Piedmont 
Lamar ceramic tradition, as there is very little published information on paddle designs 
from the Late Prehistoric period.  However, the ceramic traditions are probably related 
given that the Big Bend people likely moved to the region from the Piedmont.  
Additionally, it is unknown how this tradition relates to neighboring river valleys, such as 
the Satilla to the south and the Little Ocmulgee, Ohoopee, and Ogeechee to the east, 
where very little archaeology has been conducted.  It is therefore possible that the 
tradition extends beyond the Big Bend region. 
The Creation of Altamaha Pottery 
These changes in interaction between the Big Bend residents and coastal groups 
can shed light on the emergence of the Altamaha pottery tradition. As discussed briefly in 
Chapter Two, the emergence of the Altamaha tradition began sometime in the 1580’s as 
the Spanish were colonizing the coastal regions (DePratter 2009:40; Thomas 2009:80), 
suggesting that Altamaha pottery was developed and then adopted by a large portion of 
coastal groups in the Spanish realm when the Big Bend sites in this study were occupied. 
This is based on excavations of Santa Elena in South Carolina, which was one of the first 
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Spanish military outposts in the Southeast (DePratter 2009). Researchers have 
demonstrated that ceramics from this site reflect the transition from the prehistoric Irene 
tradition to the post-Contact Altamaha tradition (DePratter 2009).  
Worth (2009, 2017) and Saunders (2009, 2012) have demonstrated that Altamaha 
ceramics on the coast were adopted by multiple ethnic groups (Escamacu, Guale, and 
Mocama) and replaced multiple prehistoric ceramic traditions (Irene, San Pedro, and to a 
lesser extent St. Johns). The Leon-Jefferson ceramic tradition followed a similar pattern 
in the panhandle of Florida.  Saunders (2012) has proposed that increased demand for 
Native American produced ceramics in St. Augustine may have led to the emergence of a 
market economy for Altamaha ceramics, which resulted the widespread use of the 
ceramic type.  Worth (2009, 2017) dismisses this idea because there is no documentary 
evidence for a market economy. Rather he argues that the mission system and the 
Spanish draft of male laborers created a “regional interaction network” (Worth 
2009:206). Later he refines this, arguing that the South Atlantic Coast becomes a large 
community of practice in which potters shared information and learning techniques 
(2017). This is possible, though Worth himself (2009) argues that there is no large 
population movement as Altamaha is being adopted. Therefore, it is unclear why potters 
would be coming into more contact and creating new learning communities, if as Worth 
(2009, 2017) contends, the potters were female, but it was largely men that were moving 
throughout the region.  Currently, there is not enough evidence to determine why 
Altamaha pottery was adopted so widely and quickly after contact with Europeans.  
However, this study sheds light on how Altamaha ceramics were developed, which will 
be important to future studies addressing this question.    
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The earliest sites in the study were occupied prior to 1540, based on the European 
artifacts excavated at the site and radiocarbon dating (Blanton et al 2011), forty years 
before the development of Altamaha pottery in South Carolina and Georgia, where 
evidence of the development of Altamaha pottery exists (DePratter 2009; Straub 2017). 
The latest sites, Sand Ridge and Lind Landing, were occupied at least into the early 
eighteenth century, well after Altamaha ceramics were adopted by the inhabitants of a 
large portion of the South Atlantic Coast. Because coastal and Big Bend interaction 
increased during this time period and the Altamaha tradition adopted several interior 
attributes (such as folded rims and red filming), it is likely that interaction with interior 
groups played a key role in the creation of the Altamaha tradition.  Therefore, this 
transition to Altamaha was possibly a conversation between potters in the interior and 
coastal regions.   
Evidence from this study suggests that this was not a one-way exchange of ideas, 
but that both groups altered their potting traditions as interaction continued. This has been 
previously suggested by Moore and Jefferies (2014).  Altamaha potters adopted interior 
traditions such as the folded rim, which was common in the interior from the Late 
Woodland (A.D. 500 to A.D. 1000) into the Mississippian Period (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 
1600), though it was unknown in coastal regions prior the emergence of the Altamaha 
tradition.  In addition, the folded rims from the two different regions became more similar 
through time.  This is seen in the use of tools to make the folded rim “pinch” and the 
increase in folded rim depth, both of which were uncommon in the interior prior to the 
Mission period.  Similarly, curvilinear stamped motifs were common in the prehistoric 
ceramic traditions on the coast and the Big Bend. Post-contact traditions on the coast 
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nearly eliminated curvilinear stamping (Saunders 2000) and the popularity of curvilinear 
stamping in the Big Bend decreased during the Mission period, though remained in 
higher percentages than at Altamaha sites.  
There are two explanations for this increase in ceramic similarity between the two 
regions.  First, Altamaha potters adopted the folded rim from the interior, but altered the 
tradition by using tools to create the “pinches”.  These alterations were then passed back 
to interior potters.  Second, it is possible that these changes happened through time in the 
Big Bend, and Altamaha potters did not adopt it until these changes had already occurred 
in the interior.  These explanations can also be applied to the increase in rectilinear 
stamping on the coast and in the interior.  More controlled excavations at Lind Landing 
would likely reveal European artifacts or carbon materials that can be dated, which would 
shed light on which explanation is more likely.  In addition, excavations at other interior 
sites occupied from the Contact (A.D. 1526 to A.D. 1580) to the Mission Period (A.D. 
1580 to A.D. 1715) would add to the understanding of the timing of this transition. 
 However, unlike coastal potters, whose prehistoric ceramic traditions were 
eclipsed by the Altamaha tradition, the Big Bend region retained a separate potting 
tradition.  Bell-shaped bowls, not common the prehistoric Lamar pottery, were not 
adopted.  Additionally, the incised ceramics of the Big Bend remained more similar to 
prehistoric and early contact periods traditions than those of the coastal Mission period.  
In addition, curvilinear stamping motifs remained in use in the Big Bend into the 
eighteenth century. Whether market forces (Saunders 2012) or a community of practice 
(Worth 2017) caused the widespread adoption of Altamaha ceramics on the coast, the 
interior of Georgia remained much less affected, suggesting that the Big Bend was not a 
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cohesive part of the Spanish Mission system, in spite of the visitas mission located in the 
region. 
Significance 
These findings lead to important considerations for Contact period studies. 
Previous Contact and Mission period studies have relied on the concept of acculturation 
to explain post-European contact in Native American societies (Worth 2006).  
Acculturation theory assumes that change is a one-way interaction, where groups with the 
least power in the contact situation adopt traits from the powerful groups (in this case the 
powerful groups is assumed to be the Europeans).  However, there are two main 
problems with this theory.  First, it assumes that Europeans were the most powerful 
players in the contact situation.  The Southeastern United States is often considered a 
backwater colony of the Spanish Empire where there were very few natural resources to 
exploit and there was a relatively small Spanish population (Bushnell 1994). The Spanish 
people living the Southeast were a minority and relied on Native American groups for 
food, cooking pots, and other critical resources.  
In addition, acculturation theories overlook the interactions of Native American 
groups outside of the Spanish sphere of influence.  Rather, the Big Bend and coastal 
Georgia, along with other areas of indirect contact, should be conceived of as areas of 
“cross cutting social networks,” where precontact networks were not eliminated upon 
missionization (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995:438). In fact, contact between the Big Bend 
and mission Native Americans may have become loaded symbolically as groups choose 
to alter their material culture in specific ways. Silliman (2001) argues that the continued 
use of Native American-made lithic tools at Rancho Petaluma in colonial California was 
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a political decision on the part of Native American working in the rancho to maintain and 
display continued contact with groups outside of the Spanish realm. It is possible that the 
increasing similarity between coastal and interior potting tradition in the Big Bend was a 
similar political action. 
 In the Big Bend region and perhaps the Altamaha region as well, it is apparent, 
based on the present research and that of others (Moore and Jefferies 2014; Straub 2017) 
that changes in ceramic production are the result of changes in the nature of interaction 
with other Native American groups.  As coastal groups adopted interior traditions and 
continued interaction with groups on the edges of the Spanish world, they demonstrated 
their ability to actively maintain and change Native American practices in the face of 
Spanish colonization.  Additionally, potters in the Big Bend region maintained their own 
identity, resisting the pull to fully participate in the Spanish mission system by 
contributing to, but not fully adopting, Altamaha ceramic traditions. 
 
Future Work 
 These conclusion rest partially on assumptions that need to be tested 
archaeologically.  First, controlled excavations of discrete proveniences are needed at 
Lind Landing to further clarify 1) the nature of activities taking place on the site and 2) 
whether or not it is the site of the visitas mission Santa Isabel de Utinahica.  These 
excavations will make the ceramic assemblage more comparable to other sites in the 
region and on the coast.  Identifying Santa Isabel will demonstrate the nature of Spanish 
contact in the region in the Mission period as well. 
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 Second, though Sand Ridge is an Altamaha site, its location away from the 
heartland of the Altamaha tradition suggests that ceramic analysis from this site should 
not be used as a proxy for coastal Altamaha ceramics.  It is therefore important that 
similar technological analysis be undertaken at coastal Altamaha sites.  Straub (2017) has 
begun important research in this topic and Saunders’s (2000) study serves as springboard 
for these analyses. 
 Further analysis of formation techniques will identify additional learning 
communities.  Identifying different tools that were used to carve both pots and carved 
wooden paddles is one avenue to pursue.  How paddle stamps were applied may give 
insight as well. Did some groups apply stamps with more focus on how clearly visible the 
stamp is? Are other groups less concerned with visibility of stamped motif? Additionally, 
better understanding the sequence in which incised designed are applied to pots may 
identify additional learning communities. 
 In addition to this, petrographic and chemical analysis of ceramics from sites in 
the Big Bend and the coast (and other contemporaneously occupied regions of Georgia) 
will more conclusively demonstrate the nature of interaction between groups in the 
Contact and Mission periods.  As a compliment to this, matching carved paddles (sensu 
Snow and Stephenson 1998) will demonstrate interaction between groups as well.   
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APPENDIX A - Provenience 
 
Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB1 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB100 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB101 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB102 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB103 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB104 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB105 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB106 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB107 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB108 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB109 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB11 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB110 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB111 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB112 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB113 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB115 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB117 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB118 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB119 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB12 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB120 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB121 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB122 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB123 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB124 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB125 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB126 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB127 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB128 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB13 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB130 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB131 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB133 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB134 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB135 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB136 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB137 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB138 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB139 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB14 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB141 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB142 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB143 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB144 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB145 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB146 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB147 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB148 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB149 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB15 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB150 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB151 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB152 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB153 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB154 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB155 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB156 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB157 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB158 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB159 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB16 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB160 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB162 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB163 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB164 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB165 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB166 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB167 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB168 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB169 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB17 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB171 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB172 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB173 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB174 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB175 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB176 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB177 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB179 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB18 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB180 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB181 9TF115 Midden 2, refits with 162 Surface Collection 
CB182 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB183 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB184 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB185 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB186 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB187 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB188 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB189 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB19 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB190 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB191 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB192 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB193 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB194 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB195 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB196 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB197 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB198 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB199 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB2 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB20 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB200 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB201 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB202 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB203 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB204 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB205 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB206 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB207 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB208 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB209 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB21 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB210 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB211 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB212 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB213 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB214 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB215 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB216 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB217 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB218 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB219 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB22 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB220 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB221 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB222 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB223 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB224 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB225 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB226 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB227 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB228 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB229 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB23 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB230 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB231 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB232 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB233 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB234 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB235 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB236 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB237 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB238 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB239 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB24 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB240 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB241 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB242 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB243 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB244 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB245 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB246 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB247 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB248 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB249 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB25 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB250 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB251 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB252 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB253 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB254 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB255 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB256 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB257 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB258 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB259 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB26 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB260 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB261 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB262 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB263 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB264 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB265 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB266 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB267 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB268 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB269 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB27 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB270 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB271 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB272 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB273 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB274 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB275 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB276 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB277 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB278 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB279 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB28 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB280 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB281 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB282 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB283 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB284 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB285 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB286 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB287 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB288 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB289 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB29 9TF115 midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB290 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB291 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB292 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB293 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB294 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB295 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB296 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB297 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB298 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB299 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB3 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB300 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB301 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB302 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB303 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB304 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB305 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB306 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB307 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB308 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB309 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB31 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB310 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB311 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB312 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB313 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB314 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB315 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB316 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB317 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB318 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB319 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB32 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB320 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB321 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB322 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB324 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB325 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB326 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB327 9TF115 Midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB328 9TF115 Midden 2 "Vessel 42" Surface Collection 
CB329 9TF115 Midden 2 "Vessel 42" Surface Collection 
CB33 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB330 9TF115 Midden 2 "Vessel 42" Surface Collection 
CB331 9TF115 Midden 2 "Vessel 42" Surface Collection 
CB332 9TF115 Midden 2 "Vessel 42" Surface Collection 
CB333 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB334 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB335 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB336 9TF115 Midden 3 "v. 7" Surface Collection 
CB337 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB338 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB339 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB34 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB340 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB341 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB342 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB343 9TF115 Midden 3 "V.18" Surface Collection 
CB344 9TF115 Midden 3 "V.18" Surface Collection 
CB345 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB346 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB347 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB348 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB349 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB35 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB350 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB351 9TF115 Midden 3 "v. 1" Surface Collection 
CB352 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB353 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB354 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB355 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB356 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB357 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB358 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB359 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB36 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB360 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB361 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB362 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB363 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB364 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB365 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB366 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB367 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB368 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB369 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB37 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB370 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB371 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB372 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB373 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB374 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB375 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB376 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB377 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB378 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB379 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB38 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB380 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB381 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB382 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB383 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB384 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB385 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB386 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB387 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB388 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB389 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB39 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB390 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB391 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB392 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB393 9TF115 unknown Surface Collection 
CB394 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB395 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB396 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB397 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB398 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB399 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB4 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB40 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB400 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB401 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB402 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB403 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB404 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB405 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB406 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB407 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB408 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB409 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB41 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB410 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB411 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB412 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB413 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB414 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB415 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB416 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB417 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB418 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB419 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB42 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB420 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB421 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB422 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB423 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB424 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB425 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB426 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB427 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB428 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB429 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB43 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB430 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB431 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB432 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB433 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB434 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB435 9TF115 Midden 5 Surface Collection 
CB436 9TF115 Midden 5  Surface Collection 
CB437 9TF115 Midden 5  Surface Collection 
CB438 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB439 9TF115 Midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB44 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB440 9TF115 Midden 4 Surface Collection 
CB441 9TF115 75 Excavated 
CB442 9TF115 75 Excavated 
CB443 9TF115 79 Excavated 
CB444 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB445 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB446 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB447 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB448 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB449 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB45 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB450 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB451 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB452 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB453 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB454 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB455 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB456 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB457 9TF115 87 Excavated 
CB458 9TF115 88 Excavated 
CB459 9TF115 89 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB46 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB460 9TF115 123 Excavated 
CB461 9TF115 130 Excavated 
CB462 9TF115 462 Excavated 
CB463 9TF115 99 Excavated 
CB464 9TF115 98 Excavated 
CB465 9TF115 98 Excavated 
CB466 9TF115 98 Excavated 
CB467 9TF115 56, 63 Excavated 
CB468 9TF115 31 Excavated 
CB469 9TF115 31 Excavated 
CB47 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB470 9TF115 31 Excavated 
CB471 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB472 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB473 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB474 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB475 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB477 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB478 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB479 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB48 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB480 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB481 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB482 9TF115 55 Excavated 
CB484 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB485 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB486 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB487 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB488 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB489 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB49 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB490 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB491 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB492 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB493 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB494 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB495 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB496 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB497 9TF115 53 Excavated 
CB498 9TF115 54 Excavated 
CB499 9TF115 54 Excavated 
CB5 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB50 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB500 9TF115 57 Excavated 
CB501 9TF115 69 Excavated 
CB502 9TF115 63 Excavated 
CB503 9TF115 62 Excavated 
CB504 9TF115 108 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB505 9TF115 108 Excavated 
CB506 9TF115 107 Excavated 
CB507 9TF115 104 Excavated 
CB508 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB509 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB51 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB510 9TF115 112, 113 Excavated 
CB511 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB512 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB513 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB514 9TF115 110 Excavated 
CB515 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB516 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB517 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB518 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB519 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB52 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB520 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB521 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB522 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB523 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB524 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB525 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB526 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB527 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB529 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB53 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB530 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB532 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB533 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB534 9TF115 116 Excavated 
CB535 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB536 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB537 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB538 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB539 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB54 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB540 9TF115 58 Excavated 
CB541 9TF115 130 Excavated 
CB542 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB543 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB544 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB545 9TF115 59 Excavated 
CB546 9TF115 63 Excavated 
CB547 9TF115 85 Excavated 
CB548 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB549 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB55 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB550 9TF115   
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB551 9TF115 72 Excavated 
CB552 9TF115 75 Excavated 
CB553 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB554 9TF115 50 Excavated 
CB555 9TF115 107 Excavated 
CB556 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB557 9TF115 124 Excavated 
CB558 9TF115 57 Excavated 
CB559 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB56 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB560 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB561 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB562 9TF115 59 Excavated 
CB563 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB564 9TF115 53 Excavated 
CB565 9TF115 97 Excavated 
CB566 9TF115 74 Excavated 
CB567 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB568 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB569 9TF115 50 Excavated 
CB57 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB570 9TF115 27 Excavated 
CB571 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB572 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB573 9TF115 88 Excavated 
CB574 9TF115 27 Excavated 
CB575 9TF115 123 Excavated 
CB576 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB577 9TF115 27 Excavated 
CB578 9TF115 64 Excavated 
CB579 9TF115 83 Excavated 
CB58 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB580 9TF115 105 Excavated 
CB581 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB582 9TF115 73 Excavated 
CB584 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB585 9TF115 56 Excavated 
CB586 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB587 9TF115 88 Excavated 
CB588 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB589 9TF115 66 Excavated 
CB59 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB590 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB591 9TF115 61 Excavated 
CB592 9TF115 50 Excavated 
CB593 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB594 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB595 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB596 9TF115 102, 112 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
CB597 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB598 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB599 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB6 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB60 9TF115 midden 2 Surface Collection 
CB600 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB601 9TF115 106 Excavated 
CB602 9TF115 124 Excavated 
CB603 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB604 9TF115 30 Excavated 
CB605 9TF115 84 Excavated 
CB606 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB607 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB608 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB609 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB610 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB611 9TF115 23 Excavated 
CB612 9TF115 60 Excavated 
CB613 9TF115 107 Excavated 
CB614 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB615 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB616 9TF115 108 Excavated 
CB617 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB618 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB619 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB62 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB620 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB621 9TF115 102 Excavated 
CB622 9TF115 109 Excavated 
CB623 9TF115 75 Excavated 
CB624 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB625 9TF115 87 Excavated 
CB626 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB627 9TF115 32 Excavated 
CB628 9TF115 midden 1, lot 55 Surface Collection 
CB629 9TF115 113, 105, 109 Excavated 
CB63 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB630 9TF115 113 Excavated 
CB632 9TF115 57, 89 Excavated 
CB633 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB634 9TF115 38, 75 Excavated 
CB635 9TF115 86, midden 1 Excavated 
CB636 9TF115 112 Excavated 
CB637 9TF115 52 Excavated 
CB638 9TF115 69 Excavated 
CB639 9TF115 54 Excavated 
CB640 9TF115 99, Midden 1 Excavated 
CB641 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB642 9TF115 115 Excavated 
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CB643 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB644 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB645 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB646 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB647 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB648 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB649 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB65 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB650 9TF115 124, 101 Excavated 
CB651 9TF115 268 Excavated 
CB652 9TF115 329 Excavated 
CB653 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB654 9TF115 midden 1, 123 Surface Collection 
CB656 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB657 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB658 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB659 9TF115 98, 87, 123 Excavated 
CB66 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB660 9TF115 midden1, 109 Surface Collection 
CB661 9TF115 105, 101 Excavated 
CB662 9TF115 63, 59, 56, 87, 51, 53 Excavated 
CB663 9TF115 28 Excavated 
CB664 9TF115 86 Excavated 
CB67 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB68 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB69 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB7 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB70 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB71 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB72 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB73 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB74 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB75 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB76 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB77 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB78 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB79 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB8 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
CB80 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB81 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB82 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB83 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB84 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB85 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB86 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB87 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB88 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB89 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB9 9TF115 midden 1 Surface Collection 
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CB90 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB91 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB92 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB93 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB94 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB95 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB96 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB97 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB98 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CB99 9TF115 midden 3 Surface Collection 
CoffeeBluff1 Coffee Bluff Coffee Bluff Clay Sample 
CoffeeBluff2 Coffee Bluff Coffee Bluff Clay Sample 
CoffeeBluff3 Coffee Bluff Coffee Bluff Clay Sample 
Glass1 Glass Glass Clay Sample 
Glass2 Glass Glass Clay Sample 
Glass3 Glass Glass Clay Sample 
GS1 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS10 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS100 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1000 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1001 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1002 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1003 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1004 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1005 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1006 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1007 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1008 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1009 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS101 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1010 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1011 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1012 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1013 9TF145   
GS1014 9TF145   
GS1015 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1016 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1017 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1018 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1019 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS102 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1020 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1021 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1022 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1023 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1024 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1025 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1026 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1027 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
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GS1028 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS103 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1030 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1031 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1032 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1033 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1034 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1035 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1036 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1037 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1038 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1039 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS104 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1040 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1041 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1042 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1043 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1045 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1046 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1047 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1048 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1049 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS105 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1050 9TF145 GS Unit 74 IV Excavated 
GS1051 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1052 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1053 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1055 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1056 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1057 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1058 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1059 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS106 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1060 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1061 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1062 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1063 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1064 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1065 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1066 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1067 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1068 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS1069 9TF145 GS Pit III Excavated 
GS107 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1071 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1072 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1073 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1074 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1075 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
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GS1076 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1077 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1078 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1079 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS108 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1080 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1081 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1082 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1083 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1084 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1085 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1086 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1087 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1088 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1089 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS109 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1090 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1093 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1094 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1095 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1096 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1097 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1098 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1099 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS11 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS110 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1100 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1101 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1102 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1103 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1104 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1106 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1107 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS1108 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1109 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS111 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1110 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1111 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1112 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1113 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1114 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1115 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1116 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1117 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1118 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1119 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS112 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1120 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1121 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
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GS1122 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1123 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1124 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1125 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1126 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1127 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1128 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1129 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS113 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1130 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1131 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1132 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1133 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1134 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1135 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1136 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1137 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1138 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1139 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS114 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1140 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1141 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1142 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1143 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1144 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1145 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1146 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1147 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1148 9TF145 GS PIT MIXED IIIB-VIII Excavated 
GS1149 9TF145   
GS115 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1150 9TF145   
GS1151 9TF145   
GS1152 9TF145   
GS1153 9TF145   
GS1154 9TF145   
GS1155 9TF145   
GS1156 9TF145   
GS1157 9TF145   
GS1158 9TF145   
GS1159 9TF145   
GS116 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1160 9TF145   
GS1161 9TF145   
GS1162 9TF145   
GS1163 9TF145   
GS1164 9TF145   
GS1165 9TF145   
GS1166 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
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GS1167 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1168 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1169 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS117 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1170 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1171 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1172 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1173 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1174 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1175 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1176 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1177 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1178 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1179 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS118 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1180 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1181 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1182 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1183 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1184 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1185 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1186 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1187 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1188 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1189 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS119 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1190 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1191 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1192 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1193 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1194 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1195 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1196 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1197 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1198 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1199 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS12 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS120 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1200 9TF145 GS PIT IV Excavated 
GS1201 9TF145 GS PIT IV Excavated 
GS1202 9TF145 GS PIT IV Excavated 
GS1203 9TF145 GS PIT IV Excavated 
GS1204 9TF145 GS PIT IV Excavated 
GS1205 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1206 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1207 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1208 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1209 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS121 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS1210 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1211 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1212 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1213 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1214 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1215 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1216 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1217 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1218 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1219 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS122 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1220 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1221 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1222 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1223 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1224 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1225 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1226 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1227 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1228 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1229 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS123 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1230 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1231 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1232 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1233 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1234 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1235 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1236 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1237 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1238 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1239 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS124 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1240 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1241 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1242 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1243 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1244 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1246 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1247 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1248 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1249 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS125 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1250 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1251 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1252 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1253 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1254 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1255 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
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GS1256 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1257 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1258 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1259 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS126 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1260 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1261 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1262 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1263 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1264 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1265 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1266 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1267 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1268 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1269 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS127 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1270 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1271 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1272 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1273 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1274 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1275 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1276 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1277 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1278 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1279 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS128 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1280 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1281 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1282 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1283 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1284 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1285 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1286 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1287 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1288 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1289 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS129 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1290 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1291 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1292 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1293 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1294 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1295 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1296 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1297 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1298 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1299 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS13 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS130 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1300 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1301 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1302 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1303 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1304 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1305 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1306 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1307 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1308 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1309 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS131 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1310 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1311 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1312 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1314 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1315 9TF145 GS Pit II Excavated 
GS1316 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1317 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1318 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1319 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS132 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1320 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1321 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1322 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1323 9TF145 GS PIT V Excavated 
GS1324 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1325 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1326 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1327 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1328 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1329 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS133 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1330 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1331 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1332 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1333 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1334 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1335 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1336 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1337 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1338 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1339 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS134 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1340 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1341 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1342 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1343 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1344 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
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GS1345 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1346 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1347 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1348 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1349 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS135 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1350 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS136 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1360 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1361 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1362 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1363 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1364 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1365 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1366 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1367 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1368 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1369 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS137 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1370 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1371 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1372 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1373 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1374 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1375 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1376 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1377 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1378 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1379 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS138 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1380 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1381 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1382 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1383 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1384 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1385 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1386 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1387 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1388 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1389 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS139 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1390 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1391 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1392 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1393 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1394 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1395 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1396 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1397 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
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GS1398 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1399 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS14 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS140 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1400 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1401 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1402 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1403 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1404 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1405 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1406 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1407 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1408 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1409 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS141 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1410 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1411 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1412 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1413 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1414 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1415 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1416 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1417 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1418 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1419 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS142 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1420 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1421 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1422 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1423 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1424 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1425 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1426 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1427 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1428 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1429 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS143 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1430 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1431 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1432 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1433 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1434 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1435 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1436 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1437 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1438 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1439 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS144 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1440 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
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GS1441 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1442 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1443 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1444 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1445 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1446 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1447 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1448 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1449 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS145 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1450 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1451 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1452 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1453 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1454 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1455 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1456 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1457 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1458 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1459 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS146 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1460 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1461 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1462 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1463 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1464 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1465 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1466 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1467 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1468 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1469 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS147 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1470 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1471 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1472 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1473 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1474 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1475 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1476 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1477 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1478 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1479 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS148 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1480 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1481 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1482 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1483 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1484 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1485 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
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GS1486 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1487 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1488 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS1489 9TF145 GS PIT IIIC Excavated 
GS149 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1490 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1491 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1492 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1493 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1494 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1495 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1496 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1497 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1498 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1499 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS15 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS150 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1500 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1501 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1502 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1503 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1504 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1505 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1506 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1507 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1508 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1509 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS151 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1510 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1511 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1512 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1513 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1514 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1515 9TF145 GS PIT VIII Excavated 
GS1516 9TF145 GS PIT VIII Excavated 
GS1517 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1518 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS152 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1520 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1521 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1522 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1523 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1524 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1525 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1526 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1527 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1528 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1529 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS153 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS1530 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1531 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1532 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1533 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1534 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1535 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1536 9TF145 Late GS (Northern House) Excavated 
GS1537 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1538 9TF145 GS PIT IIIB Excavated 
GS1539 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS154 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS1540 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1541 9TF145 GS PIT VII Excavated 
GS1542 9TF145   
GS1543 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS1544 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS1545 9TF145   
GS1546 9TF145 GS PIT III Excavated 
GS1547 9TF145 GS PIT VI Excavated 
GS1548 9TF145   
GS155 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS156 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS157 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS158 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS159 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS16 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS160 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS161 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS162 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS163 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS164 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS165 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS166 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS167 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS168 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS169 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS17 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS170 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS171 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS172 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS173 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS174 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS175 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS176 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS177 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS178 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS179 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS18 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS180 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS181 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS182 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS183 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS184 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS185 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS186 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS187 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS188 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS189 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS19 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS190 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS191 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS192 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS193 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS194 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS195 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS196 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS197 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS199 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS20 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS200 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS201 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS202 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS203 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS204 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS205 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS206 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS207 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS208 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS209 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS21 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS210 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS211 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS212 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS213 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS214 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS215 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS216 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS217 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS218 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS219 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS22 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS220 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS221 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS222 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS223 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS224 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS225 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS226 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS227 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS228 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS229 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS23 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS230 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS231 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS232 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS233 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS234 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS235 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS236 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS237 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS238 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS239 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS24 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS240 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS241 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS242 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS243 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS244 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS245 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS246 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS247 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS248 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS249 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS25 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS250 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS251 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS252 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS253 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS254 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS255 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS256 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS257 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS258 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS259 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS26 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS260 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS261 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS262 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS263 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS264 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS265 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS266 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS267 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS269 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS27 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS272 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS273 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS274 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS275 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS276 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS277 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS278 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS279 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS28 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS280 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS281 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS282 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS283 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS284 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS286 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS287 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS288 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS289 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS29 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS290 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS290 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS292 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS293 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS294 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS295 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS296 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS297 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS298 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS299 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS3 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS30 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS300 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS301 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS302 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS303 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS304 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS305 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS306 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS307 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS308 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS309 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS31 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS310 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS311 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS312 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS313 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS314 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS315 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS316 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS317 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS318 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS319 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS32 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS320 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS321 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS322 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS323 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS324 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS325 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS326 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS327 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS328 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS329 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS330 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS331 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS332 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS333 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS334 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS335 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS336 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS337 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS338 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS339 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS34 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS340 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS341 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS342 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS343 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS344 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS345 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS346 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS347 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS348 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS349 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS35 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS350 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS351 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS352 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS353 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS354 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS356 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS357 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS358 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS359 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS36 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS360 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS361 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS362 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS363 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS364 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS365 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS366 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS367 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS368 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS369 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS37 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS370 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS371 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS372 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS373 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS374 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS375 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS376 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS377 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS378 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS379 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS38 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS380 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS381 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS382 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS383 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS384 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS385 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS386 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS387 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS388 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS389 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS39 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS390 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS391 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS392 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS393 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS394 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS395 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS396 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS397 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS398 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS399 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS4 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS40 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS400 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS401 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS402 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS403 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS404 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS405 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS406 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS407 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS408 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS409 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS409 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS41 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS410 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS411 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS412 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS413 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS414 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS415 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS419 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS42 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS420 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS421 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS422 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS423 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS424 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS425 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS426 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS427 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS428 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS429 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS43 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS430 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS431 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS432 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS433 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS434 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS435 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS436 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS437 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS438 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS439 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS44 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS440 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS441 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS442 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS443 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS444 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS445 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS446 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS447 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS448 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS449 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS45 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS450 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS451 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS452 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS453 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS454 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS455 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS456 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS457 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS458 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS459 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS46 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS460 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS461 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS462 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS463 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS464 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS465 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS466 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS467 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS468 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS469 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS47 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS470 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS471 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS472 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS473 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS474 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS475 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS476 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS477 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS478 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS479 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS48 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS480 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS481 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS482 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS483 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS484 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS485 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS486 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS487 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS488 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS489 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS49 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS490 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS491 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS492 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS493 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS494 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS495 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS496 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS497 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS498 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS499 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS5 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS50 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS500 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS501 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS502 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS503 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS504 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS505 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS506 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS507 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS508 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS509 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS51 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS510 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS511 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS512 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS513 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS514 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS515 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS516 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS517 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS518 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS519 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS52 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS520 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS521 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS522 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS523 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS524 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS525 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS526 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS527 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS528 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS529 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS53 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS530 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS531 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS532 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS533 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS534 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS535 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS536 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS537 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS538 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS539 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS54 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS540 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS541 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS542 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS543 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS544 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS545 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS546 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS547 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS548 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS549 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS55 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS550 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS551 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS552 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS553 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS554 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS555 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS556 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS557 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS558 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS559 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS56 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS560 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS561 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS562 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS563 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS564 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS565 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS566 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS567 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS568 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS569 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS57 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS570 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS571 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS572 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS573 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS574 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS575 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS576 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS577 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS578 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS579 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS58 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS580 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS581 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS582 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS583 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS584 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS585 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS586 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS587 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS588 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS589 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS59 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS590 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS591 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS592 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS593 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS594 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS595 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS596 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS598 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS599 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS6 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS60 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS600 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS601 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS602 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS603 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS604 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS605 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS606 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS607 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS608 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS609 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS610 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS611 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS612 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS613 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS614 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS615 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS616 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS617 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS618 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS619 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS62 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS620 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS621 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS622 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS624 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS625 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS626 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS627 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS628 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS629 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS63 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS630 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS631 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS632 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS633 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS634 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS635 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS636 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS637 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS638 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS639 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS64 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS640 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS641 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS642 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS643 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS644 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS645 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS646 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS647 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS648 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS649 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS65 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS650 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS651 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS652 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS653 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS654 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS655 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS656 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS657 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS658 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS659 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS66 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS660 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS661 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS662 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS663 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS664 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS665 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS666 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS667 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS668 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS669 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS67 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS670 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS671 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS672 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS673 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS674 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS675 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS676 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS677 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS678 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS679 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS68 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS680 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS681 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS682 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS683 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS684 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS685 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS686 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS687 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS688 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS689 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS69 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS690 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS691 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS692 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS693 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS694 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS695 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS696 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS697 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS698 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS699 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS7 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS70 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS700 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS701 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS702 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS703 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS704 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS705 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS706 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS707 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS708 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS709 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS71 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS710 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS711 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS712 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS713 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS714 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS715 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS716 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS717 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS718 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS719 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS72 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS720 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS721 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS722 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS723 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS724 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS725 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS726 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS727 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS728 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS729 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS73 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS730 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS731 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS732 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS733 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS734 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS735 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS736 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS737 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS738 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS739 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS74 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS740 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS741 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS742 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS743 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS744 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS745 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS746 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS747 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS748 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS749 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS75 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS750 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS751 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS752 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS753 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS754 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS755 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS756 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS757 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS758 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS759 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS76 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS760 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS761 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS762 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS763 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS764 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS765 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS766 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS767 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS768 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS769 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS77 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS770 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS771 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS772 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS773 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS774 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS775 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS776 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS777 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS778 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS779 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS78 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS780 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS781 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS782 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS783 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS784 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS785 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS786 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS787 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS788 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS789 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS79 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS790 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS792 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS793 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS794 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS795 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS796 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS797 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS798 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS799 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS8 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS80 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS800 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS801 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS802 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS803 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS804 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS805 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS806 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS807 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS808 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS809 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS81 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS810 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS811 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS812 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS813 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS814 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS815 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS816 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS817 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS818 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS819 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS82 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS820 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS822 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS823 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS824 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS825 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS826 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS827 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS828 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS829 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS83 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS830 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS831 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS832 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS833 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS834 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS835 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS836 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS837 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS838 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS839 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS84 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS840 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS841 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS842 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS843 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS844 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS845 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS846 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS847 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS848 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS849 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS85 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS850 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS851 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS852 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS853 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS854 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS855 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS856 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS857 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS858 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS859 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS86 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS860 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS861 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS862 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS863 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS864 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS865 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS866 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS867 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS87 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS877 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS878 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS879 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS88 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS880 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS881 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS882 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS883 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS884 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS885 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS886 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS887 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS889 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS89 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS890 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS891 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS892 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS893 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS894 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS895 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS896 9TF145 GS Unit 72 (IIIB) Excavated 
GS897 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (II) Excavated 
GS898 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (II) Excavated 
GS899 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS9 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS900 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS901 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS902 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS903 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS904 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS905 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS906 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS907 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS908 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS909 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS91 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
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GS910 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS911 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS912 9TF145 GS Unit 73 (IIIA) Excavated 
GS913 9TF145 GS Unit 73 V Excavated 
GS914 9TF145 GS Unit 73 V Excavated 
GS915 9TF145 GS Unit 73 V Excavated 
GS916 9TF145 GS Unit 73 V Excavated 
GS917 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS918 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS919 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS92 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS920 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS921 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS922 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IV Excavated 
GS923 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS924 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS925 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS926 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS927 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS928 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS929 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS93 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS930 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS931 9TF145 GS Unit 73 IIIB Excavated 
GS932 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS933 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS934 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS935 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS936 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS937 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS938 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS939 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS94 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS940 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS941 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS942 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS943 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS944 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS945 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS946 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS947 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS948 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS949 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS95 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS950 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS951 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS952 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS953 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS954 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
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GS955 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS956 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS957 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS958 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS959 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS96 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS960 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS961 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS962 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS963 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS964 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS965 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS966 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS968 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS969 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS97 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS970 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS971 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS972 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS973 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS974 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS975 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS976 9TF145 GS Unit 74 III Excavated 
GS979 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS980 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS981 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS982 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS983 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS984 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS985 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS986 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS987 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS988 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS989 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS99 9TF145 GS 1540 Excavated 
GS990 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS991 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS992 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS993 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS994 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS995 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS996 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS997 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS998 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
GS999 9TF145 GS Pit IV Excavated 
HogWallow1 Hog Wallow Hog Wallow Excavated 
HogWallow2 Hog Wallow Hog Wallow Excavated 
HogWallow3 Hog Wallow Hog Wallow Excavated 
LL1 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
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LL10 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL100 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL101 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL102 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL103 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL104 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL105 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL106 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL107 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL108 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL109 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL11 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL110 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL111 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL112 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL113 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL114 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL115 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL116 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL117 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL118 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL119 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL12 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL125 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL126 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL127 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL128 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL129 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL13 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL130 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL131 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL132 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL133 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL134 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL135 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL136 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL137 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL138 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL139 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL14 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL140 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL141 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL142 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL143 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL144 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL145 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL146 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL147 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL148 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
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LL149 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL15 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL150 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL151 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL152 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL153 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL154 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL155 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL156 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL157 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL158 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL159 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL16 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL160 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL161 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL162 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL163 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL164 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL165 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL166 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL167 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL168 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL169 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL17 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL170 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL171 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL172 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL173 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL174 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL175 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL176 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL177 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL178 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL179 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL18 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL180 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL181 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL182 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL183 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL184 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL185 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL186 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL187 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL188 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL189 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL19 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL190 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL191 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL192 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
LL193 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL194 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL195 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL196 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL197 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL198 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL199 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL2 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL20 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL200 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL201 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL202 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL203 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL204 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL205 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL206 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL207 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL208 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL209 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL21 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL210 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL211 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL212 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL213 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL214 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL215 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL216 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL217 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL218 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL219 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL22 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL220 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL221 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL222 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL223 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL224 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL225 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL226 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL227 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL228 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL229 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL23 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL230 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL231 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL232 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL233 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL234 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL235 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL236 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL237 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL238 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL239 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL24 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL240 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL241 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL242 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL243 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL244 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL245 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL246 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL247 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL248 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL249 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL25 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL250 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL251 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL252 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL253 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL254 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL255 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL256 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL257 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL258 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL259 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL26 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL260 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL261 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL262 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL263 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL264 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL265 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL266 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL267 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL268 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL269 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL27 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL270 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL271 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL272 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL273 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL274 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL275 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL276 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL277 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL278 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL279 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL28 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL280 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
LL281 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL282 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL283 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL284 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL285 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL286 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL287 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL288 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL289 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL29 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL290 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL291 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL292 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL293 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL294 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL295 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL296 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL297 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL298 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL299 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL3 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL30 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL300 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL301 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL302 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL303 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL304 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL305 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL306 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL307 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL308 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL309 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL31 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL310 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL311 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL312 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL313 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL314 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL315 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL316 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL317 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL318 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL319 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL32 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL320 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL321 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL322 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL323 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL324 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
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LL325 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL326 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL327 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL328 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL329 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL33 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL330 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL331 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL332 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL333 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL334 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL335 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL336 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL337 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL338 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL339 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL34 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL340 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL341 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL342 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL343 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL344 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL345 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL346 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL347 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL348 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL349 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL35 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL350 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL351 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL352 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL353 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL354 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL355 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL356 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL357 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL358 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL359 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL36 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL360 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL361 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL362 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL363 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL364 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL365 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL366 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL367 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL368 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL369 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL37 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL370 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL371 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL372 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL373 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL374 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL375 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL376 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL377 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL378 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL379 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL38 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL380 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL381 9WL7 Midden North of Twin Pines Surface Collection 
LL382 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL383 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL384 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL385 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL386 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL387 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL388 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL389 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL39 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL390 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL391 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL392 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL393 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL394 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL395 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL396 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL397 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL398 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL399 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL4 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL40 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL400 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL401 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL402 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL403 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL404 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL405 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL406 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL407 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL408 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL409 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL41 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL410 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL411 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL412 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL413 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL414 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL415 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL416 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL417 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL418 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL419 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL42 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL420 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL421 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL422 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL423 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL424 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL425 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL426 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL427 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL428 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL429 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL43 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL430 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL431 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL432 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL433 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL434 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL435 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL436 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL437 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL438 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL439 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL44 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL440 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL441 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL442 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL443 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL444 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL445 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL446 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL447 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL448 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL449 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL45 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL450 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL451 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL452 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL453 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL454 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL455 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL456 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL457 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL458 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL46 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL460 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL461 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL462 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL463 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL464 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL465 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL466 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL467 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL468 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL469 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL47 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL470 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL471 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL472 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL473 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL474 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL475 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL476 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL477 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL478 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL479 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL48 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL480 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL481 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL482 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL483 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL484 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL485 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL486 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL487 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL488 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL489 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL49 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL490 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL491 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL492 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL493 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL494 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL495 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL496 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL497 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL498 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL499 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL5 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL50 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL500 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL501 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
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LL502 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL503 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL504 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL505 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL506 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL507 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL508 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL509 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL51 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL510 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL511 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL512 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL513 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL514 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL515 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL516 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL517 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL518 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL519 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL52 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL520 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL521 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL522 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL523 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL524 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL525 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL526 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL527 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL528 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL529 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL53 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL530 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL531 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL532 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL533 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL534 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL535 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL536 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL537 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL538 9WL7 West of Road Surface Collection 
LL539 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL54 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL540 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL541 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL542 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL543 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL544 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL545 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL549 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL55 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL550 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL551 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL552 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL553 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL554 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL555 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL556 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL557 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL558 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL559 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL56 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL560 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL561 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL562 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL563 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL564 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL565 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL566 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL567 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL568 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL569 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL57 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL570 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL571 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL572 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL573 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL574 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL575 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL576 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL577 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL578 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL579 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL58 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL580 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL581 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL582 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL583 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL584 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL585 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL586 9WL7 Shell Midden SE of Black Hole Surface Collection 
LL587 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL588 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL589 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL59 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL590 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL591 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL592 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL593 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
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LL594 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL595 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL596 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL597 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL598 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL599 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL6 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL60 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL600 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL601 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL61 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL62 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL63 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL64 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL65 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL66 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL67 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL68 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL69 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL7 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL70 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL71 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL72 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL73 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL74 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL746 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL747 9WL7 Black Hole Midden Surface Collection 
LL748 9WL7 Late Lamar Midden Surface Collection 
LL749 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL75 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL76 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL77 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL78 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL79 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL8 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL80 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL81 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL82 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL83 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL84 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL85 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL86 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL87 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL88 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL89 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL9 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL90 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL91 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL92 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
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LL93 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL94 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL95 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL96 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL97 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL98 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
LL99 9WL7 All Prov excluding black hole Surface Collection 
SR1 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR10 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR100 9CF17 60 Excavated 
SR101 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR102 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR103 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR104 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR105 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR106 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR107 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR108 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR109 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR11 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR110 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR111 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR112 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR113 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR114 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR115 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR116 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR117 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR118 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR119 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR12 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR120 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR121 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR122 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR123 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR124 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR125 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR126 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR127 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR128 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR129 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR13 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR130 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR131 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR132 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR133 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR134 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR135 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR136 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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SR137 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR138 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR139 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR14 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR140 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR141 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR142 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR143 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR144 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR145 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR146 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR147 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR148 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR149 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR15 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR150 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR151 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR152 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR153 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR154 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR155 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR156 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR157 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR158 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR159 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR16 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR160 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR161 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR162 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR163 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR164 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR165 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR166 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR167 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR168 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR169 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR17 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR170 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR171 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR172 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR173 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR174 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR175 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR176 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR177 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR178 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR179 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR18 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR180 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR181 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR182 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR183 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR184 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR185 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR186 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR188 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR189 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR19 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR190 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR191 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR192 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR193 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR194 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR195 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR196 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR197 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR198 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR199 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR2 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR20 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR200 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR201 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR202 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR203 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR204 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR205 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR206 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR207 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR208 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR209 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR21 9CF17 47 Excavated 
SR210 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR211 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR212 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR213 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR214 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR215 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR216 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR217 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR218 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR219 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR22 9CF17 47 Excavated 
SR220 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR221 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR222 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR223 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR224 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR225 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR23 9CF17 47 Excavated 
SR24 9CF17 47 Excavated 
SR25 9CF17 65 Excavated 
SR256 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR257 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR258 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR259 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR26 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR260 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR261 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR262 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR263 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR264 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR265 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR266 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR267 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR268 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR269 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR27 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR270 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR271 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR272 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR273 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR274 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR275 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR276 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR277 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR279 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR28 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR280 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR281 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR282 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR283 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR284 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR285 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR286 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR287 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR288 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR289 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR29 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR290 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR291 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR292 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR293 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR294 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR295 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR296 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR297 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR298 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR299 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR3 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR30 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR300 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR301 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR302 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR303 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR304 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR305 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR306 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR307 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR308 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR309 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR31 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR310 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR311 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR312 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR313 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR314 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR315 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR316 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR317 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR318 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR319 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR32 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR320 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR321 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR322 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR323 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR324 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR325 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR326 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR327 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR328 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR33 9CF17 46 Excavated 
SR330 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR331 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR332 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR333 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR334 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR335 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR336 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR337 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR338 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR339 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR34 9CF17 46 Excavated 
SR340 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR341 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR342 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR343 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR344 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR345 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR346 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR347 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR348 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR35 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR350 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR351 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR352 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR353 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR354 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR355 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR356 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR357 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR358 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR359 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR36 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR360 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR361 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR362 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR363 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR364 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR365 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR366 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR367 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR368 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR369 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR37 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR370 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR371 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR372 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR373 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR374 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR375 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR376 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR377 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR378 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR379 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR38 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR380 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR381 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR382 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR383 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR384 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR385 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR386 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR387 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR388 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR389 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR39 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR390 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR391 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR392 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR393 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR394 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR395 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR396 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR397 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR398 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR399 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR4 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR40 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR400 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR401 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR402 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR403 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR404 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR405 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR406 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR407 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR408 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR409 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR41 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR410 9CF17 Square b 0-2 Surface Collection 
SR411 9CF17 Square c 0-8 Surface Collection 
SR412 9CF17 Square c 0-8 Surface Collection 
SR413 9CF17 Square c 0-8 Surface Collection 
SR414 9CF17 Square c 0-8 Surface Collection 
SR415 9CF17 Square d 0-2 Surface Collection 
SR416 9CF17 Square b 0-10 Surface Collection 
SR417 9CF17 Square B 7-9 Surface Collection 
SR418 9CF17 Square g 0-2 Surface Collection 
SR419 9CF17 Square e 0-3 Surface Collection 
SR42 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR420 9CF17 Square e 0-3 Surface Collection 
SR421 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR422 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR423 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR424 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR425 9CF17 Square g 2-4 Surface Collection 
SR426 9CF17 Square g 2-4 Surface Collection 
SR427 9CF17 Square g 4-6 Surface Collection 
SR428 9CF17 Square g 4-6 Surface Collection 
SR429 9CF17 Square A 4-10 Surface Collection 
SR43 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR430 9CF17 Square A 4-10 Surface Collection 
SR431 9CF17 Square A 4-10 Surface Collection 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR432 9CF17 Square A 4-10 Surface Collection 
SR433 9CF17 Square E, no level Surface Collection 
SR434 9CF17 Square E, no level Surface Collection 
SR435 9CF17 Square E 6 Surface Collection 
SR436 9CF17 Square I 0-2 Surface Collection 
SR437 9CF17 Square I 4-6 Surface Collection 
SR438 9CF17 Square I 4-6 Surface Collection 
SR439 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR44 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR440 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR441 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR442 9CF17 Snow Collection Surface Collection 
SR45 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR46 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR47 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR48 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR49 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR5 9CF17 64 Excavated 
SR50 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR51 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR52 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR53 9CF17 62 Excavated 
SR54 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR55 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR56 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR57 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR58 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR59 9CF17 54 Excavated 
SR6 9CF17 60 Excavated 
SR60 9CF17 40 Excavated 
SR61 9CF17 40 Excavated 
SR62 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR63 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR64 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR65 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR66 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR67 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR68 9CF17 58 Excavated 
SR69 9CF17 58 Excavated 
SR7 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR70 9CF17 39 Excavated 
SR71 9CF17 39 Excavated 
SR72 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR73 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR74 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR75 9CF17 41 Excavated 
SR76 9CF17 53 Excavated 
SR77 9CF17 47 Excavated 
SR78 9CF17 40 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
SR79 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR8 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR80 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR81 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR82 9CF17 42 Excavated 
SR83 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR84 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR85 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR86 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR87 9CF17 44 Excavated 
SR88 9CF17 44 Excavated 
SR89 9CF17 57 Excavated 
SR9 9CF17 43 Excavated 
SR90 9CF17 46 Excavated 
SR91 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR92 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR93 9CF17 53 Excavated 
SR94 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR95 9CF17 55 Excavated 
SR96 9CF17 53 Excavated 
SR97 9CF17 62 Excavated 
SR98 9CF17 45 Excavated 
SR99 9CF17 60 Excavated 
US1 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US10 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US11 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US12 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US13 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US14 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US15 9CF46 85 Excavated 
US16 9CF46 80 Excavated 
US17 9CF46 80 Excavated 
US18 9CF46 80 Excavated 
US19 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US2 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US20 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US21 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US22 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US23 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US24 9CF46 82 Excavated 
US25 9CF46 ? Excavated 
US26 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US27 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US28 9CF46 81 Excavated 
US29 9CF46 84 Excavated 
US3 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US30 9CF46 84 Excavated 
US31 9CF46 84 Excavated 
US32 9CF46 84 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
US34 9CF46 84 Excavated 
US35 9CF46 73 Excavated 
US36 9CF46 73 Excavated 
US37 9CF46 73 Excavated 
US38 9CF46 73 Excavated 
US39 9CF46 74 Excavated 
US4 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US40 9CF46 74 Excavated 
US41 9CF46 74 Excavated 
US42 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US43 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US44 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US45 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US46 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US47 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US48 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US49 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US5 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US50 9CF46 75 Excavated 
US51 9CF46 76 Excavated 
US52 9CF46 77 Excavated 
US53 9CF46 78 Excavated 
US54 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US55 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US56 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US57 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US58 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US59 9CF46 71 Excavated 
US6 9CF46 92 Excavated 
US60 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US61 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US62 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US63 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US64 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US65 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US66 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US67 9CF46 72 Excavated 
US68 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US69 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US7 9CF46 88 Excavated 
US70 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US71 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US72 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US73 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US74 9CF46 69 Excavated 
US75 9CF46 70 Excavated 
US76 9CF46 70 Excavated 
US77 9CF46 66 Excavated 
US78 9CF46 76 Excavated 
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Specimen No Site No Provenience (Lot) Comments 
US79 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US8 9CF46 88 Excavated 
US80 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US81 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US82 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US83 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US84 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US85 9CF46 68 Excavated 
US9 9CF46 87 Excavated 
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APPENDIX B – Techniques Used for Collecting Metric Data 
 
Attribute Measured Measurement Technique 
Vessel Form Characteristics 
Rim Angle See Figure 7.3, measured in millimeters 
Shoulder Angle See Figure 7.3, measured in millimeters 
Orifice Diameter Measured in centimeters, only when 10 percent 
of orifice arc is present 
Throat Diameter Calculated using profile sketches and orifice 
diameter. 
Average Wall Thickness Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
Average Lip Thickness Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
Average Base Thickness Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged 
Folded Rim Characteristics 
Average Folded Rim Depth Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. See 
Figure 7.10 for measurement locations. 
Average Vertical “Pinch” Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. See 
Figure 7.10 for measurement locations. 
Average Horizontal "Pinch" Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. See 
Figure 7.10 for measurement locations. 
Average Space Between "Pinches" Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. See 
Figure 7.10 for measurement locations. 
Paste Characteristics 
Aplastic Density Percent calculated using relative abundance 
scale from Compton (1962: Appendix 3). 10x 
hand lens used. 
Aplastic Shape Shape characterized using a roundness scale 
from Compton (1962: Figure 12-2). 10x hand 
lens used. 
Aplastic Size Size determined by comparing to a visual scale 
of sorted sand grains created by the author. 10x 
hand lens used. 
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Attribute Measured Measurement Technique 
Surface Treatment Characteristics 
Average Incised Groove Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
Average Incised Land Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
Average Stamped Groove Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
Average Stamped Land Width Measured in millimeters. Two measurements 
were taken from each sherd and averaged. 
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